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This is the fourth of several issues of the special journal on the programme
fand other documents) of the party. The purpose of this journal is to provide
an important forum for discussion and struggle aroutld the programme (and
other documentsJ among all future party members.
None of these articles represents the line of the RU; none has been approved
(or disapproved) by leadership bodies of the RU on any level. Instead these Sl;ticles represent the opinions, criticisms and suggestions of particular comrades bas·
ed on their study of these specific points of the draft programme (and other
documents) and their own summation arouf}d them.
For this issue of the joumal, as with the last one, a tremendous number of
articles were submitted. This reflects the fact that the central importance of
forming the party now is being more thoro~ghly grasped by all comr;;des. It

further. reflects the fact that the process of forming the party from the bottom
up, and linking theory with practice in discussjon and struggle, is developing and
deepe_ning. All this is laying the firmest foundation for carrying the process
through and forming the party, united to carry out the correct line as the advan· _
ced detachment of the working class.
In this issue of the journal we have limited the number of articles and printed
those which most-focus the discussion and struggle around the main points and
will enable the journal to further this process the most at this time. For this
reason many articles. which were submitted but did not concentrate on these
main focuses, were not printed. But, whether or not they appear in the journal
the articles submitted will make an important contribution to the process of
for_ming the party and will be tJsed in one form or another as part of the process.
0

On War.and the International
.
United Front
-

1

One
The following is a response to an article submitted
for this issue of the journal on the international situa·
tion. The editors of the journal felt the artiCle submit·
ted should be responded to, and assigned one comrade
to write tfle response, which begins below. (The article
submitted, to which the following is a reply, flegfns on
page 3.)
·

The article in this journal sharply criticizing the
line ot the Draft Programme (OP) on the international
situation and the world wide united front tries to re·
place proletarian internationalism with a line that must
be characteraed as "uphold international bourgeois
democracy." At the heart of this whole criticism is the ,'disagreement with the basic line of the DP that "The ~
working class of all countries faces the task qf i.:uilc!ing
broadest united front, on a world scale, aimed at the
ruling classes of these two superpowers, while at the
! same time uniting all who can be united within each
counr,Y to continue the battle for socialist revolu·
tion." (my emphasis) In opposition to this, the auth·
ors of the criticism, in spite of their claims to the con·
trary, place the struggle for proletarian revolution in
conflict with the world wide united front and in fact
liquidate the "battle for socialist revolution."
At the foundation of all this is the fact that the
criticism is rooted not in t:ie outlook of the working
class-dialectical materialism-but in idealism and
bourgeois logic (metaphysics). Although the criticism
charges that "The DP does not proceed 'from th':! ·
actual world situation taken as a whole and from a
class analysis of the fundamental contradictions in
the contemporary world,' " it is exactly the fact that
the OP's line on the international situation is based
on the stand of the working class and a class analysis
of the forces in the world wide united front tnat most
upsets the authors of the criticism. (Apparently th1!Y
are even disturbed by the fact that the DP points out
that the sociali$l countries are characterized by the
tac~ !het the working class holds state power therethey leap at this to make the ridiculous claim that the
DP denies that the socialist countries as a whole are
allies of the proletanat 1n the U.S. and other countries!)
The cnt1cism covers itself wtth scattered phrases
maintaining that the working class-specifically in
Europe-must not rely on the bourgeoisie in the struggle against the superpowers, that the working class
is the leading force, thijt it must strive for socialism,
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etc., etc. But the criticism presents the straggle of
countries as the main force in the international struggle.
It denies, in essence (though, of course, not in words)
that countries are divided into classes and that bour·
geois forces rule the non-socialist countries. The auth·
ors of tne criticism, in th" name of the united front
against the two supt, powers, deny the decisive role
of the masses of people, and reduce the working class
to a subordinate role to the bourgeoisie, a tail .wagged.
behind the bourgeois dog.

does not presently face.
What lies at base of our authors' line is that they
think the communists should give up on winning the
workers in Europe-and SJ?ecifically winning them away
from the revisionist parties which hold considerable
sway in the working class in a number of European
countries-on the basis of their class interests and in·
stead should rely on the bourgeoisie of these countries
to "win" the workers on the basis of "national interest."
Question of NATO

Line on Europe
This stands out most sharply in their line on Europe,
~pecifically West Europe. First they claim that "All
11hese components o1f the WWUF (world wide united
front) have a material interest in bringing down their
main enemy, both superpowers." (emphasis in original)
l"hat the bourgeois ruling classes of Europe (and othe-r
areas) have contradictions with the two superpowers,
that in certain ways they resist domination by the
superpowers, and that the proletariat must make use of
these contradictions and support this resistance, with·
out however giving unconditional support or subordin·
ating itself to these bourgeois classes-all this is certain·
ly true. But do these authors really expect us to believe
that the ruling classes of Europe have "a material inter·
est in bringing down" the two superpowers!? f o replace
them with what-socialism under the rule of the work·
ing class?
Further, the authors of the criticism say that the
struggle of the of the working class in Europe is "for
an independent Europe and for socialism," and more,
that socialist revolution in Europe "can only be achieved through building the united front against bqth SPs
(superpowers]." While it.is certainly true that the
working class in the European countries should build
the united front against the two superpowers, what our
authors are saying here comes down to the line that
it is only througfi the fight for independence that the
proletariat will be able to advance to socialism. How·
ever much they may deny it, our authors are project·
ing a two-stage struggle in Europe-first for independ·
dence, in which the proletariat unites with the bour·
geoisie but struggles for leadership, and then, emerg·
ing out of this stage, the second stage struggle for
socialism.
And our authors have determined this to be the
case now, even under the conditions when there is
not yet a war in Europe. If the working tlass is con·
fronted with the actuality of such a war-and the lik·
lihood of this is growing- then it will have to deal
with this situation, this necessity, in accordance with
the actual conditions (more on this shortly). But
while the working class must prepare for future dev·
elopments, it is not the task of the communists to
impose future possibilities onto the present situation
and impose on the working class necessity which it does

In case there is any doubt about the line of our
authors, look at what they say about NATO. First
they admit that "At this point the U.S. is the overlord
in NATO.'' but then they hasten to add that "in case
of an attack by the SU NATO is the only defense organization Western Europe has." Then they saythat with
regard to the role of NATO in the future, there are two
possibilities-either "Europe kicks the U.S. out of it
and takes charge, or builds up its defense organization
independent of NATO. The second solution seems the
more likely one."
Our authors refuse to face up to third possibilitythat the U.S. will maintain, even strengthen its dom·
ination in NATO and that the war in Europe will not
necessarily take place as a "war of liberation" by Eur·
ope against the two superpowers, but as a war between
two imperialist blocs, headed by the two superpowers
(NATO vs. Warsaw Pact). In such a case-and it is
certainly a real possibnity-What would be wrong with
- the working class in Europe taking the stan" of "turn·
ing the imperialist war into a civil war"· in the European
count ries themselves? After all, as Lenin pointed out,
"a war between imperialist Great Powers ... or in al·
liance with the Great Powers is an imperialist war ...
And in this war 'defense of the fatherland' is a decept·
tion, an attempt to justify the war." ("A Caricature
of Marxism,'' Vol. 23, p. 34, emphasis Lenin's)
;
Unlike our authors, I am not attempting.now to
determine the actual character of the war, but only
pointinq to possibilities that they avoid and pointing
out that in different concrete conditions the task of
the proletariat must be different, even though its
basic principles and its long·term goal remain the
same. In any case, no possibility with regard to the
war can be used to liquidate the class struggle and the
goal of socialism, and to preach reliance on the bourgeoisie as our authors in fact are doing.
But there is something even more fundamentally
wrong with their line and specifically with their rea·
saning around NATO. They argue, in substance, that
so long as the Soviet Union maintains its military stren·
gth anlil alliances in Europe, to struggle to break up
NATO "is to invite the SU to take over and make
the situation even worse that it is now.~·
What they are saying is that in the face of the threat
Continued on page 2
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task of the international proletariat was to ~nd
the Soviet Union. Similar circumstances coufcl arise
'in the future-and as the DP points out, we '\lust arm
the workers in this country with the understa'nding
that the international proletariat must regard and
defend the socialist countries as its own-but, as I
said before, it is not the task of communists to impose
future possibilities onto the present situation or impose necessity oo the working class which it does
not presently face. And at all times the working class
and its party must concretely analyse the actual situation and alignment of forces, and determine its policy
not by mechanically applying what was done in the
past- and certainly not by basing itself on what
mif1ht happen,in the future - but by determining what
will advance the overall struggle given the actual situation.)
Stalin himself in "Economic Problems of So~ialism"
(written in 1951-52) summed up the basis ofwW2 and
the change in its character after the invasion of the
Soviet Union. The U.S.-British bloc, he wrote, built
up Germany's economy "with a view to setting a·
recovered Germany against the Soviet Union, to utilizing her against the land oftSocialism. ,But <Sermany directed her forces in the first place against the Anglo- ,
French-American bloc. And when Hitler Germany declared war on the Soviet Union, the Angto-FrenchAmerican bloc, far from joining with Hitler Germany
was compelled to enter into a coalition with the USSR
against Hitler -Germany.'' (my emphasis) "Consequent·
ly ,"Stalin pointed out, "The struggle of tQe "capitalist
countries for markets and their desire to crush their
competitors proved in practice to be stronger than the
contradictions between the capitalist camp and the socialist cam~." (my emphasis)

•
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Continued from page 1
of Soviet att ack against Western Europe (they don't
even deal with the possibility that the U.S. imperialists might launch an attack to the East.iri Europe in
the face of Soviet gains-even economic and political
gains- in the West). the only thing that West Europe
(a classless West Europe) has to rely on is NATOreally U.S. imperialism, which they admit is now '
"the overlord" in NATO. Where do the masses of
people figure into all this? Simply-they don't.
The correct stand, of course, is to struggle against
both superpower military blocs in Europe (and elsewhere). But to argue that until Western Europe has
its own "defense organization," and unless the Warsaw Pact is "dissolved" at the exact same time as
NATO, NATO must be maintained-even with U.S.
imperialism as "overlord"-isto put yourself in a
bourgeois logical trap. Again, it reduces the masses to
a tail on the bourgeoisie-even the U.S. bourgeoisieand recognizes no real, independent role for the work·
ing class. It is the J'lesser of two evils" line' on the
international level. It is the same kind of thinking
that Lenin criticized in speaking of "a bour.geois who
believes that a war started by the governments muSt
necessarily end as a war between governments." (See
Lenin, Three Articles on War And Peace, "Socialism
and War," p. 25, Peking edition, 1966)
When combined with the earlier statements on
NATO-and with the specific refusal to deal with
the possibility of the U.S. maintaining NATO as its
~ t ool of military aggression- what our authors( line
I comes down to is to unite all who can be united (even
U.S. impe6alism) against the Soviet Union. While
they talk about both superpowers (even empbasize
"both") they are really saying that the Soviet Union
alone 1s the main enemy of the people of the world
and the sole source (or only really dangerous source)
of aggression in Europe, the focal point of the future
war. They are determining now that the character
of WW3 will be a " united front against fascism" with
the Soviet Uhion taking the place of Germany in WW2.

'

'

what the DP means when it says that "in this conflict
(my emphasis) the proletariat supports them against
the superpowers." The OP points to making use of
contradictions ·and analyzes the class basis of these
contradictions, which, -again, apparently angers our
authors, for they lash out with the flimsy "left" cover
that the DP is. advbcating support of the ruling classes
\ of the developed countries in their drive for profit!
But the working class must not stop its struggle again·
st its own ruling class for socialism in the European '
countries, even at the)ame time as it mobilizes the
, masses to oppose superpower aggression in any form
and prepares its own ranks and the masses to deal
~ith the growing possibility of a world war, with
Europe as the focal point.
Again, as to who is really covering up the class nature of t he bourgeoisies of Europe, note how our authors say, "We must oppose the European imperialists when they try to make deals with the SPs, when
they attack the Third World countries oi' if they
•
attack their own people:" (my emphasis) /F?!
This is Kautskyism all over again, tre.-iting imperialism
as just oppression of the Third World and not the
sy$tem of capitalist exploitation in its highest and
fins/ stage, which is always attacking its own peoplein various forf(ls. not the least of which its us.a of the
state as its arm of repression and dictatorship-and \
which' must and can only be overthrown by the work·
ing class. ,
......

"Relying on the U.S. Imperialists"

'
The use of the February, 1946 quote from Stalin.
/ like the whole thrust of the criticism, is merely an attempt by the autnors to promote reliance on the bourgeoisie in Europe, even to promote the line of relying
on the U.S. imperialists as "defense" agair:ist the Russian social-imperialists and to determine now that the
character of WW3 will be a united front ag~inst the
social-fascist Soviet Union.
To cover themselves the authors try to use the fact
that China, as a socialist country. uses its state to state
relations in a certain way and makes certain agreeStalin Statement
ments with non-socialist governments as tactics to
advance the international struggle, to make use of cerThis is the real point of their use of the quote from
tain contradictions and unite all possible forces, on a
Stalin, that WW2 "assumed from the very outset the
world scale, a_gainst the two superpowers. The authcharacter of an anti-fascist war." This statement was
ors try to say that the line of the proletarian party
made by Stalin in February, 1946. While I do not
in different countries should follow exactly these
pretend to know all the ins and outs of the struggle at
actions of China. If we are to believe our authors
that time-both on the part of the Soviet Union in the
'these agreements. and other similar actions of China
international arena and within the Soviet Party itself~
are the sum total of its international line. To follow
it is clear that at that time the Soviet Union was attemptour authors' 'reasoning to its logical conclusion, China
ing to make use of contradictions among the imperial,poes not base itself on proletarian internationalism,
ists and to maint_ain certain agreements that had been
(ea(1y cares nothing about the world re~o lution, does
not actually support the revolutionary struggles of
made with the U.S.-British bloc, while the U.S.-British
bloc was breaking these agreements, attempting once
the working class and other oppressed people around
the world, and is not concerned with the achievement
more to encircle and threatening to attack the Soviet
of socialism in other countries. Exactly the opposite,
Union.
In this situation it may have been very difficult for
of course, is the truth.
Our authors even quote from Mao Tsetung's 1946
Stalin to say, "Well, as vou know the Second World War
arose out of the contention of the imperialists for world
statement on the international situation, but they do
riot quote-or base themselves on-the essential thrust
domination and began as a war between imperialist ban.,.
of Mao's.1946 statement. "The forces of reaction are
dits." Lenin pointed out that it is sometimes necessary
<iefinitely prepar-ing a ~hird world war, and the danger
to make compromises with bandits-and it is not always
of war exists," Mao begins in this article. In this situaso simple or useful to curse bandits as bandits under
~ion, as noted earlier, the Sovjet Union was making
such circumstances. Mao Tsetung criticized the infan; certain compromises with the U.S., Britain, and France.
tile "ultra-left" line that demanded, during the
But, Mao stresses, "Such c6mpromise does not require
formation of the anti-Japanese United Front, that if the
the people in the countries of the capitalist world to
Chinese communists made agreements with any bour·
geois "leades:" then :'we must call him a counter-revolufollow suit and make compromises at home. The
•
people in those countries will continue to wage/ diftionary at the same moement." (see "On Tactics Against
ferent struggles in accordance with their different
Japanese Imperialism," Vol. 1. p. 164)
conditions." (Vol. 4, p. 87)
~Ut, whatever the particular Circumstances, and the
Does this principle still apply in today's world, and
necessity faced by Stalin and the Soviet Union in early
does it apply to the working class and,the masses of
1946, the fact is that WW2 did arise out of the· conten·
people in Europe as well as other areas? Apparently
tion between the imperialists for world domination and
our authors do not think so, but I do, anyway.
did begin as a war between imperialists. "The working
How do these principles apply in today's.world?
class cannot support such a war," the Comintern empha· \
Today
{here are two main enemies of the people of
sized at the outbreak of the war. in the fall of 1939.
the world, the ruling classes of the two superpowers.
The war was a "war by the ruling circles of Britain,
The working class in every country must actively build
France and Germany to decide who shall dominate
and give leadership to the struggle against superpower
the world." "Down with the imperialist war." This
domination, but this does not and must n6t replace
was the analysis of the Comintem, before the German
its struggle against its own ruling class. As the OP ttates,
attack on the Soviet Union and the change in the charthe working cla.ss must learn· how to "correctly combine
acter of the war resulting from this. (Quotes are from
"
these tasks (struQgle against ttfe superpowers and unit·
a manifesto of the Communist International, issued
ing all who can be united within each country to conNovember 7, 1939.)
tinue the battle for socialism) so that it neither narrows
This did not mean that, in Chirra, for example, the
the international united front nor lose~sight of the goal
Chinese people should not unite all possible forces and
of socialism:·
even make use on contradictions among the imperialists
With reQard to Europe in particular-the focal point
to isolate and attack the main enemy in China at the
of superpower contention-the working class must
t ime- Japanese imperialism. But that did not change
lead the fight against superpower domination-econ·
the basis on which WW2 began or the overall character
. . I omic, political and military- even supporting'Ct-rtain
of WW2 at its outset. (As the DP states, the change in
~moves of the ruling classes ot the doveloped cotlntries
t he overall character of WW2 came with the attack on
in opiposin.Q the superpowers. (This. by thEl way. is
t he Soviet Union, which meant that the immediate
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Spontaneous Tendency

Here, in the U.S., it is especially crucial for the
working class to support the world wide strugnle
against both superpowers. But, at the same time.the party o.f the U.S. working class has the special
duty to expose and oppose the aggression of the U.S.
imperialists, while putting this in the overall context
of opposing all superpower contention, aggression and
moves toward world war. The spontaneous tendency
among the-masses in this country is not to underestim·
ate the aggressive character of the Soviet Union, but to
follow"the line of the U.S. ruling class that the .Russians
are THE aggres.s ors and U.S. actions are "defense against
aggression."
In today's world, the U.S. wants to maintain the
present status quo, which favors it (in the final analysis it wants to and must, expand). The people of the
world want to. change the present status quo in accordance with their own interests. The Russi<.11 rulers, in a
fundament;lly different way, in accordance with their
own imperialist interests, also want to change the pre·
sent status quo. This makes the international situation all the more complicated, because wherever the
people rise up against U.S. imf>erialism-which st.II has
the largest "sphere of influence"-the Soviets attempt
to move in to iake over, and they even try to take advantage of the desire of the masses for change and re·
volution to instigate and control movements for their
own imperialist aims.
The st'and of the working class-keeping in mind
always the goal of socialism-must be to support every
genuine struggle for independence, liberation and revolution, and to oppose all superpower interference,
domination and aggression, whatever form it takes.
But the-Present situation, and the tactics of the
Russian social-imperialists in particular, opefls the
door to the line that any attempt to change. the world
status quo must not be supporte·d, because it will
strengthen the Soviets. This, unfortunately. is what
the line of our authors comes down to, a line that in
essence dovetails with that of the U.S. imperialists.
This is why the line of ~ur authors is all the more
dangerous. They claim that the OP underestimates
the Soviet danger, seizing on the demand in the OP
tb "End all U.S. military alliances and military aid
to U.S. puppets," and failing to note that the same
demand adds "oppose all superpower aggression,
- I
bullying and interference in the internal affairs of
other countri.es"-which ceMainly includes the Warsaw Pact, for example.
\
The real faet is that our authors seriously d,.own\
play the aggressive nature of U.S. imperialism and
actually oppose the struggle against its attempts t'o
use NATO and other means to carry out domination
and aggression and contention with the Russian socialimperialists. The line of their criticism is not a line of ·
opposing the two superpowers, and especially as a'iine
for the party of the U.S. working class would lead
""away from our internationalist duties to say the least.
It is not a line of relying on the masses, not a line that
supports and advances the struggle for proletarian
revolution in the U.S. and internationally.
The authors of the criticism turn things upside down
in saying that the OP does not rely on the working class
but "blames our backwardness on the workers." In
fact. it is the authors of the criticism who, at b3se, reveal a fundamental fai lure to believe that the working
class, led by its party, can see through the deception of
the imperialists and can be mobilized to fight in its own
class interests .
This won:t do. The Revolutionary Communist Party
Continued on page 3
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the col'tradictions between the SPs.
threatt:~ ~uropean pea~, is co~ing from the SU, al-{
, As Chol.l En-lai pointed out in his report to the
though 1t 1s the content1on between the U.S. and the\
Tenth Party Congress of the CPC, "We are still in
S"1 Which is the underlying feaso_n why the situation
the era of im1:>erialism.and proletarian revolution."
in and around Euriope is so tense. 9espite all the talk
Lenin and Stalin developed the strategy and tactics
by both SPs ab0ut maintaining a "balance of power,"
of the proletariaA revolution for this era and "they
in the real world there is no.such thing. Ohiao Kuanremain the-theoretical basis guiding 0ur thinking to·
h.ua pointed out recently, referring to the' SPs, that
Continued from page 2
<iay."
"as far as balaoee is concerned, it has always been
of the USA at its very foundation must be b~sed on the
For the RGP this also has to be our point of departrelative-and temperary whether in nature or in human
outlook of the working class and uphold and fight for
ure for analyzing the world situation.
society,,
while imbalance is absolute and constant."
t he interests o f the proletariat world wide. This is
In The Foundations of Leni;,ism, Stalin lays out
(Speech to the UN 29th Session)
•
especially crucial at this time, when the party is being
clearly why it is not sufficif!nt today for any, revoluA
look
at
th~
military,
political,
and
economic::
facts
(
formed in the situation where on the one hand the dantionary Communist Party to pr0ceed in its clas.s analyconfi:Fms{hat
the
Sl::J
has
an
edge
in
Europe.
•
~
ger of world war, arising from superpower contentionsis anti strategy for revolution from conditions within
Military: Two-thirds orthe SU ,army, navy and air
and from the very nature of the imperialist system-is
its national boundaries alone. Stalin sJ ys: "Formerly,
force
is dirE!'Cted t0':""ard Western Elirope. In terms o.f
growing. and. en the other hand the struggle of the inthe analysis efthe l]>r~requisites for the prol~tarian
militaroy
materiel and soldiers, the Warsaw Pact (WP)
ternational working class, uniting with all f)ossible
revolution was usually approached from the poin'~ of
has
superiority
over NATO. The military''budget of ,
allies. is advancing, in the face of great difficulties
view of the' eoon0mic state of individual countries.
the
WP
countries
exceeds that 0f.the NATO countries
and dangers, toward the goal of social ism and ultimate·
- Now-ihis approach is no longer adequate. Now the mat'b,y
far.
ReceAtly
the SU pulled offone 0f the bi.ggest
ly communism world wide.
ter must be appro-ached from the point of view of t he
war games in European history, named "Ocean 75,"
The RevolutlonafY Communist Party must not go
economic state o·f all or the majarity of c0untries, from
, 220 ultramodern warships took part in this exercise
the way of Browderism, it must not degenerate into
the point of view 0f the'State of world economy."
which may be seen as a clear indication of the Soviet
revisionism as the €P did. This. is a life and death quesStalin continues to say that today under the_world
military ~rategy of encircling Western Europe from
1
' t ion for our class. ·•
wide system .of imperialism, it is necessary to speak of
its fla11l<!i in the Mediterranean and the Baltic and
"world-ptoletarian revolution; for the separate nation·
Nor.th Sea and Atlantic Ocea.n. This view is supported
al fronts of capital have become links in a single chain
by recent events in Tur-key, Greece, Cyprus1 Pom:ugal,
called the w0rld front oi Imperialism, which must be
tne Balkan countries, etc. and the Scandinavian
opp()sed by a cemmon front of the revolutiona~y mo~e
countries t<Y the nerth. The situation is accompanied
ment in all countries." And finally: "Formerly. tne
by great contradictions within NATO which result in
proletarian revolution was regarded exclusively as the
a very uncoordinated military apparatus {see events
result of the internal development o·f a given country.
in Turkey, Greece, Portugal, France, etc.)'
Now, this point of view is no longer adequate. Now tl'le
The so-called European Security Conference and
proletarian revolution must be regarded primarily as
Mutual Bata·nced TToop Reduction Conference are thethe result of the development of the contradictions
main p.ush by, the Sl!I to pull the wo01 over people's eyes
rntr:oduction
within the wor~d system of imperialism, as the result
and p-eddle'their "detente: · They also, do this by tak·
Comrades, this paper seals mainly with three quesof the bre.aking oftne chain o'f the world imperialist
ing credit for the gr:eat Oct~ber Revolution and using
tions on which the DP has a wrong line: 1) Tne>.interna·
front in one country or another." (Foundations, pp.
the Revisionist parties of Europe as a Tt:oj'an Horse, tional situation; 2) The werld wide united front against
28. 29)
which are directed to actively undermine the national
imperialism aimed at the superpowers; 3) The tasks of
Any revolutionary 19arty in the world must, in deter·
defense of the European countries {or else what would
the U.S. proletariat within it.
mining its strategy and tactics forthe revolution, take
be the reason for tile Moscow-led revisionist parties adThese are fundamental questions and we felt it was
into.account 1he general line of tlie international comvocating tllat their Western European countries stay
necessary n<:?t just to rewrite the sections cencemed. We
munist mevement. ~0r the '60s this general line was
in NATO? cf. Portugal), as well as presenting the SU
have tried to outline the world situation on whichlaid down.in the statement by the CPC, "A Proposal
as a representative of peace and justice.
together with our analysis of the internal contradic·
Concerning the General Line of the International ComEconomic: More and more West European countries
tions of the U.S.-our strategy for revolution in the U.S.
, munist Movement." The essence of this line was that
def)end en the SU as an important source of energy
must be based. This is the reason why the paper is so
the workers of the world should unite with the oppres{oil, ~as, electl'icity, uranium)( The SU makes ver,y
Tong. .
sed nations and peoples, the sacialist camp, and build
clear-especially .j,ust recently by it~ vicious opposition
Contrary to the DP, we think that the so-called
a broad united front to oppose U.S. ·imperialism.
to England's )oinihg the EEC-that they want to make
''t hree worlds" analysis is valid and that the world wide
Since the CPC pointed out in the "Proposal Conc.e rnWestern Europe dependent on them and drive UAS.
united front against both superpowers, which ls based
ing' the General Line" that the main enemy of the peoimperialism out.
on this analysis, is. the correct r.t:rategv for the intema·
ple of the world is U.S. imperialism, that worl€1 has
In opposition to U.S. imperialism (later both SPs),
tional communist movement today.
changed. What has changed? U.S. imperialism has been
a number of European countries formed tbe European
This worldwide united front comains the following
weakened around the globe mainly by tile united stiugEconomic CommunitY' {EEC) or Comm9n Market,
components:
gles of the Third World peoples, with the peoples·of
which was s.u mmed up recently in a Hsinhua news re- The workers of the world are the leading ferce.
lnd0china in the forefront of the struggle, supported •
- lease as follows: thi;i EEC was "formed by countries
- The Third World countries (devel0ping c0untries
by the American people and peoi;>les around the world.
with a combined tetal of nearly 256 million people
in Asia, Lat in America and Africa. including China,
and witfi economic capabilities close to those of the
The $eviet Union.~SU) has been turned into a social·
which is a developing sociajist couni:ry) are the main~
Uhitep States and exceeding those of_the Soviet Union.
imperialist -country after the revisionists took power
force.
-Enlarged in 1973 from the o riginal six to nine member
th~re. Today, both SPs contend for w0rld hegemony.
-The Second WorlCI (the capitalist an.d"imperialist
'"Wlilile U.S. imperialism is on the ctecline., Soviet socialstates, tile Community ha'S, through repeated negotiacountries except both s~perpowers) in their struggle •
imperi.alism is temporar.ily on the rise in the vain llope
tions, worked out a series of measures to resist the two
against he11emony ari? an auxiliary force.
.
- _ of enslaving the whole world and builaing a new Tsar·
superpowers' econ0mic domination and penetration
These struggles, while different in form, advance
ist ~mpire.
and to strengthen "political cooperation within itself.
lt-has·set itself the goal of turning_ its economic inte·
t he proletarian revolution an a world scale and find
~ccordingly, the socialist camp whjeh was referred
grati0n into a 'European Wnion' by the end of the
expression in the sl0gan: COUNTRIES WANT INDEto in the "Proposal Con.ceming the General Line" no
PENDENCE, NATIONS WANT LIBERATl0N AND
longer '8Xists today. The situati0n today is s1:1cb that
1970s s0 as to -achieve greater political identity. Econ·
omit:alfy, it has unified tariffs for manufactured•goods ..
PEOPLE WANT REVOLUTION.
it is no longer sufficient to call for a oroad united
and aaopted a common agricultural policy. It further
The DP, while i:;iaying lipservi.ce to the.world wide
frof.it just against \J,S. imperialism-as was cor.rect in
plans to set up an economic anti monetary union
the '5o"s anE1 '60s. Today the .general line is to unite
united front, violates it in fact in many ways. The most
through gradual integrati0n. In its external relations,
gl aring error occurs wnen the DP, in calling tor troops,
all wfto can b,e united in a world wide united front
it has f)een strengthening its ties with the Third
etc. of t he U.S. onlyt o be withdrawn, objectively takes'°
(WWUF)_against lioth SPs. Why is this necess~ry?
World countries. Last February, for instance, it sign And on what real situation is this eoncluslon based?
the side ot the Soviet Ur:iion.
ed the Lome agreement yvith 46 developing countries
We are confident that this paper will spark plenty of
of the African, Car~bbean and Pacific regions."
Eutope-An Outline of the Main Contradictions
healt hy struggle which will lead to a correction of our
{June 18, 1975)
As
the
DP
co.rrectly
points
0ut,
Europe
is
the
main
line o n the international sit uati0n and enable us to
J"oda¥, a nu~ber of Euro~ean co!Jnti:ies see in the
area 0f contention 0fthe SPs for hegemon-y. This
make revoluti.o n in tl'lis country and fuffill our internaEEC a tool f6r resisting the pressures of the two SPs.
results in a very complicated situation where many c;on·
tionalist dut y to the people of the world.
They wish to expand this andalso.1become militarily
tradictions have to be analyzed in order tb understand
Here are a few theoretical works which coufd help
indE!penC:lent from both SPs, which in fact they are
the s'ituation.
comrades to assess t0day'~ situation:
not, because the NA '170 is still under control of U.S.
In
his
great
work,
Imperialism,
the
Highest
Stage
of
1) Foundations of Leninism, J. Stalin {ChaPters
imperialism, while the WP is firmly in1he hands of
Q/pitalism, Lenin points out that it is a characteristic
Ill, VI, and VII).
Soviet social-imgerialism.
"sign of imperialism that it seeks hesemony over indus2) "A Proposal Concerning the General Line of the
Among the fa~ropean monopoly capitalists t.here
trial countries and not just agricultural countries, as was
lnte rnati.onal Communist M'bvement."
is
only
limited unity on how to achieve·this independ3) UN speech by Teng Hsiao-ping, April 10, 1974.
maintained by the renegatle Kautsky. This.means that
ence and whether it is a good thing to strive fo~ anyway.
4) Document s. 10th National Congress o'fthe_CPC
in their aim to control the world, the two SPs each has
There are basically two positions among them. One
to try to maint,ain its own SJ!Jheres of influence, partifpp. 21-26).
is to make a deal with one or the ether SP, to sell out
cularly in Europe as a hinterland for e)(panding into
the national interests of their countries and in case of
each othet's territories all around the globe. Man')l
I. The World Situation and Our Tasks
war join with one or the ot her SP. Germany ,is a case
The present world situatio n is characterized by
indications confirm this fact.
in paint.
This drive for hegemony, which consists of econom·
turmoil which shar.pens all the basic c0ntradictior:is
The case for independence for Europe from both'
ie plunder, political blackmail, military occupation and
in the world. In the Report r o t~e Ninth Party Co.nSPs is probably best demonstrated by the p91ieies of
many other forms, lays the material foundations. first,
9r'E!ss, the CPC correctly pointed these out : "the
France. France advocateS'a Europe which is militarily,
for a potentially irreconcilable opntradiction between
conttadict1o n between the o ppressed nations on the
eoonomically
and polit i<rnlly independent an~ a closer
the material interests of the countries of Europe (and
one hand ar.d imperialism and social·imperialism on
alliance
with
the
Third World. In this it is wholeheart·
\
the
rest
of
the
2nd
World)
and
those
of
the
SPs;
secon_d:
the other; the cont radictio n between t h.e proletaredly ,supported by t he People's Republic of China,
for common 'st ruggle of the 2nd and 3rd Wortd,against
iat and the bourgeoisie in the capitalist and reviswhich recently sent Teng Hsiao-ping.on a state visit to
\
t he SPs; and fin ~lly: for a united front in the 2nd World
ionist countries; the contrad iction bejWeen imi;>eriFran ce.
led by the proletariat for independence and s0cialism.
alist and social-imperialist countries and among t he
TI1us on the one nand the European imperialists
Today U.S. lmper;alism's position has been g·reatly
imperiaJist cou ntries; an d the contradiction between
seek
to get their in dependence from b0th SPs-and this
weakened-though
not
defeated-by,
the
struggle
of
the socialist cou ntries on t he one hand ana imperi alism
is clearly in the interests of the workipg class o·f these
the pe~ple ot-tne11w.arld as well as by its internal contra· •
and social-imperialism on t he othe r." Outstanding in
countries. Atrthe·same tiime,•thtl·y •aotively exploit and •
dictions. In the present •Siltuation in Europe. the SU
.... ~
this period are the cont:rap~rions b_etween th e two
;
continued on page 4
has a·claar advantage. This mean9\that the greatest
superp,ower~ (SPs) and tlo}Q people of the world and
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independence and make revolution without fighting imper:lalism and especially both SPs, so it is impossible today
in the Second World (esp. Europe) to figl\t for socialist
revolution without fighting for independence from both

people should direct their attacks mainly against U.S.
imperialism, but also against their own monopoly capitalists and other reactionary forces who are betraying
the national interests." Of course, today it must say
SPs.
"against both SPs.''
In .this situation there exists a real basis. for a united
In this united front it is of fundamental importance
1 front against the SPs between the people of the Thi rd
for the working class and its party to keep its political,
Continued from page 3
and Second World, because "in opposing hegemonism of
organizational, and ideological independence, uphold
oppress their own people and the Third World (although
the superpowers. the countries and people in the two inML, lead the masses in their day to day struggles, educto a much lesser degree than the SPs).
termediate zones (or two worlds) share com'mon interate them about the necessity of overthrowing the whole
The EEC is a good example of this contradictory
ests." (PR No. 45, 1972)
imperialist system, expand its influence and fight the
situation.
/
How does this united front affect the policies of the
various bourgeois parties and ideologies, prepare for all
'«hile the EEC's main aspect at this time is progresproletariat around the world? Is it not just a particular
forms of struggle and be ready to seize power once the
L sive, it nevertheless by no means eliminates the internal
foreign policy which ls adval"lced by China, as some
time has come. If this is not done and ~he leadership of
class contradiction , but in fact it means increased expeople claim?
the united front is left to the monopolies-, the CPs
loitation of the European proletariat and peasantry due
By no means I This WWUF is in the interest of the
sell out the working class and the masses of people.
proletariat and the vast majority of people around the
t o increased concentration of political and economic
/
The Marxist-Leninist Communist Party of France,
globe. It is not just a struggle against the SPs but in espower in fewer and fewer hands. While the working
as reported.in PR, calls on the French people "to sharpen
1
sence a struggle for advancing proletarian revolution.
...:_..class of Europe supports the drive for independence, it
' their vigilance against the danger brought on by the two
In
this
united
front
the
proletariat
around
the
world
opposes and resists the increasing exploitation. Many
superpower~ particularly by Soviet social-imperialism,
(including the U.S.) and the' socialist countries must
struggles in the past testify to this fact.
to peace in E:urope and national independence of Euro·
be the leading fo"rce, while at this point the Third World
Especially in the last couple of years, the working
, pean countries. At the same time, in continuing the class
class of Europe, as well as other segments of the people
countries are. the main force, and the Second World in
struggle for immediate demands as preparation for the
(students, peasants) have been engaged in great class
its struggle against hegemonism of the superpowers and
proletarian revolution, it is indispensable to reinforce the
for national independence (and in this only), is.also a
battles. The general crisis of imperialism-inflation, ununity of the European peoples in all spheres."" 'The unemployment, etc.-sparks these battles against the rule
component of the united front-an auxiliary force . All
ity of the peoples under the leadership of their proletarthese components of the WWUF have a material interest
of monopoly capital. One reflection otthis is the growth
ian revolutionary parties is welded by their fidel ity to
in bringing down their main enemy, both SPs. In all counof a revolutionary communist movement in all Western
the principles of Marxism-Leninism' " the communique
tries the proletariat must take me lead in building this
European countries, which is becoming increasingly conof the MLCPF concludes. (PR No. 2, 1975)
united front which consists of aU forces which oppose the
nected With the working class movement. This loosens
The struggle for independence and socialism in Europe.
two SPs and all their lackeys.
the grip of the soci ~ democrats and revisionists which
is not a two-stage struggle, first for independence and
Today, we are still in the er'a of imperialism and prolestill exert a large influence in the working class movethen for socialism. This struggle is to win the millions of
tarian revolution, and the contradictions caused by the
ment.
people to defeat their enemies one by one and to contimperialist system are sharper than ever. We have to moMore and more revolutionary communist parties and
inue in this until socialist revolution-which in Europe
bilize all forces which can be united to defeat bott\ SPs.
organizations are adopting the line'Of building a united
at this time can only be achieved through building the
Only in doing this will we make a great step forward to
front against both SPs in Europe. There is a consensus
united front against both SPs.
proletarian revolution by winning leadership of che mas·
that the SU at this time poses the greatest threat to
If the working class in Europe does not engag; in this
ses of people.
1 peace.
united 'front, it is not possible to·win th~ masses of peoWhile many people agree that it is correct for the
ple to make revolution. We must keep in mind that the
Third World to have a united front against the SPs, many
Eastern Europe
purpose of utilizing contradictions among the enemies
comrades fail to see that this is also necessary in a case
The situation in Eastern Europe is in some respects
is to make it easier to "attain the goal of the people's
similar, although in an overall sense it is certainly the
like Europe. What does the WWUF mean for Western •
revolutionary struggles and not to liquidate these strugEurope today?
fact that the SU still has a much better grip on its cologles." ("ProposaJ. Concerning the General tine")
The urgent issue of WW3 is confronting the people
nies than the U.S. has on the West European countries.
On the question of the EEC, th'e proletariat must supof Europe in particular, because that is where the war
port the progressive aspect which is dominant at this
Countries like Albania._Rum~ia and Yugoslavia are
is going to be carried out. What are the legitimate interl time, the aspect of making their countries independent
standing in the forefront of the struggle against SP hege:
ests of the people of Europe? A war between the SP
of the SPs. They must oppo.se any attempts at furthe r
monism, a fact which is aptly illustrated by the fact that
exploitation and oppression which result from the inblocks would Pe one which serves imperialist interests and
thpse ·countries have it written into their constitution
crease of power "their" ruling classes get through the
in which the working class has no interest whatsoever.
that it is prohibited to surrender to any foreign invader.
EEC, also any attempts on the part of "their" bourgeoiWhat is the strategy for opposing such a war, for trying to
In contrast to this, East Germany has just altered its
sies
to compromise ,with either of the SPs.
prevent
it
and
once
it
has
broken
out,
for
stopping
it?
constitution to proclaim that there is no longer one GerAs to the question of military strategy, the general
To prevent war in general it is of course necessary to
man nation and that the SU is their friend forever .
line is to arm the people to resist any attack by the SPs.
abolish imperialism altogether and build socialism. The
While the SU at this point has a tighter control over
Although given the present system, this possibility is
Icorrect way for the proletariat of Europe to do this tothings in their sphere of influence, events like Czecholimited,
everything possible must be done to arm the
day
is
to
Struggle
for
an
independent
Europe
and
for
socslovakia and the workers' uprising in Poland point to the .
people. However, it is correct to support an increase in
1ialism and to unite all forces which can be united in this.
same underlying contradictions as those operating in
Independent defense efforts which are directed against
The revolutionary CPs ofthese countries have to struggle
Western Europe. As the SU spreads its fascist dictatoran attack from the SPs. Of course, since we are dealing
for
independence
and
socialism
and
builp
a
united
front
ship it is just finding out about the law that wherever
1
with
the capitalist ruling class. this support 9an only be
under proletarian leadership, based on;the masses,of peothere is oppression there is resistance. The empire ef the
conditional
and limited. Any efforts (and judging from
ple
and
not
based
on
their
monopoly
bourgeoisies.
Th_e
new Tsars is going to be just as short-lived as Hitler's
the
past
there
are going to be plentvl on the part of the
proletariat
is
the
only
force
which
can
carry
out
these
1000-year Reich .
ruling ctass to increase police and armed forces and acttasks.
ually employ them to.Put down the class struggle (or
As Stalin pointed out: "Formerly, the bourgeoisie
Third World
the
Third World) must be strongly opposed. Any attempts
was.considered
the
leader
of
the
nation,
which
defended
As signified by the great victories in Indochina, by
on
the
part of lhe bourgeoisie to unite with one or the
the
rights
and
independence
of
the
nation
and
placed
the armed struggles in Africa, Asia an~ Latin America,
other SP and mpve towards WW3 must be constantly exthem 'above everything.' Now there is not a trace of the
by the oil boycott of the Arab countriE$, and last but
posed and fought against.
'national principle' left . Now the bourgeoisie sells the
not least by the struggle to unify the Third World polCan the European proletariat rely on "their" bourgrights and independence of the nation for dollars [or
itically in the UN and elsewhere, it is absolutely correct
eoisie
to protect them and lead them in the struggle
rubles!
our
addition]
.
The
banner
of
national
indepento state, as the CPC does, that the Third World is the
militarily
or otherwise? Of course not, they cannot.lead
dence
and
national
sovereignty
has
been
thrown
over"main force combatting colonialism, imperialism, and
this
struggle,
but some may under certain conditions
board.
Unquestionably,
you,
the
representatives
of
the
particularly the superpowers." (Teng Hsiao-ping, UN
participate under the leadership of the proletariat. •
Communist and democratic parties, will have to pick up
speech, April 10, 1974) The Third World countries are
This is why the task of the communists is tb prepare
this banner and carry it forward, if you want to be pathe weakest link of the imperialist chain and the "nathe
people today militarily as well and never to place •
triots
of
your
country,
if
you
want
to
be
the
leading
tional democratic revolutions in these areas is an imptheir
hopes on the bourgeoisie .
.
force
in·
your
nation.
There
is
no
one
else
who
could
ortant component of the contemporary wqrld revoluHowever,
to
maintain
that
"their"
bourgeoisie
shopick
it
up.''
(19th
Congress
ofthe
CPSU/Bl
tion." ("Proposal Concerning
the -General Line," p. 13)
.
uld disolve the national army or decrease their defense
This united front includes all forces which sincerely
This is all the more true today when the conditions for
efforts
at this point would be to act as a fifth column,
oppose the SPs; it fights agc.inst all 'reactionaries, revisrevolution are so much better than 15 years ago.
\
like
the
revisionist parties in Western Europe. To de/TIionists and other lackeys who are mouthpieces of the
What is the material base for this? The system of
11rui this today would only mean inviting the SPs to.lstay
SPs.
It
may
include
bourgeois
or
even
certain
monopoly
imperialism is characterized among other things by "the
forever in their countries and to attack them whenever
bourgeois forces. However, as history shows, these prosexport of capital to the sQurces of raw material (generthey
please. Isn't su;Ji a demand, a refusal to support an
pects
are
very
limited,
since
the
monopolies-prefer
to
ally the Third World) which is one of the foundations
independent defense effort, not taking the imperialist.
sell out the national interests of their countries, make a
of imperialism." (f oundations, p. 26) So the combina·
stand of the SPs, which' constantly tell everybody else
deal with the occupiers or simply flee the country and /
tion of several sharp contradictions ·caused by, imperialthey
should disarm while they themselves are in the
leave
it
to
the
stronger
imperialist
wolves.
This
has
been
ism-in these countries makes them "the most vulnerable
midst of a frantic arms race? What we have to demand
proven
by
WW2
and
is
demonstrated
by
secret
militarv
areas under imperialist rule and the storm centers of
at this time is the disarmament of both SPs.
~
plans which were recently revealed by U.S. imperialism
world revolution dealing direct blows at imperialism."
Lenin
hit
the
point
when
he
said:
"There
are
compfor the case of an attack on Germany.
("Proposal Concerning the General Line," p. 12) The
romises
and
compromises.
One
must
be
able
to
analyse
The proletariat of the European countries must forge
statement concludes : "In essence, therefore, the whole
the sit~ation and the concrete condition.s of each
a close alliance with the workers of the world, the social·
cause of the internatior:ial proletarian revolution hinges
compromise, or of each variety of compromise. One
ist
countries,
and
the
Third
World
countries.
They
must
on the o utcome of the revolutionary struggles of the
must leafn to distinguish between a }'Tlan who gives
struggle so that even under the present gove'flments the
peo ple of these areas, who constitute the averwhelming
bandits money and firearms in, order to lessen the
greatest possible unity between the Second and Third
majoritv of the world's population." (ibid., p. 13)
damage
they can do and facilit ate their capture and
World can be built. In U\is it is-necessary to oppose all
The Second World (with Europe which we analyzed
execution, and a man who gives bandits money and
attempts
on
the
part-Of
the
Second
World
countries
to
as its main represent ative) and the Third World have
firearms in order to share in the loot." (Left-Wing
oppress and exploit any of the Third World countries,
common ground to fight the SPs as well as contradicCommunism)
without these efforts this unity will be built on sand and
tions between t hem. What should be the str.ategy of the
What about NATO? .6,t this point the U.S. is
cannot
'be successful.
world prolet ariat towards them.?
the'
overlord in NATO and wants to run it as it
,
However, it is also necessary to keep in mind the aims
pleases. It trys to use NATO as a tool in its struggle
}
of
the
WWUF
and
direct
the
main
fire
at
the
superpowers.
II . The WWUF and the Strategy for Proletarian World
for hegemorw against the otper SP and the ·,-hird
The "Proposal Concerning the Genernl J.tjm~::. points out
"Revolution
_
Worl~. t"fQ,wev~r. increasinpl,y .~~e E1,1ropeap peop,le
,
that "in the capitalist coUn!r~,wllich U.S. i mperiali~m
As it is impossible today in the Third World countries
Continued
on
~age
5
controls or is trying to control, the working class and t he
t o overthrow the survivals of feudalism, establish national
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the future ... "
Stalin, wJlo was a dose participant of the situation
then, summed it up quite differently: "The Second
Worltl War differed substantially in character from
the first. It must be born in mind that before attack·
.... ing the Allied countries the major fascist statesGermany, Japan and Italy- destroyed the last remContinued from page 4
nants of bourgeois-democratic liberties at home and
·and countries are resisting this. As things stand
estat>lished there a cruel terroristic regime, trampled
today, in case of an attack by the SU, NATO is the
upon the principle of the sovereignty and free devel·
only defense organization Western Europe has-and a
opment of small countries, proclaimed as their own
very shakey one at that. What role NATO will play in
the policy of seizing foreign territory, and shouted
the future depends whether Europe kicks the U.S. out
from the housetops that they were aiming at a world
of it and takes charge, or builds up its defense organdomination and the spreading of the fascist regime
ization independent of NATO. The second solution
all over the world, and by seizing Czechoslovakia and
seems the more likely one.
the central regions of China, the Axis Powers showed
Whatever happens, the European proletariat can
that they were ready to carry out their threat to
never rely on NATO, whoever runs it. The working
enslave all the freedom-loving peoples. In view of
class must build its own unity and itS own army. How·
this, the Second World War against the Axis Powers,
ever, as long as Western Europe lacks an effective defense
unlike the First World War, assumed from the very
organization, to demand to dissolve only NATO would
outset [our emphasis] the charaeter of an anti·
be to invite the SU to take over and make the situation
fascist war, a war of liberation, one of the tasks of
1
' even worse than itls now.
Therefore the general de·
which was to restore democratic liberties. The entry
mand must be for the abolition of both the NATO and
of the Soviet Union into the war against the Axis
1
the WP. To demand abolishing only one would be to
Powers could only augment-and really did augmentplay the game of one or the other SP.
the anti-fascist and liberating character of the Second
World War." (Stalin, speech Feb. 9, 1946, in meeting
of voters)
World War 3
While it is important to struggle to prevent WW 3
The CPC, which participated in the war fighting the
Japanese, also sums things up differently than the DP:
by making revolution, i1 is also important to be pre"The anti-fascist war was a gigantiC struggle between
pared in case the war breaks out first. What would be
the world anti-fascist forces and German-Italian-Japan·
the attitude of the European prol~tariat towards
ese fascism, a just war '[our emphasis] on a scale unWW 3? "First, we are opposed to it, and second, we
precedented in the history of mankind." (PR No. 20,
are not afraid of it," as was recently pointed out in
1975) In an earlier statement, the CPC s~med up
one European ML paper. Would this war be an unjust
WW 2 as folloy.is: "The histo'Y of the Anti·Fascist
or just war?
War teaches us that the imperilllist countries do not
A war between the two imperialist blocks (NATO
form a monolithic block. Owing J.o the uneven Elevel·
vs. WP) must be opposed no matter who starts it
opment of capitalism, the German, Italian and Japanbecause it serves imperialism. As Lenin points out :
ese fascists struck first at the spheres of influence of
~'The Socialist, the revolutionary proletarian, the internationalist, argues differently (than Kautsky who called
Britain, France, and the U.S. Although in the early
on the working class to support their imperialist ruling
stages of the war the British, French and U.S. imper·
class in WW1 ." Lenin says: "The character of the war .
ialists first followed the appeasers' policy of conniving
(whether reactionary or revolutfonary) js not determ·
at aggression, and then for a time after the outbreak
ined by who attacked or whose territory the 'e.n emy'
of the Soviet·German war followed the policy of
has nccupied; i1 is determined by the class that is
'sitting on the top of the mountain to watch the tigers
waging this war, and the politics of which this war is
fight,' there were irreconcilable contradictions between
a continuation. If the war is a reactionary, imperialist
them and the German, Italian and Japanese-fascists.
war, that is, if it is being waged by two world coalitiol)S
They finally joined the anti·fascist ranks for their own
of ths imperialist, violent, predatory, reactionary bourginterests. Obviously, it would have been impossible to
eoisie, then every bourgeoisie (even of the smallest coun·
win the war without the unity of all the forces that
try I becomes a participant in the plunder, and my duty
could be united against fascism and without a broad,
as a representative of the revolu tionary proleta'riat is
world·wide united anti-fascist front." ("The Historical
to prepare for the wor/d proletarian revolution as the
Experience of the War against Fascism")
only escape from the horrors of a world war. I must
These statements reveal several import~nt differargue, not from the point of view of 'my' country
ences with the position of the DP:
(for this is the argument of a poor, stupid, nationalist
1) From the very outset, the war against the Axis
philistine who does not realize he is only a plaything
was a war of national liberation. The proletariat supp·
in the hands of the imperialist bourgeoisie), but from
orted the attacked countries and encouraged them
the point of view of my share in the preparation, in
to resist. This also found expression in the foreign
the propaganda, and in the accel'lration of the world
polic1( of Stalin.
proletarian revolutiOn." (Proletarian Revolution and
The proletariat did not follow the appeasement
the Renegade Kautksy)
policies of their ruling classes. As the CPC states,
A new imperialist war would be unjust; all resistance
"The people of the world pursued another policy,
to it would be just. This would apply especially atter
that of dealing resolute counter-blows to fascist
~ the outbreak of WW 3, when the people of Europe
aggres.sion." ("Historical Experian~.")
would be engaging in a war of national liberation
2) The "imperialist camp"did not form a mono·
against both SPs. This war waged in the interests of
lithic b lock. This enabled the proletariat to take
the people of Europe and the people of the world
advantage of their "irreconcilable contradiction."
would be a just war which must be supported. The
3) Without doing this it would have been imposs·
task of the proletariat is to turn this war of liberation,
ible to form a united front and defeat the Axis powers
and to establish socialism and people's democracy in
/ should it take place, at the appropriate moment i~to
l a war of liberation from their own bourgeoisie and
many countries after the war.
4) Stalin and the CPC make a clear distinction
make socialist revolution.
between the interests of the people and those of
In either case, whether revolution prevents war
the imperialists. The SU united with the just aspir·or war brings about revolution, the correct strategy in
an overall sense is the united front. Although it is a
ations of the people ~nd n~t with the unjust aspir·
ations of the imper,ialists, especially U.S. imperialism,
very complicated situation and the alliance under
certain circumstances with capitalists may sound strange
which wantecl to become Number One after the war.
to some people, as the CPC points out, we are living To hold the position that because the imperialists
had their own selfish reasons for entering the united
in an era when "we must be prepared to engage in
front the united front should not have been bui!t is a
great struggles which will have many features that
- counter-revolutionary Trotskyite position, while as
are different from those of the past." (PR No. 21,
the DP-correctly points out Browder, under the guise
1972) Or to quote Lenin: "lo carry on a war for the
of building the united front, liquidated class struggle,
overthrow of the intemationlll bourgeoisie, a war
which is a hu.ndred times more difficult, protracted
which of course also amounts to selling out revoh,1tion.
From this we can draw some conclusions for {oday :
and complicated than the most stubborn of ordinary
1) lhe proletariat has to take a stand ~f opposing
wars between states, and to refuse beforehand to ,
th~ policy of hegemony and war of the two SPs, and
manoeuvre, to utilize the conflict of interests (even
that can only mean support of the just struggles of
though temporary) among one's enemies, 10 reject
the Second and Third World countries and peoples.
agreements and compromises with possible (even
This is not just a matter of Chinese foreign policy
though temporary, unstable, vacillating and condit·
but a policy which is correct for all communist parties
ional) allies-is this not ridiculous in the extceme7"
(although there are some differences in the form in
(Foundations, pp. 97-98)
which this struggle is being carried out).
2) The imperialists do not form a monolithic
learn the Lessons of WW 2
block
due to uneven development of capitalism, which
To learn from the past is a guide to the future . What
lays
the
basis for t>uilding unity between the Second
is there to learn from WW 27 The OP sums it up this
and Third Worlds. Contention between the imperial·
way: the competition between the imperialists which
ists, not collusion, is primary and absolute.
gave rise to WW 1 also gave rise to WW 2, but "with
3) Without a WWUF against the two SPs, led
the German invasion of the USSR in 1941, WW 2 chan·
by
the proletariat and the socialist countries, it is
ged. It was no longer just a battle for the spoils among
impossible
to defeat tfl'e two SPs and prevent war by
the imperialists. It became a battle for the defense of

making revolution or make revolution in the course of
or after the war.
•
4) W~ cannot wait until one or the other SP attacks
a socialist country in order \o take stand, although
should this happen it would change the situation drasticplly, as it did when Germany attacked the SU.
Other lessons which we have to learn are that we
tiave to build the WWUF against the two SPs in order
to be able to defeat them once and for all and march
on to socialist revolution, which is bound to be the
case in many countries if we have a correct political
line. As everyone knows, this was not carried through
in some countries in WW 2. We ought to analyze these
c~s and sum up the bctd as well as the good examples
to learn from t hem. As Chairman Mao pointed out in
his May 20th statement: "The danger of a new world
war still exists, and the people of all countries must
get prepared. But revolution is still the main trend In
the world today." Let's get prepared for both possib.
iiities.

Two •••

\ 111. The WWU F and the Role of the U.S. Proletariat
I

We have to implement actively the general line of
building the WWUF and integrate it with our central
L task of building the revolutionary workers movement.
We must prepare people in this country for the possib·
ility of a new World War and actively oppose any ·
aggression by either SP.
We must actively support the Third World in its
national liberation struggles and oppose reactionaries
from all worlds who stand in the way, while keeping
the WWUF in mind. So, for instance, we have to oppose
the Shah when he butchers his own people and when
hel1ghts lhe revolutionaries in Oman and is the hench·
man of U.S. imperialism. We have to support him when
he is actually helping;to build the WWUF and struggles
against the two SPs, even though it be in a very limited
way. We have to oppose India in herexpansionist
- policy where her leaders are doing the dirty work for
Soviet social-imperialism. We must support the Euro·
pean people and countries which under the leadership
oJ their revolutionary CPs are struggling for independ·
ence and socialism and building a united front against
both SPs.:.. We must oppose the European imperialists
when they try to make- deals with the SPs, when
they try to attack the Third World countries or if they
attack their own people. We must follow the same
·policy' towards the ottier Second Wo~ld countries in
their attempts to free themselves from SP hegemony
. (Canada, for instance, or Japai;i, which throws the SU
revisionists into a fit by wanting to sign a treaty with
China and in it oppose any attempts at gaining hegemony
in SE-Asia). We must support the unity between the
Second and Third Worlds which is being realized in
some instances.
We must expose the particular danger the SU poses
at this time toward peace in Europe.and never cease
struggling against our own SP'.
The fact that we-single out one SP in one area or
particular situation does not mean to give up the
struggle against both SPs. We must always, as Mao
says in "On Contradictioh," study the particularity
of contradiction and l!nderstand each aspect of the
contradiction. The living soul of Marxism, as
Lenin said, is the concrete analysis of concrete con·
ditions.
·
\ This means that while on a glob.al scale both SPs
~re the main enemy of the people of the world, in a
rticular country one or the other SP may be the
imary enemy while the other .is secondary. Vietnam
a case ii:i point, as well as Portugal, which also shows
that Vl(hich SP is primary is subject to change.
The demands for withdrawal of U.S. forces must
be raised together with. the demand for withdrawal of
troops of the SU. (This is true in a general sense-it is
our task to determine the particularity of a given situation
and adjust our demands to it.) This is especially true
in Europe at this time, where we must demand with·
drawal of both SPs and not just "ours."
This also means full support for the struggle of
people Who demand withdrawal of troops from their
soil. We should not take the position that U.S. troops
should stay anywhere in the world to oppose the expansionism of the SU. No, we must not unite with
- our own bourgeoisie, but we must also keep the
whole world slutation in mind as it exists today. The
people of the world do nl>t need the "protection" of
the SPs, all they d.o is bring war in the name of peace.
The people can take care. of their own affairs, and they
will get rid of the SPs.
In short, we must actively take up the task of build·
ing the WWUF among the American people, especially
the American working class. To wait and sit back, to
leave the build,ing of the WWUF to the Chinese Foreign
Ministry, is to abandon the workers of our own country
and to capitulate to the SPs.
In actively engaging irl this united front we must
never lose sight of our ultimate aim or cease preparing
the people for this. We must never forget that in
each country and in our own as well the fundamental
contradiction is still operating and make..the mistake
Continued on page 6
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of Browderism.
We must never have illusions about the class nature
of the ruling classes in the capitalist and Third World .
countries and keep on fighting tJntil the last imperialist and revisionist is wiped from the face of the earth. '
However, the way we do this has to be scientificaHy
determined alonti the lines Mao Tsetung has P.Qinted
out: "The principle of the reactionary forces in
dealing with the democratic forces of the people is
definitely to destroy all they can and to prepare to
destroy later whatever they cannot destroy now. Face
t0 face with this situation, the democratic f9rces of
the people should likewise apply the ·same principle
to the reactionary forces." (Vol. IV, pp. 87-88)
Countries want independence, nations want fiber·
ation and people want revolution. These great struggles
in today's world, while different in form, in the final
analysis all serve our aim of overthrowing the whole
imperialist system' ana building socialism and communism. Not to recognize 'tliis or only to support one
or the other struggle and not see tliem as an integrated
whole is to give up revolution in this country.. We
either recognize this great historical trend of our time
and take the lead, or we wilt tail behind events and
go against the tide of history.

imperialism, and particularly the s~perpowers."
(Teng Hsiao-ping, UN speech) In pointing this
out, of course, one has to see that the "wheel of
history" t~rns towards socialism and:communism
and nowhere else, and that while -the Third Wo~ld is
the main force, the workers of the,wGrld ana the
socialist countr<ies are the leading force.

Second World
How do~s the DP see the Second Wortd and its pos:
itien between the First and Third World? First off,
it doesn't analyze the relationship between the Second
and Third World at all and therefore entirely misses
one important ;pal't of building the WWWF.
For the struggles of the lesser capitalist and imperialist ~tates against the two SPs it states support. But
again, let us see what reasons are given for tliis. The '
DP states that "their [the developed countries'] drive
for profit brings them into conflict with the two SPs
and in this conflict the proletari~t s,upports them ..."'
This statement is false and turns the real world upside
down. Why?
1) Today it is the drive of both $Ps for superprofits,
their policy of subjugati~n. plunder and 'aggression,
eyen against their own ''.allies;· and tf\e st-ruggle again~t
this which is the cause of the "conflict." Do the lesser
capitalists of the Second World have proiit in mind? Of
course, how could it be otherwise·! They will never
change their color! But does the proletariat support
the SecondlWorld in its drive for more profit and in
fact t~ke the stand of the lesser imperialist countries
in trying ta.grab a bigger piece of the profit pie? Hardly!
As Chou En-lai pointed out in laying out the line of
IV. The WWUF and the Draft Programm~
the _CPC at the 10th Party Congress; "On the interUp to now it was necessary to outline the world
national front, our party must uphold.proletarian intersituation and the tasks deriving from it. In the ligllt
nationalism, uphold our party's consistent' policies,
of this, we should now examine the DP, particularly
strengthen our unity with the proletariat and the ogpthe section on the United Front. The{DP cerrectly
ressed people and nations of the whole world and with
states 1hat we must not "fall into the tlrap of '\Jniting'
all countries [OUJ emphasis] subjected t!> imperialist
with one part of the '!lain en.emy against another." It
aggression, subversion, interference, c'ontrol or bunying
correctly points out that there is a danger of war stem·
and form the t:>roadest unite.a front again"'St imperial Ism,
ming fr.om the contention between the two irnpe~ialist a
colonialism and neo-colonialism, and in particular·
SPS, and that the "working class of all countries faces
,!lQllinst the hegi;imonism of the two supe~powers-the
the task of building the broadest united 'front" dirU.S. and the CISSR." {p.29)
ected against the two SPs and for socialist revolution-.
Isn't the formulation in the DP making a mockery
But let's see if the DP lives up to its promises and
out of the WWUF by telling our wor!<ers to support
applies !_his WWUF corr_ectly to our situation:
·the other ruling classes in their drive for more profits?
The DP fails to distinguish between essence and form,
Workers
it does not bother to go beyond the appearance of
First the OP examines th!! (luestion of our allies. It
tfi'ings. What is the essence of the WWUF against
lists the workers of all countries and those who have
both SPs? It is the struggle for independence, national
"already seized power." But here is the first miStake,
liberation and socialist revolution. These struggles
where the OP maintains that only the workers of
are different in form and in their immediate aims and
the socialist countries are our allies, net the socialist
are made up -o f different class forces, but their main
countries as a whole, wnich are under the dictatorship
aspect-despite all the contradictions within this united
front-is that they weaken the whole world wide im.of the proletariat. Or is anybody of the opinion that
the 500 million peasants of Ohina who are building
perialist system and advan~ proletarian revolution on ;
socialism are not our frienos? And all the,other people
a world wide scale. And that is why-and for no other
reason-the proletariat in the U.S. supports t hese strugwho are building socialism in China and the other
socialist countries, aren't they friends of ours?
/J gles. So the proletariat does not support the Second
World countries or for that matter the Third World
' countries in their struggle for 'a "bigger chunk of the
Third World
After the workers of the world ana the socialist
exploitation" (OP, p. 21 ). No, as a matter of fact, it
countries, the next allies mentioned are the "Third
stru·ggJes against it on a daily basis in its class struggle
World." The OP states that the "hllndreds of millions
with il:s own boss~s.
- •
of peasants, who make up the majority of the pop·
2)To formulate the nature of the struggle going on
ulation ...are the bulwark of.the armed struggle Lour
in the Second and Third Werld toda)l pur.ely on the
emphasis] against the imperialists and their feud.al
basis of their ruling classes' drive to get a bigger chunk of the pie is indeed a slander against tl'le peopJe of ,
c(lnd bourgeois junior partners."
..
In a n'umber of ways·the DP reveals a !ailure to
these countries, which indeed are'the main force
grasp the essence of the role af the Third World:
J. in carrying out this struggle.. · Or.doe's anybody ·be1) It doesn't mention that these struggles are an ' /t
lieve that a people's war in Africa is not ca~ried o_ut
"important component part of proletariat revolut:
oy the people of these countries and that' is in their
very interest? Does anybody believe that the S1ruggle
ion " on a world scale and alse in the W.S~ It was
- ~·
this fact which led to the slogah, created by Lenin
for an inaependent Europe must not be led and carried
out by the people of these countries? r d deny alfthis,
(but not raised in the DP at all): WORKERS AND
as the formulation in the DP implies,, is denying that
OPPRESSED PEOPLES €lF T'HE WORLD UNITEt
the people ·make history., that the pedple at all times
I 2) By mentioning only the "armed struggles" of
are th'e lieroes and not some leaders.
those cquntries it shows a latk of understanding ef the
In sum, the OP, as in the ca·se of 1he Third World,
material basis of unity between workers and oppressed
dees not correCtly see the material forces operating in
peoples of the world . .Struggles like the ~rab oil boythe Second World either.
cott, for tfie 200-mile zone, the pelitical strnggle in
the UN, e'tc., also help to isolate and 4ndermine imper·
WW3
ialism, especially t he two SPs, a fact which the DP
The DP talks about the danger of WW3 and points
fails to point out here.
to the t_wo possibilities: that revoluti·on will prevent
3) In failing to point out the material base of
war or war will give rise to revolution. What does the
unity•between the Third World and the U.S. prol·
OP suggest we should do about prE;venting war or
etariat, which has to be built in order to win national
making revelution first? How should we get prep~red
liberation there and prolatarian revolution here (that
in a concrete way in the immediate period, other than
is, we have the same enemy), the DP is not able to
struggling d irectly for socialist revolution in t.he U.S.?
refute the position of certain groups (Prairie Fire, OL,
As the DP points out, there are two possibilities, and we,
-r African Liberation Support Cemmittee, etc.) which
~must prepare the Ai:ne7can people for b?th and not just
only pay Iii!> service to support for "Third World ,
for the case of a war ii) the course of which the bour·
countries bec;\use they deny the essential connectien
.geoisie
"will expose its barbarous nature."
and do not organize the revolutionary wor~ers
What 'the DP fails to do here is to paint out that the
movement in this country. If the WWUF is net
key to making revolution (before •.during, or after the
based on the class struggle in one's own country it is
war) is"'to build the WWUF, whose purpose is not' just to
phoney, just as it is a fraud to confine oneself only to
create more turmoi I, etc. (p.' 22), but in faat to bring
the class struggle on a national scale.
about the conditions for proletarian revolution.
l
4) The OP fails to point out that the developi'lg
It also fails to analyze the class forces involved in
countries "«0nstitute a revolutionary motive force ,
a l/1l\N3 ~tween the two SPs and in fact does not tell
propelling the wheel of world history and are the
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the U.S. working class that under no circumstances
must they join the U.S. ruling class in a WW3 to maintain
their world empire. Not only doe·s the OP fail to point
this 01..1t, it also fails ta consider the possil;lility of the
{ U.S. working class supporting a just war of liberation,
say in the case of the outbreak of WW3 in Eurape. Here
again, we find that the DP doesn't base itself on the
material conditions, which is not only expresse9 in
what it doesn't say, but in what it does say as well.
In the section "Fight Against Imperialist War.. .'',
the demand for U.S. imperialism to withdraw all
forces fr.om foreign soil, "etc. is onesided. These demands are sti ii based on the period ·when U.S. imper- ialiSm was the number one enemy of the people ef
the world. T~day we have to demand that both SPs
withdraw 1111 their troops from foreign soil, etc. This
is particularly evident in Eurepe where we must demand
the abolition of botn NATO and the WP. Not to do so
·is ob)ectively to side with one or the other SP. The ·ene·
sidedness of the demands in this section (especially in
light of the particular dange·r at this point that the SU
may launch a war against Western Europe ana the Bal·
kan countries) is a clear indication of very incomplete
understan'ding of the meaning of the WWU F against
the twp Sf?s. It is not ju$t the task of the rest of the
world to str.~ggle against Soviet social-imperialism! It
is ours as well. Although it is ef course correct to
point out "that the main contribution of the U.S.
proletariat to the world wide revolution is to overthrow
imperialism in tne U.S.," it must be made clear that we
ca~ only aqcomplish this through a correct implementa·
, tion of the WWUF in our country as well.
The main weaknrm of the way the DP deals with
the internatio.nal situation can be summed up as follows:
1) The OP in general does not proceed "froJn the
actual world situation taken as a whole and from a
class analysis of the fundamental contradictions in
the contemporary world." (l?rop. Gen. Line, p. 4)
2) The DP does not correctly analyze the role of the
Second and Third World, their co#mmon basis for strug·
g!e, and how this is connected to the U.S. revolution.
. 3) The DP does not understand the essence and
comp.onents of the WWUF and therefore
· 4) it presents a tendency to narrow the scope of the
WWU F and tends to sugge~t that the WWU F is one
thing, our struggle another. This among other things
leads to an
5) ,underestimation of the danger and significance
of Soviet social-imperialism.
·
Why does the DP make these mistakes? For this we
havt,to quo!e a related document which throws same
light; on the problem. Here it •is explained that in tl'le DP,
"the international situation, for example, is not dealt
with by dividing the world into 'three worlC!s.' This
'three wor,fds' analysis is correct as a general program·
matic statement of the world-wide struggle against the
two sugerpowers. But especially for the working class
of the U.S. at this time-a working class without a van~
guard· for many years, and a working class of one of
the two superpowers-such a presentation' of 'three
worlds' does not adequately explain t tie character and
aims of t he international struggle, nor sufficiently empha·
size the revolutionary, role and duties of the proletariat."
Tlris statement reveals several erroneous views which
are clearly responsible for the mistakes in the DP:
1) While the statement concedes t hat the "three
worlds" analysis is correct as a general programmatic
statement, but says it is nq good for the U.S. working
class becau~e a) our workers can't understand such an
analysi~ (this presupposes that they understand the
hodge-podge in t he OP), and b) it is not revolutionary
enough. /
Here, comrades, the QP blarr:es our own backward·
ness on the wo~kers. What kind of logic is this? The
"three worlds" analysis is "correct" but "not for us."
Com'Jdes, i1! does not matter what we think thi:! world
looks Ii Re, the only thing that matters is what the
world does look like and here all argue that it is div·
ided into Three Worlds. So the question really is, do
we agree with this concept or not? This is at: the1heart
'of the problem,

In either case we have the duty to explain ou~ posi·
tion to the W.S. working class. To cover up our lack of
unaerstanding by pointing to the backwardness of)tie
U.S. working class is a very, cheap shot. Comrades, ~e
have fo face it, the ,,.;orld is actually divided into Three
Worlds and W}t'live in the first world (which of course
does net mean that we have ai'\yt'1ing in common with
the imperialist ruling class). Not to try to unit~ the
Second and Third World into the WWUF and to support
all genuin~ attempts to do so mecins in real life leav.ing
those countr(es and peop1e in them to the mercy of the
SPs, to negate the content of the united front and in the
final analysis to deny ~volution in c.>ur own country as
WP.11, .because -we should no{belielle we are able to defeat the U.S. at home without the suppr:>rt of the people· of the world and our allies ~ which are numerous ·all
around the globe.
Finally, let's keep in mind that both SPs are paper
tigers and that we can bring them dawn by understand·
ing ·t hat
-correctness or Incorrectness of our political and
·
Continued on page 'l
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ideological line decides everything;
-the people are the motive force of history;
-strateglcally we despise the enemy and ·tactically
we take him seriously.
ON TO THE PARTY! •

Three
The question of war is one of the sharpest the
new Revolutionary Communist Party must deal with,
and the OP and the latest document do .an excellent
job in setting forward the basic orientation of the
party concerning war and how the proletariat takes
up this struggle in a way to abolish war forever-by
ending the source o f war today-wage slavery and
building soeialism in its place.
The main strength of the OP is to put these questions squarely from me point of view of the proletariat and not some classless view of "peace lovin~
forces," or worse, from the point of view of the bourgeoisie as those who make their main point supporting
the Shah of Iran or NATO to oppose social-imperialism. This correct stand is generally shown .by the
class analysis on pp. 21-22 where the main allies of
the U.S. working class in the United Front against
the two superpowers is the proletariat of the world,
particularly in the socialist countries; and secondary
allies are the peasants all over the world.
The section also correctly deals with the bourgeoisie
of countries that have contradictions with the superpowers. This way of laying it out-fro m the poiRt of
view of classes and class alliances-is definitely correct
and as it points o ut in an earlier report, better at
the present time than three worlds, etc. The problem
with this point is that when it comes to correctly
app\~ing it to the question of war, serious shortcomings come out. This we shall see later.
The second main strength of the DP is that the contradiction is presented as betvveen war and revolution and •
not between war and peace. Under the present condi·
tions this is the only correct view-it shows that war
springs from the very nature of capitalism, that the danger of'!!forld war is imminent and that the main force i.n
opposing war is the revolutionary struggles of the
masses here and around the world. Again, even though
this is a gretst strength, there is a tendency in its con·
cretes to downplay the actual struggle against war, to
not see the struggle against war as one of the very main
components of the revolutionary struggle at this time.
One Minor and Two Major Points
Starting from a basically correct orientation and
stand, though, there are several areas where the DP
could be improved. I would like to go into one minor
and two major points. First, what causes wars and the
law of uneven development; second, the basic attitude
towards war in different times and in particular the ques·
tion of defending socialist countries; and third, the question of an "anti-war movement."
First, concerning t he cause of war and uneven development under imperialism. When the cause of war is .
explained in the DP the cause is contention between the
two superpowers; i.e., competition to gain more markets,
influence, etc. in some part of the world or even to
keep the other superpowers out. This is very true but
if it's left at this level, wars break out when th'e com·
petition gets too hot, or when some "spark" spreads
into a battle, or when the domestic crisis of one
superpower needs a war as a way out. The contention
between. imperialist powers exp lains the general inevit·
ability of war but does not show why wars break out
at particular times between particular nations-for
this the law of uneven development is necessary.
Wars occur betvveen imperialist powers to re-divide
the world, since it has been completely divided since
the 1870s. The division of the world into colonies.
junior partners, spheres o f influence, etc. is based on
the to tal e~womic, political and military power of the
imperialist count rres at some time. Since uneven de·
velopment, i.e., countries developing at different speeds,
some raising, some declining, all at different rates, is t he
rule o f imperialis m then this world wide arrangement of
fo rces that t he division o f the worJd is based on changes.
Some countries gaming in strength, others losing. It then
comes that the Norl d m ust bP re -divided to reflect the
new balance of forces. The only way this redivision
can o ccur 1s by war.
it is important to spell this o ut a little in the DP to

explain why war will occur between the U.S. and
Russia at this general time. If this is not done, then
war might be seen as "policy" chose to expand influence or to "get out" of a crisis-and while both of
these are partially true, if they are put forward alone,
then the same mistake as occurred around the energy
crisis-i.e., the imperialists "choose" to raise their
prices Dr hold back oil-giving the imperialists too much
freedom , will come up again.
·
To summarize-the power of the U.S. has gone tre·
mendously down in the last 15 years while that of
• Russ~a has grown tremendously. Russia is a younger, ,
relatively more dynamic capitalism, hungering for the
colonies and spheres of influence it had been kept ' •
from by imperialist military might and by its socialist
past, and noW'it's on the make-something like
Germany before WW1. (But c;ertainly a much more
moribund, "dynamic" capitalism than any on the make
before-U.S., Germany. Russia is already a fascist, decaying country-probably the last on the make.} It
is the law of uneven development that leads to the
immediate danger of war between the U.S. and Russia.
Contention and. "solving" crisis could cause a war with
anyone at any unknown time.
Secondly. what is the attitude of communists
towards war at different periods and particularly
during the period of the existence of one or several
socialist countries while the imperialist powers
seek to re-divide the world. As the OP correctly
pojnts out, there are just and unjust wars and
the stand and history of the working class supports
just wars and opposes unjust wars. The working class
has no interests in pacifism and knows it has to
fight for what it neeCis. The question is what determines whether or not a war is just. The DP says,
"wars for independence, liberati.on , and socialist
revolution are just, while imperialist wars for the
purpose of plunder and oppression will always be
resisted by the working class and oppressed peoples
of the world." (p. 43) This is all certainly true but
it is not sufficient guidance for what will determine
the attitude towards war at present. In particular
it says nothing about defending socislist China. Before we get into this it might be helpful to review a
little how the attitude towards war has developed
through differ.e nt periods.
From the time when Marx began his work until
... 1871 , Marx and Engels ~ually supported one side
or the other in tfle wars in Europe. The Marxist
method has always been to examine each war in its
historical context and see whet.her or not it helped
or hindered the development of human society.
As Lenin says, "There have been in the past numerous wars which despite all the horrors, atrocities,
distress, and suffering that ine.vitably accompany
all wars, were progressive, i.e., benefitted the development of mankind by helping to destroy most harmful
or reactionary institutions (e.g. an autocracy or
serfdom) and the most barbarous despotism in Eur·
ope (th~ Turkish and the Russian)."
, Lenin points out that from the French Revolution until the time of the Paris Commune -i.e., from
1789-18'71: " one type of war was of a bourgeois·
progressive"'character, wagecl for national' liberation.
In other words, the overthrow of absolutism and
feudalism, the undermining ofthese institutions, and
the overtilrow of alien oppression, formed the chief
cont~nt ~nd historical significance of such wars. These
were progressive wars; dur~ng such war, all honest and
revolution ary democratic as well as all socialists, always wished success to that country (i.e., that bourgeoisie) which had helped to overthrow or, undermine .,
'the most baneful foundations of feudalism, absolu·
tism and the oppres~ion of nations."
This even included, for example, support for
Germany, during the brutal Franco-Prussian war
of 1870-a war between two p redominantly capitalist countries where Prussian (German) desire for
French territory played no small part. This was
because this war united Germany and smashed
feudalism there. These wars were essentially part
of the bourgeois revolutions and came to an en~
with the rise of imperialism and the end of the progressive era of the bourgeoisie.
The next period of wars, was imperialist wars
fought to re ·divide the worlel. L.enin struggled very
hard against opportunism, particularly against de·
fencism (defending one's own country because it was
more "democratic" or the "vict~m of aggression," ·
etc.) and laid out the basic line on imperialist war,
that re-dividing the world for the bourgeoisie was
in no way in the interest of the work ing class and
that these wars should be opposed toqth c1nd nail.
Even more. the working class can bui!d on t he increasing revolutionary mood of the masses brought on by
the horrors of such a war to call for the defeat (weak·
ening) of its own ruling class and launch a civil war
against it. This is the basic line of the DP on war
between imperialist powers and is correct for that
situation. but it is not the whole situation we confront.
Since 1917, the altitude of communists under·
went another fundamt>ntal channe ·socialism

existed in Russia and the international working
class possessed a base from which to build a new
World. The question of war entered a new period
that we are still in (with heavy changes-Le., the
existence of an imperialist country that cloaks it·
self with socialism). Defending thl! Soviet Union
became as much a foundation of proletarian internationalism as revolutionary defeatism (Lenin'.s term
for the above pre·WW1 line) and support for wars of
independence and· national Ii be ration. This is the
point t hat is not suftienciently emphasized in the DP. ·
At present the defense of socialist countries must
be one of the basic departure points on the question
of war, especially the defense of socialist China. China
belongs to the .international working class and
represents one of its most h ard won and valuable possessions-especially.because the lies, actions and
hypocrisy of the social-imperialists are e:i<posed daily
by tbe theory and practice of China. Some might protest and say the DP covers this (p. 43). Recently there
was an article in Revolution (several months after the
DP was out) that supposedly laid out the attitude towards war at present. It did not even mention China!
This is serious.
The point of this article is not to try to spell out all
the i~sues involved around the question of China
and war-that will be done especially as the situation develops and we can see how alliances, relative strengths, etc. become more clear, but some prin·
ciples can be laid out. I believe the article in Revolution grossly exaggeratEts but generally reflects the
shortcomings of the DP. Instead of treating the revolutionary struggle of the international working
class against its own bour_geoisies (especially the
working classes of the two superpowers) as the
main struggle opposing war, ·which would be cor·
rect, the article says essentially that it is the only
for.ce. 'To correct this error the DP should stress in
the Un ited Front part more clearly.ilow other classes
and forces oppose war and can defend China. In
the part on opposing war the question of defending
China should be spelled out in a separate paragraphthat this is a basic point of proletarian internationalism
at this time and should be a basic point in determining
our strategy against .war.
The Revolution article, exaggerating the weaknesses of the DP, assumes an ostrich-like stand of p1.1tting
its head in the sand to ignore a problem. The problem
is this. There is tremendous dange r of right errors on
this question, as vy_e have already seen from the OL's
garbage on the Shah of Iran. The main danger on
this question is defencism-i.e., uniting with the bourgeoisie of oar country to oppose the Soviet Union be·
cause it is attacking China, or worse, just to weaken
Russia in a war even if it is not attacking China. De·
fencism at this time would be dead wrong and pure
social chauvinism and social-imperialism just as it was
when Lenin fought against it during WW 1. The main
way it would come out now would be in a pro·
NATO line or by saying it is wrong to demand just
withdrawal of U.S. bases overseas.
This is not an idle question-it is a strong trend
among some organizations and parties in Europe and
will surely be one of the major questions to deal with
in the '70s all over the world. While it is quite possi ble that conditions could change that would call
for defencism, as they did during WW2 after the invasion of the Soviet Union, these conditions do not
now exist-and any moves by communists to unite
with U.S. military forces would be opportunist to
the core. (Even if it ever was correct to unite with
the U.S., the basic line of the DP of relying on the
masses would be even more essential.) .
The other danger around t his area is that the
struggle for proletarian revolution will be forgotten
· arid sold out under the cover of building a movement
against war-this vyill be cbvered in the third and last
part of t his article .
1

Slogan Wrong?

•

/·
\

Thirdly, how can a movement against war be built
that shows the real cause of wars-capitalist exploit·
ation and the real solution-socialist revolution. The
OP sums it up this way: "Either the working class
in the U.S. and the Soviet Union will prevent such
a war by overthrowing these greatest oppressors, in
con junction with the world wide struggle against
them, or they will la)Jnch a world war before they
can be overthrown." (p. 22) Or again: " If revoll!Jti0n
does not prevent world war, world war will give rise
to revolution." (p. 43)
The second slogan is certainly correct, tho.ugh it
remains to point out exactly the relatJonship be·
tween the fight against war before and after its outb"reak and the fight for revolution. The first slogan
is at best misleading and at worst wrong. It is wrong
to say revolution against both superpowers is necessary to prevent this war. As long as t here are several
imperialist countries the inevitability of war will con·
tin ue, b ut individual wars can be prevented o r at
Continued on page 8
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least delayed and fought on more favorable grounds.
Revolution in one superpower would most likely
prevent this immediate war-or so change its nature
(it would become an attack on a socialist country) as
to require an entirely different strategy. What is misleading is that it is not clear again how the fight
against war is part of the revolutionary struggle.
Here is how the DP lays out the relationship:
"To eliminate war, once and for all, it is necessary
to eliminate its source, imperialism, through revolution and socialism. But, as a vital part of building
that struggle, the working class and its party in the
U.S. raises the following demands: Withdrawal . . . "
etc.
The phrase "as a vital part" is not sufficiently
clear. The struggle against war will be one of the key
struggles leading to the socialist revolution; it
will be one of the very main forces in bringing down
the bourgeoisie. Further, the struggles of the working
class against war along the lines of the demands listed
(strengthening the pan on defending socialist countdes)
will be a key part in rallying other classes to see
socialist revolution as the concrete solution to their
problems. The masses of people, especially the working class, hate war. They suffer the miseries war
causes, they do the fighting and dying. This provides
the basis for the working class leading the struggles
against war as a powerful thrust against monopoly capi·
talism-for only through destroying monopoly capitalism
can war be ended forever.
The anti-war feelings of the m~s is also the social
base for revisionist,- "peaca.'..' moves, If the working
class does not lead the fight against war-either
the petty bourgeoisie, or more likely, the bourgeoisie,
will-and use it as a prop to defend its rule. The move·
ment against war will be a soci:il movement, broadly
including all classes-but based mainly in the working
class. This has not been true in the recent past but must
be and can be true of the future. ~t is important to
describe this social movement against war as a key
force and not just ~ay "a vital part" and list some de•
mands. This formulation could lead to denying the
importance of the social movement against war and
could lead to saying that it is only possible to mobilize
the petty bourgeoisie against war.
Danger of War Very Real
It is true that petty bourgeois moralists and utopian
idealists will only oppose unjust war in general, and
that if you actually tried to build an "anti-war" movement today it would attract only petty bourgeois for·
ces. The wbrking class moves around real principles,
real issues, and real oppression and not moral principlt!sbut everything we say points to the fact that the danger
of war will be very real in a year or so and come down
over real issues, whether it be a grossly increased military budget, a new draft, or an actual war, etc.
These are real issues and the working class mu,St be
in the forefront of the battle against them. There are
again real dangers of right errors in building a movement
against war. It will be difficult to build it without it having a petty bourgeois character, there may be a tendency
to see peace as an end in itself-to see the .contradiction
between peace and war resolved independent of the
fundamental contradiction of capitalism. These are the
dangers, but the danger in the DP is to not talk about
building a movement against war because of these dan·
gers-this is definitely wrong.
As the superpowers drag us ever closer to war, as
the DP says, struggle increases against them. But if the
party does not build a strong movement against war
based in the working class, not only will the superpowers have more freedom to carry on their aggression,
but no revolution will occur. During a war opposition to
it is one of the g!;eatest revolutionary movements. Re.
member the Russian Revolution and its slogan of Peace,
Land and Bread .
One final paint on this. As was said earlier in the
World Wide United Front, there are some problems with
how war is dealt with. Specifically, when the struggles
of the third world are described, the struggle of the
masses is described as "to win oomplete independence
from imperialism and overthrow all exploiters." (p. 21)
Since this does not mention the struggle against war
(although it would be considered as part of'the strug·
gle for complete independence), it could leave the im·
pression that this fight was up to the bourgeoisies of
these countries. This could be corrected very easily by
adding the word " war" after "complete independence."
To summarize t he points:
1) Bring in t he uneven development more to explain
the present situation. This could be done on p. 3 of
t he DP.
2) Go into t h e principles of proletarian interna·

tionalism, showing how in addition to what is said
the existence of socialism and its defense is a basic
departure point in our line on war. This should
be done on p. 22.
3) Strengthen the description of "a vital part" to
include the necessity of building a broad social movement against war based on the working class as a key
force-for revolution. •

World' for liberation from colonialism and imperialism. The backbone of these struggles are the hi.mdreds..of millions of peasants, who make up the majority of the population in most of these countries and,
particularly under the leadership of the -working class
and Its party, are the bulwark of the armed struggles ·
against the imperialists and their feudal and bourgeois
junior partners. With the worker-peasant alliance
as the foundation, these national liberation struggles
can also involve broad strata of the population, including intellectuals and students, professionals and shopkeepers and even some smaller-scale merchants and
factory owners ~ho are more held down than built
up by imperialist rule in these countries." And a
little later the DP says:
• "Not only in the Third Wqrld, but·even in the
capitalist and imperialist states outside the two sup·
erpowers [OF THE SECOND WORLD], governments
are resisting to some degree the domination of the
superpowers. The proletariat supports this resistance
for the reason that it also weakens the main eneml ES,
U.S. ANO SOVI ET~SOCIALIST-1 MPER IALISTS
[WHO MAKE UP THE FIRST WORLD] ."
The capitalized words and phrases-inside brackets
are mine. They are suggested changes and additions.
Although the OP doesn't lay out the world situation
and describe it in terms of contradictions bP.twoen
First, Sec\lnd, and Third Worlds, this section of the
DP does· not negate the- correct analysis of the world
situation or the united front against the two superpowers of the CPC. Many people who read the DP
will never have heard of this analysis before, so I
think it is important to name the three worlds.
I know I heard of the Third World way before I
understood the correct anafysis of the world wide
united front, which meant I didn't understand either
what the Third World was. This term is used incorrectly to describe oppressed nationalities within the
l:J.S., for example. Also, there' has been a tendency
aro1.1nd for a long ti.me, and still with us, to glorify
and at the same time separate struggles of the Third
~orld from our own, saying, in effect, well they're
the ones that are really doing the fighting and ne·
gating our contribution and international duty in
the world wide united front against the two super·
powers. So, naming the three worlds in this section
would help to clarify things from the get-go. • ,
0
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In the section, "World-Wide United Front" under
THE UNITED FRONT in the DP, the strategy for
world wide revolution is laid out as the United Front
against the two superpowers from the- point of view of
the U.S. working class' role in the struggle, and correctly so, as the DP is speaking to the U.S. working
"class, in order to clarify who are our friends and on
what basis we unite with them against a common enemy.
On p. 22 of the DP:
"The main contriqution of the U.S. p_roletariat to
the world·witle revolution is to overthrow imperialism
in the U.S." But the U.S. ruling class is not the sole main
enemy of the working class in this country. Unqer
"World-Wide United Front" it is stated that " At the
present time, these two top dogs [U.S. and USSR
imperialists] of the imperialist system are the main
enemies of the people of the wqr!d. The working
class of all countries face the task of building the
broadest united front, on a world scale, aimed at the
ruling clasres of these two superpowers, while at the
same time uniting all who can be united within each
country to continue the battle for socialist revolotion."
- (emphasis mine)
This is in accord with the CPC analysis as stated
in the April 9, 1974 speech of Teng Hsiao-ping,
Chairman of the Delegation of People's Republic of
China, at the Special Session of the UN General Assembly. (Peking R~view, supplement to No. 15, April
12, 1~74). Here it is stated,
"The two superpowers of the U.S. and the Soviet
Union, are "ainly seeking world hegemony. Each
in its own way attempts to bring the developing
countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America under
its control, and at the same time, to bully the dev·
eloped countries that are not their match in strength ...
The two superpower~ are the biggest international exploiters and oppressors of today. They are the source
of a new world war."
The CPC in this speech says, "Judging from the
changes in international relations, the world today
actually consists of three parts, or three w6rlds, that
are· both interconnected and in contradiction to one
another. The United States and the Soviet Union
make up the First World. The developing countries
in Asia, Africa, Latin America and other regions make
up the Third World. The developed countries between
the two make up the Second World." The CPC, speaking to all countries of the world, and spe_cifically to
the international proletariat, describes the intema·
tional situation in terms of the contention and alliances between countries, and between class forces with.in
these countries. It accurate!~ describes the international
situation in terms of what the diffe~ent countries of
the world are contending over, i.e., oil, natural resources, colonia1 and imperialist domination, and the
exploitation of their people versus the control of •
countries' own resources and the liberation of the op·
pressed people of the world from class exploitation.
From Teng Hsiao-ping's speech, "The numerous
developin.9 countries have lu.i~ suffered from colonialist
and imperialist oppression and exploitation. They
have won political independence, yet all of them still
face the historic task of clearing out the remnant
forces of coJonjalism, developing the national economy and consolidating national independence ... ln
the struggle for national liberation and independence,
they have demonstrated immense power and continually won splendid victories: They conititute a revolutionary motive force propelling the wheel of world
history and are the main force combatting colonialism, imperialism, and particularly the superpowers...
"The hegemonism and power politics of the two
superpowers have also aroused strong dissatisfaction
among the developed countries of the Second World.
The struggles of the countries against superpower
control, interference, intimidation, exploitation and
shifting of economic crises are growing day by day.
Their struggles also have a significant impact on the
development of the international situation."
The OP, in the sub-~ection "World-Wide United
Front," describes the friends of the U:S. working
class: "Besides the workers in every country, the
proletariat in the U.S. hes as its allies in the interna·
tional arena today the great struggles of nations
throughout the 'underdeveloped worlct' or 'Third
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- The sub-section of the DP on the "World·Wjde United Front" is in general correct and clearly stated, but
could be improved by amplifying on two points: 1) the
distinction between the domestic programs of the fraternal Communist and Workers parties, and the foreign
policies of states where the working class is in power;
and 2) the obligation of the working class and its party
to build the widest possible movements for friendship
with those countries where the working class is in
power.
The DP oorrectly defines the international united
front not as a tactical alliance o(states and national
liberation movements, but as a strategic international
alliance of class forces aimed at world wide proletarian revolution. The backbone of this united front
aimed at the ruling classes of the two superpowers
is the masses. The leading element is the worl<ing
classes-of all countries (especially those in power).
The firmest allies are the masses of the Third World
(especially the peasantry, but also the patriotic
bourgeoisie to the extent to which they oppose the
superpowers). Lesser allies are the ruling classe~ of
the-lesser imperialist powers; they are supported only
in their actions against the superpowers and only
for the purpose of weakening the imperialist system as a whol~. They must eventually be overthrqwn
by proletarian revolution.
Here the DP should explicitly point out that the
overthrow of bourgeois, feudal or comprador regimes in no way undercuts the internationa~ united
front. Rather it immensely strengthens the abilities
of the peoples involved to resist superpower domina·
ti on.
This ~ection of the DP goes on to discuss the re·
lationship between war and revolution. And it con·
eludes with the key point that the international uni ·
ted front is not a substitute for proletarian revolution
but a programme for advancing it on an international
scale.
Both recent and past h istory of the workino ch1~s
movement shows t hat this point must oecarefully
explained to both the party and the masses if they
are to retain the correct orientation in the rapidly
changing arena of world events. In particular the re
has been a recurrent tendency to confuse the revoluContinued from paae ::.
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tionary programmes of the individual parties with
the state policies of leading socialis~ states.

-Six

Two Deviations
There have been two dassical deviations on this
question. The Trotskyist deviation, which denies
the law of uneven development 11nd existence of any
contradictions other than that between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, insists that the state policy
of socialist states should be the same as the supposed
programme of the parties io the imperialist countries
and should be oriented to the practical assistance of
armed proletarian revolution, immediately, every·
where, and without ''impure" allies. The opposite
error, the Browderite deviation, calls for the tiquidation of the domestic revolutionary programme and ,
' - the adoption in its place of the state foreign policy
of the leading socialist states.
The past has shewn that without a correct orientation toward the component parts of the interna·
tienal united front, the working class and its party
can become confused and suffer real setbacks in the
face of rapidly changing intematitrnal events. The
American party which oriented its domestic program
in the late '30s around the international struggle against fascism. was thrown into confusion when the Saviet
Union signed the nop-aggression treaty with Germany.
The Chinese party survived quite well the Soviet
Union signing a similar treaty With Japan at the same
time that the CPC was leading the ar.med stru9igle
against the Japanese invasion of China! Later the
American party was s,eeking actively to repress all
working class struggles and struggles of national
minorities in the name of the war effort, while the
Chinese party was forcefully pushing demands fo r the
people's livliheod in order to strengthen the ability
b f1he masses to resist fascism!
Recently we have seen the attempt by some so-called comm1mist groups to put forward the state{foreign
policies of the Peopl11's Republic of China, particularly China's attempts in the UN and international conferences to unite other states against tne two superpowers, as the sole essence oi the "lntemational
United Front." (For background comrades and
friends should re-read Teng Hsiao-ping's speech to
the Special Session of the UN General Assembly on
Raw Materials and Development, where the First,
Second, Third Worle description was first put for·
ward.)

Article "Two" on War an~ the International United
Front in Journal No. 3 is incorrect in the line that it
takes to oppose the Df?'s description of the World-wide
United Front (pp. 21-22). It falls into the error. of
raising tne contradiction between oppressed nations '
and the superpowers to obscure all the other contradictions in the. world today. This view advocates thbt
the proletariat give up its role as ie.ader of.the world
wide United Front and tail behind the other social
forces.
How does Article.. "Two" do this? First, it criticizes
the DP for not recognizing the national liberation
~ruggles as part of the proletarian-socialist world
revolution, by failing tc;> d istinguish between the masses
in the oppres.sed nations and the reactionary regimes
which resist superpower domination. This is not true.
Over five paragraphs on p. 21 are used to clearly lay
out the contradiction in th11 struggles in the Third
World.
Next the DP is criticized for an inadequate ,defini:
tion of proletarian internationalism because it doesn'f
say the main context of proletarian internationalism
in the U.S. is support for national liberation struggles:
Again wrong. The world situation of one of change
and flux. Defense of tlie socialist countries in the
event of world war or suppbrt of revolution in capital- ist countries, depending ,oA ttie changing world sitUa·
tion, could-be the cutting e·dge of proletarianinterna• tionalism. whatever, tne main inter:nationalist duty of
the U.S.A:. proletariat is to make proletarian re,volut"'n
in the U .S~!
,
The third point of the article is that the DP gives
an incomplete summation of the world situation, be·
cause it doesn't say the principle contradiction in the
world-today is between the natianal l i~ration struggles and the superpowers. It would be ineorrect to
identify a conti-adietion as principal today because of
tl'le, rapidlychang)ng wo(ld situation. Qur-analysis of
what is principal would be shakey at best and even if
it was right could be wrong tomorrow.
- Finally, tne slo£jan, "Workers and Oppr.essed Peoples, Uni~e !" is proposed to repface ;'Workers of the
\!Yorld, Unite!" A quote from l:.t,min and that the
Chinese used this slogan against the revisionists are
u'?ed as arguments. First, the quate from Leni~ is
ht> rribly misrepresented. Lenin said the slogan, "Work·
ers and Oppressed People, Unite I" was correct 'f or
c0mmunists to use.-addressing the "peoples of the
East." The €hinese comrades used the slogan in
opposition to the revisionists in conflict over the nati~nal and colonial question. They never reutac~d
"Workers of All €ountries, Unite!" as the general
sl9gan. Tfle slogan proposed is correct and coulcfbe
used on the national and c0lenial qµestion
but a communist would never use it to replace "Wo~k
ers of the World, Unite!"
The general error Article "1\wo" makes is to break
w~th a scientific Marxist· Leninist analysis of the world
situation <1nd puts forward the subfective moralism• of
the petty bourgeoisie.

"Uppei: and Lower Teeth"
The point is that the state foreign policies of the
soci·alist ca.untries aq<.l the revolutionaty programmes
of the fraternal Cqmmunist and Workers parties are
both components of the international united front.
They fit together like the upper and lower teeth; be·
tweefl them they crush the imperialist system. But
they are not the same tf\ing.
This distinction also raises the importailce of build·
ing the widest possible movements at friendship for
the socialist stares. These movements hold up the
shining example of soci41ism and the warking Class
in power, and they defend the leading components
of the international united frant by restricting the
bourgeoisie's ability to mobilize the masses for .war
against these st.ates.
But, further, these movements must be constantly
explaining to all of the people the role these states
play in ~he world. It is especially important to win
people to the correctness of the foreign policies of
these states at times when reaction attempts to por·
tray these states as acting in oppostion to the interests
of the masses, or when they tnake tactical compromises
to advance the overall programme. (Remember flow
PL and the SWP assailed the Vietnamese for "selling
aut" in Paris!)
UNITE THE MANY AND DEFEAT THE FEW!
BUILD THE INTERNATIONAL UNITED FRONT! •
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Clarify: "The meaning of the OP and the latest document on the question of war and the international unit·
ed front. •
,
1)' IfT1perialism is the cause of war. Contention be·
tween the twq supe~powers is driving them toward
worl~ wa! ...not the isolat~oq_ ca~sed by' the i~remation
al united front, or the struggles of the working class.and
its allies ·around' the world against the superpowers. External causes (international united front) become
operative th.rough internal co~tradictions ·(th~ laws of
imperialism). Whe~her or not the superpowers are
being battered by the intern,_ational united front, there
would be an increased dan9er of world war because
of:the nature of imperialism. Not to make this crystal
clea~ leaves· us open to telling the masses that it is the
people's resistance that is in.!=reasing the danger of world
war. The revisionist line says... "Don't struggle, you
might start a worla war. A single spark can start a
holocaust," etc.
.
~Also, in terms of the IUF itself-it's not that
there's a positive side (it can temporarily prevent war)
and a negati.11e side (it increases the danger of war). The
IUF is not a !i0-50 thing. lt--can only advance the
struggle of the working class and its allies, whether
there is a war or not; i.e., it can temporarily prevent
war, but even iflhere is war, it.will put t he working
r lass in a fl\Ore favorable position in terms 6f its own
struggle, and in terms of the weakness and isolation
ofthe imperialists. The I UF can only help the work·
ing class, and weaken and hurt the superpowers. Again,
not making this clear means putting forward that the
interests of the struggles·of oppressed peoples, nations
and.countries are in contradiction with those who
don't
want a world war. ii
'

.

-Eighl
~rti'<~le Two in the "Other Articles" section of
Journal No. 3.is incorrect in the line that it takes
to oppose the DP's line on fascism, pp. 42-43. It
falls into the error 6f not seeing the way to fight
fascisJll is by taking up that figtit as part of the overa)I revolt1tio,nary struggle. This view adVO$:ates that
the proletariat give up its strategic aim of revolution ~
First, the article says that the "draft programme
states that the only way to pn?vent fascism is to make
proletarian revolution." The DP does not say that.
It says, "the only way ta prevent fascism for sure
is to make revoiution." (my emphasis) The article
sees only two alternatives, e.ither the l)roletar.iat
launcnes armed insurrection and establishes the
dictatorshi~ of the proletariat, or it establishes a
,
' "broad anti-fascist People's Front" to oppose fascism. The article says the DP gives up tne fight
against fascism with a dogmatic call for revolution.
This is wrong. The 'DP calls for a resolute fight
against all pre~arations ijnd attempts at fascism.
but, as "part of the general revolutionary offensive
againstthe rule of the monopoly capitalists."
1
The article says the alternative of a United Front
Against Fascism is only temporary and tactical
)
reerientation, but it seems to be a strategic replacement for the revolutionary s~rategy of the prole·
tariat, the United Front Against Imperialism
(UFAI). What would be the difference if it was
•\
only tactical? That it would take \;IP immediate
demands and struggles to cu~b or fight fascism? The
UfAI takes up those struggles as part of the revalu·
'\
tionary struggle. Perhaps tactical alliances with
sections of the bourgeoisie resisting fascism? The
UF Al calls for using contradictions among the ,
bourgeoisie. Well, what then??
It seems that the alternative advocated by this
article boils down to a plea to the "liberal" bourgeoisie; "Please help us, the prolPtariat and its
allies aren't strong enou!'lh to lead the fight against
fascism. The proletariat and its allies will follow
you." The alternative is to gjve up revolution and
in the last analysis, accept fascism. No Wa•1! '
.•
I support' t he DP's position of fighting fascism as part
of the overall revalutionary struggle with ·the UFAI
as the only strategy. •

a
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OnthelWOs

.One
'

Since the DP has come out there has been much
struggle around the question of IWOs, ttieir relationships
to the day to day struggles in the i;>lants and their overall role in society. In the course of this struggle our
underst anding of the current situation that faces the
working class and what must be done to promote the
st niggle of the workers has grown much deeper.
But not deep enough. The line put forward in the
DP and the latest document on the IWOs does not
and will not promote the struggle of the working
class because it starts not on the basis of uniting with
the actual struggles of the working class but comrades'
wishes and desires of what ought to be. This failure to
do a concrete analysis of concrete conditions has led
to two se rious errors\ 1) to inoorrectly emphasize
the role of IWOs in building the fight against all op- ·
pression, which is not the primary aspect at this parti·
cular time; and 2) failing to understand how IWOs
must be developed out of the actual struggles of
the working class, specifically how it is incorrect at
this time to build areawide IWOs that have no organi-_
zed sections in at least several important shoi:>s.
I~ the DP on p. 31 workers who-are the bac.kbone
of the IWOs are described as "wor_kers (who) are
coming forward in greater numb«:rs to lead struggles
not only in the shops and unions, but also in many
other battlefronts against the bourgeoisie-for exam-pie, against police repression or imperialist aggression
and war."
Which of the two aspects, "leading the day to
day struggle in the shops" or "the other battle fronts
against the bourgeoisie," is the one that we must emphasize and build on at. this time?
From what the organization has summed-up in the
DP and the latest document, and from our own experience, the aspect that we must emphasize is the
leading of the day to day struggles in the shop In the
context of building the fight of the working class against
the ruling class.
The DP in the section on the IWOs never emphasizes
this aspect, but instead only talks about the advance
jn consciousness in terms of taking up broader strug·
gles, the struggle against all oppression "of all sections
of the people," instead of uniting with the actu&I Struggles of the workers at this particular time, cancentratin{1
their demands into a -fighting programme, dealing a
material blow to the enemy, and spreading the sparks
of the struggle to the workers involved and to their class:
brothers and sisters in as broad a way as possible.
"Not In A Contest"
We, the authors of this paper, don't emphasize the inplant aspect because we think the workers are a narrow
bunch of people or because the struggle against all oppression is a fight for tomorrow.
Workers in this country have some general feelings
about what the source of all the problems and misery is.
They know that the capitalists that own their company
are not tne only enemy; they know from their experience in life, that the miserableness of this society
doesn't just come down at work but to varying degrees
everywhere else. In short, the aspirations of the workers
are not just for a dime an hour more, but for a better
life for themselves and their families and for an people
getting ripped.
But the workers are not in a contest to link as broadly
as you can; they are involved in a struggle for survival, to eat, be housed and to have dothes on their
backs, a struggle that is determined at any particular point
by the objective conditions, the level of consciousness
of the workers and their sense of organization.
The workers fight back in the best way they know
how, based on struggling for the tactics that get results
and m~e their struggle forward. As we correctly say
in the DP and the latest document, "the present struggles
of the working class in this country are against individ·
ual employers (and employers' associations) around
wages and benefits, working conditions, against speed-up
and lay-offs, against discrimination."
These are the actual struggles of the working class,
against individual employers, that we must in the main
PROMOTE. These are the struggless that the IWO
sectjon in the OP must be based on, and must emphasize .
To help in this struggle and to offer our own two
cents worth, we would like to submit the following

re-write of the IWO section in the DP. It is the product
of much discussion, mainly around 1he questions developed by the national leadership of our organization
and our own experience. The journal articles also helped a lot.

not play their full role in helping to develop the stru'ggles
and consciousness of the workers as a CLASS." The
fiRal form of the IWO section in the programme of our
party must reflect this understanding.
But wh ile the latest document does make advances
over the DP, it still falls short because it has a wrong
understanding of how we are to develop these areawide
organizations, specifically what is the relationship between areawide and single plant and industl'y IWOs.
On p. 21 the.latest document states t hat trade
unions are organized along industry lines, t hat this
reflects the actual organization of the workers in pro·
duction. It then sums up that "therefore, it is important to develop workers' organizations that are also based
along industry lines , AND to link these with area-wide
workers' organizations. Our aim should be to work
toward establishing plant and industry-wide organizat ions as branches of the area-wide organization. In sorne
C(jses this will mean affiliating already existing organiza·
t ions in plants and industries, o r at least many of the
workers active in these organizations, to the are~-wid e
organization as branches of it."
We disagree with this formulation. From what we
have seen and from.what the DP and the latest docu·
ment sum up as the current situati0n, we feel we must
build plant and industr'f IWOs as a necessary step in
building towards an areawide IWO. Concret~ly, it is
wrong to build organizations like M1WM that have no
organized sections in the particular shops or industries in the area.
Again, it is a question of developing our line, organi·
zations and tactics on the basis of applying the science
to the concrete conditions that we face. As the latest
document says, in the Lenin quote on p. 17, "The
Party's activity must consist in promoting the working
class struggle. The Party's task is not to concoct some
fashionable means of helping the workeFS, but to
join with the workers' mavement, to bring light into
it, to assist the workers in the struggle they themselves
have already begun to wage."
-

Suggested' Re-write
Suggested re-write: starts p. 30, right-hand side,
paragraph no. 5:
"As this 13rocess develops, the workers, especially
the most advanced, begin to see the struggle on the
job in a different light. The face of the enemy and
how to fight him becomes clearer. The struggle on
the job becomes a part of a much larger fight, union
brothers and sisters and fellow workers become class
brothers and sisters; the struggles of other strata and
oppressed people in society begin to be viewed in
relation to how they weaken the common enemy and
how they unite the forces of the people. The struggle
for a living wage and a decent life begins to become the
struggle to wipe out the source of all explaitation and
misery in society, the ruling class of capitalist bloodsuckers, the class that runs everything in its own narrow interests.
'
"The party of the proletariat must unite with these
advanced workers to consolidate politically and
organizationally this tremendous advance in consciousness~ by forming a workers organization that is
more permanent and on-going than a rank and file
caucus. An 0rganization that grows out ofthe class
struggle and in tum serves as the basis for the class .
struggle to roar on, at a still higher level. An organization whose backbone are the advanced workers who
see the need to aim their blows squarely at the ruling
class.
"These workers organizations are intermediate
between-the party and t he trade unions. They do not
compete with the trade unions for members, they
are not the section of the party in the plants. Their
role in society is to unite with and help lead the
actual struggles of the working class, in the mines,
mills and factories, which at this time are mainly against
individual employers (or employers' associations)
around wages and benefits, working conditions, against
speed-up and lay-offs, against discrimination, in the
context of building the struggles of the workers as a
class, to fight for everything that is in our interests,
to fight against everything that is ~t.
"In this, way these organizations will be one important form in which communists can unite. with
advanced worke'rno build the United Front Against
Imperialism under proletarian leadership. These or:
ganizations would unite with the struggles of the
workers, help to foi;mulate a course of actien,
fighting programme, spread this fight out as broadly
as possible whether it be in a department, plant,
industry or across the country, an.d through the course
of struggle raise the level of understanding of the work·
ers to go from fighters on one front to recognizing the
need to become fighters for all.
"Through this process the workers will more and
more see the position of the working class in fundiimentally changing society: how in the struggle against
all manifestations of exploitation and oppression in
society the working class in representing its interests,
most fundamentally r§presents the interests of all of
humanity. Further, other strata in society will see
that their future lies in following the leadership of the
working class, in joining together all who can be united
to fight the common enemy, and in the !,png run many
/
will de~rt their former class position and interests."
Page 31, left·hand side, start paragraph no. 5: "As
an important "part... "

Struggle Against Individual Employers

a

•

How Must the IWOs Oe9elop?

The latest document on p. 21 goes a long way in
overcoming some of the problems in,the DP. We agree
with the statement that, "these organizations can play
this role [build the UFAI] only itihey are rooted in the
· plants and other work places and play a !eading role in
the struggle there, as well as taking up major struggles
arising in the area, or the country as a whole, applying
the 'single spark' method and as the Programme states,
'mobilize masses of workers in these struggles and
develop them into campaigns of the working class.' "
The latest document further lays out in .the next paragraph, "If these organ;zations are not rooted in the
plants and do not lead struggle there, then there is no
way they can mobilize masses of workers around
broader struggles that affect the whole ~lass . On the
other hand, if these organizations do not take up
these broader struggles and mobilize the masses of
workers as a whole around thern, thf!n"./R~v will

.

~

-

•

At this particular time the workers are mainly
struggling against individual employers. In the main our
organization has recognized this fact and has gone into
the plants to join with the struggles, and to try and
develop them in accordance with the world as it is.
, Based on the actual struggle and based on communists
striving to sum up the lessons to deepen and broaden
the movement of the workers, advanced workers have
come forward to see the need to lead the day to day
struggle of the workers-in the context of b1o1ilding a
movement to wipe out the capitalists.
While across the country many workers of th is type
:1ave come forward, and while through the course of
struggle and tne summing up of struggle by communists many more workers have increa"sed their understanding, the characterization that the struggle <Qf the workers
in this country is mainly against individual employers is
still correct.
What has been accomplished is that we have develop·
ed some single plant IWOs and some lndustry IWOs. We
have also organized some classwide committees around
particular points of struggle like poli_c e repression, de·
portations and fighting against layoffs, but we have not
formed areawide IWOs except in a couple of places across
the country.
To us this fact raised the question of where do we go
with these plant and industry IWOs? How do we develop
their ability to lead more struggle, how do we develop
the class consciousness of their members? Also in s9me
cases where we have spread a struggle through an IWO in
plant x to workers in plant z, the workers.in plant z v.:ant
to ~now what we are doing and how they can start doing
the same. How do we relate to these workers?
Nowhere in the latest document are these questions
answered. It is assumed that areawide organizations n9w
exist, that they ·are leading the masses of workers in
struggle and that our task is to simply affiliate our
piant and industry IWOs (or individuals in these) to our
areawide IWO.
Case Seems Closed
It seems like the case is closed on how to build areawide IWOs. This is wrong because the only real model
the""1 is at this time as to what these areawide organizations should be is the Ml WM. We feel there is much
that has to be summed up about this organization before
it is used as the example for anything. In fact, from what
we have seen about M1WM and from our own experience
we feel that Ml WM.does little to promote the struggle
of the working class and that what it basically does is
Continued on page 11
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Continued from paqe 10
suck advanced workers 1and communists) out of the
struggle in t he shops and also does very little to mobilize
the masses of workers to take up the broader struggles
in society.
M1WM has summed it up, and others in the journal
have summed 1t up, that M1 WM is external to the real
heat of the class struggle. This is no great revelation
because if you're not t ied organizationally to where the
main struggle ofthe workers is at (against individual em ·
players) then you are relegating yourself to an external
force.
In the M1WM article in the second journal the comrade$ sum up that "the main strength of M1WM has been
that it has brought together a solid core of advanced
workers from different shops and industries. These
workers have united with communists to take important,.
issues and struggles to the working class." Further,
the comrades have summed up, "that the May 1 Work·
ers Movement has been actively involved in a number
of impor1:ant struggles, including the Rucker electron·
ics strike, the struggles of Asian immigrant workers in
San Francisco's Chinatown, and a campaign against
pohc~ repression."
No one will deny that it is not a good thing to
bring workers together to sum up the struggles t hat
they have been involved in, and we have to do more
work supporting strikes and building the fight against
police repression. But thE!'question comes up-how are
we ta king up these struggles, are we relying on the
masses of the workers, are we constantly summing up
the lessons of the struggle pointing the way, forward to
revolution and socialism?
Workers learn through their day to day struggles.
They learn everything including the need to go up
against not JUst their boss but the entire class of capi·
talist pigs that their boss belongs to. Workers see
pretty good what they need to do, the big question
they got 1s how to do 1t.
M1WM doesn't even start to answe r the question
of how. How could it- it plays no role in the learn·
1ng process. lns"teefd of taking part in and promoting
the actual struggle of the workers, M1 WM "brings important issues and struggles to the entire working
class." Instead of summing up the demands of the
workers and developing the struggle 1n the context
of eliminating the ruling class, Ml WM proclaims "that
it's time for workers from all industries and unions
to get together as a c lass and take the offensive
against our coll)mon enemy." ·
We should all learn from the comrades' sum up
in the Nov. 1974 issue of Revolution, when they
wrote that in the Rucker strike, "the M1WM has
continued to put forward the significance of the strike
and its lessons to other workers but as an external
force it has not been in a position to play a decisive
role in determining the strike's course."

"No Interest"
We have no interest in building IWOs as external.
to t he 'real heat of the class struggle and there is noth·
ing to be gained by leading the advanced workers in
that direction either. We can't see how the 'MlWM
can teach the advanced workers that make up its
backbone much of anything when it's not in a position
ro teach the masses of workers anything.
The failure of M 1 WM to lead and promote the
actual struggles of the workers eliminates the Basis
to make links to the need to take up the broader
struggles against all oppression. As it lays out in the
DP on p. 32, "These demands [demands of the working
class to defend its standard of living] represent vital
questions around which masses of workers are fight·
ing today. But as important as they are, they deal
only with effects of ca~italist exploitation and op- '
pression. The fundamental task for the working class
is to eliminate the cause- the capitalist system itself.
To do this it is necessary to fignt the effects to get
to the cause- to utilize today's struggle as a means
of building for t he future showdown With the bour·
geois1e."
Organizations like M1 WM that have only an external relationship to the actual struggles of the
workers, t hat have no organized section in the shops,
fail to pralT'')te either the day to day struggles of the
1NOrkers or the overall fight again~t all oppression.
Trying to Develop an IWO
We have had some experience in trying to deveJop
an areawide IWO in a small industrial city. This city
has been the scene of many heavy battles between the
workers and the bosses 1n t he area. There have been
m ..rtyvery militan t stn kes and wildcats which often
;)

erupted into battles with the local cops and the courts.
WorJ<ers in this city have also participated in cam·
paigns against police repression, bad conditions in
t11e schools, many have also participated in helping
to build for May Day. Some workers have come for ·
'ward out of these struggles and the organization has
\
many contacts among the advanced workers in the
town.
8l'lt while there has been much struggle in the area,
and while we have had an open presence in many of
the struggles, rank and file organizations have net
been built in any of the shops (there have been some
short·lived rank and fi le ca1.1t:uses).
In summing up this situation we came to the con,
clusion that forming an areawide IWO would be the
best way to move the struggle forward and would
provide the basis to build both organization in the
shops and to unite a much broader group of workers
in the struggle. All the ingredients seemed to be
there: we hc:d contact with many advanced workers
who led struggles against their..bdsses; and these workers and the struggles they led were relatively well
known and these workers worked at the main shops in
fhe area. Further, because this was a small town (where
good news travels fast) ana oecause tnere weren't any
Trots or revisionists around, we could call these
workers together, lay out what we thought was right,
have some discussion and then p·u11 together an area·
wide IWO.
The position we laid oUt to the workers that dame
to the fi rst meeting was very much like that in the lat·
est document. We stressed. in the meeting that what
we needed was an organization 6f workers that fought
back-against the capitalists; that built the day to day
struggles in the shops with the line that the struggle
c;.ould not.just be around shop struggles, but we had
to take up the fight against all the major attacks on us
by the capitalists and their government. But we car·
rectly stressed the in-plant as~ct of the programme, laying out as the latest document does, that these struggles are the ones that we must in tbe main promote and
that we must unfold the broader struggles in society
around these.
But also like the latest docume'nt, we were wrong on
exactly Where to g~ with these workers. We sa~ the
situation as one where we could form an areawide IWO
with this group of advanced workers instead of seeing
the need to build actual functioning organizations in
t he shops as a step in the process of forming an areawide IWO.

.

I

gle (against individual employers) and form organization
based on the 'consciousness and sense of organization of
the workers as the struggle develops. At this time this
means developing plant anct industry IWOs in the con·
text of building toward hooking these plant and industry IWOs int0 one areawide IWO that has its roots
in the plants and the struggles there and sends represent·
atives to a steering committee that would give guid·
ance to the struggles in the plants and mobi lizing the
entire areawide organization around the struggle
against specific forms of exploit ation and oppression
th~t come down (like a police repression case, a move
toward war or imperialist aggression,, particular law
or bill like Prop. 22, o r the courts throwing out the
seniority system).
In building these areawide IWOs, the party must
ini tiate classwide committees .around a particular
struggle. They could be a "Right to Strike Committee," '
a strike support> committee (around a major strike in
the area or country o r a police repression committee).
These committees would not be on·goin\ organizations
but woulo live and die around an issue like a rank and
file caucus. They would serve to build the struggles
on a broader front, unite with and develop workers
in shops where there are not IWOs to build them
·there and demonstrate in practice what role the class
has to play in.building the fight against all oppression.
To sum up this point, t he latest document and to a
lesser degree the DP must lay out more on how we
proceed from where we are at now to build areawide
IWOs. Specifically this means concentrating at this
.time in building plant and industry IWOs and in the
cour:;e of some struggle and common work (arouncl
particuiar campaigns) and according to local conditions
and the develop ment of the plant and industry IWOs,
join into an areawide IWO with sections.
The latest document should sum up that areawide
LWOs like M1WM are wrong as they now exist and
should be moved rapidly to unite with industrV IWOs
to form areawide IWOs with sections. •
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The struggle for the party has brought out sharply
the important role of IWOs in building the revolutionary
workers movement and the United Front Against Imp·
e rialism under proletarian leadership. We have been
We failed to make a concrete analysis of the situa·
involved in a good deal of struggle arouncl the question
tion, instead we just applied the form of M1WM (we
used it as a model except that we saw that it must be•
of IWOs. We've seen correct and incorrect aspects
based on the day to day struggles). As we fell into the
in various comrades' arguments as to what IWOs
should be and what they should do.
error that is summed up on p. 22, we treated the situaOn the basis of our collective struggle, we've united
tion mechanically. we did not really grasp that "organiwith the correct and criticized the incorrect and
zation must serve the purpose of develQping struggle.
arrived at a generally correct line on this important
In different situations, the level of struggle and the
question and are therefore submitting it to the struggle
level of consciousness differs, and the relation of or·
for the party. Since the "Clarify" article and Article
ganizations in the plants and industries to area·wide
"Five" on IWOs in the third journal (hereafter reworkers organizations will have to be determined
ferred to as " 5") both contained the most elements of
according to the aetual conditions and development
a correct line and were the refore the ones we concen·
of the struggle."
trated our struggle around, this article wil l focus on
At the first meetin~ of our areawide fWO we talk·
them.
ed about leading the day to day struggles, uniting
•
To understand the role of IWOs we must fir~1 under·
'the working class to.fight as a_class against all
stand where the revolutionary workers movement is
forms of exploitation and oppression. The workers
at today. As the DP correctly ·points out, "The pretalked about what was going on in their shops,
sent struggle o f the American workers is primarily
laid out what they thought should be done to build
against ·individual employers (or employers' assoc·
the struggle and asked us and the other· workers
- iations in different industries) around wages and ben·
wh'!t we thought.
efits, working conditions, against speed·up and layThe workers were saying yeah, we got to build
offs and against discriminatioh." (p.29) In other
the struggle of the working class and yeah, it's
words, against attemptS at increasing exploitation .
more than the fight against our boss, but that's t he
Secondarily, we see a small but growing numbe! of
fight we are in right no;., and these are the questions
workers taking up in a class conscious way the broad·
we must come to grips with to move it forward. We
er struggle of all the people ag~inst imperialism.
were saying, yeah, we got to build the struggle- in
What should this mean to communists? What
the shops, but it's a much broader question than
should we do in this situation? The answer lies in
just one shop. First we got to build this areawide
seeing that the day to day strugg1es of the working
organization, then we can bui ld the struggle in the shops.
class must be the place we now concentrate our work.
The workers wanted to form organization that would
Our center of gravity. ~the latest document points
.develop the struwle, our line basically was to form
out, Lenin said, "The Party's activity must consist
organizations that would rip the· advanced workers
in promoting the working class struggle. The Party's
from the struggle and put in a secondary position building
task
is not to concoct some fashionable means of
and promoting the act ual struggle of the workers.
. helping the work'ers, but to join up with the workers'
We were slow to learn this lesson, in fact only really
movement, to bring light into it, to assist the work·
began to suit. it up when advarlced workers stopped
ers in the struggles they themselves have al ready be·
coming to IWO meetings because they didn't see them
gun to wage." Sq communists must enter the day
as important and their ti me could be spent better doing
to"day struggles, lead them to as many victories as
other things.
possible ano Within that context link these StrugglJ!S
From this experience we H'ave coma to see much
with broader struggles by unfolding how at the root
clearer that organization must "serve the purpose of
of these and all struggles is the fundamental cont·
developing the struggle," that we m~st start from
radiction between socialized production and private
what exists and move from there. We have seen that
accumulation
or between the proletariat and the
even in a small town (with no Trots!) this same law
bourgeoisie, and that this contradiction can only be
applies, a11.d in fact it applies even to a single plant or
resolved through socialist revolution.
department in a plant. Organization must be based on
But can the work of commllnists end here? Can
the level of struggle and the concrete condit(ons and it
the
struggle
of the working class end at t his day to d ay
• m4st promcne tfjs a participant in) the actual struggles.
"I lfl} I.
,
COntinuelf on page 12
In this light our task is to unite with the actual strugConcrete Analysis
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Continued from page 11
level? The answer is no. With the day to day struggles
as a solid basis, the working class must increasingly
take up struggles of the whole class and of a11 sections
of the people against the imperialist ruling class. "Only
by uniting with all social forces fighting imperialism
can the working class develop consciousness of its
own historical role as capitalism's gravedigger." (DP,
p.33)
"Correct and Incorrect Aspects"
Around these points we see some correct and in·
cc.rrect aspects to the journal articles. "Clarify" corr·
ectly brings out that the class is engaged in sharp day
to day struggles and that these struggles are potentially
revolutionary. However, as "5" points out, in doing
this "Clarify" essentially "narrows the class Jtruggle
to the shop." (p. 7) It does this because the people
who wrote "Clarify" don't seem to und;rstand and
never brings out the crucial importance of the working
class as a class taking up the strugglesof all people
against imperialism. In doing this the door is left
open to the thinking that a class coRscious revolut·
ionary workers movement can be built out of shop
struggle with perhaps a little help from broade.r •
struggles. This is, of course, incorrect. Article "5"
correctly brings out this criticism of "Clarify" and
the importance of workers taking up broader pol·
itical struggles.
However, in doing so "5" loses its orientation. lttalks of shop struggles as "one place where conscious·
ness is developed." (p. 7) but never brings out that
the day to day struggles is the main way workers are
fighting the capitalists and thereforethe great import·
ance of communists rooting themselves in these
struggles and with this as a basis winning the class
to taking up broader struggle. Without this correct
orientation the working class won't take up the
broader struggles in a correct way and communists
will become increasingly isolated from the workers
movement.
Understanding this, the next question is what is
the role of IWOs? IWOs are an organization· where
communists unite with workersJ;oming forward in
struggle to buttct the revolutionary workers move·
ment and the UFAI under proletarian leadership. To
do this IWOs must fulfill certain tasks.
Firstly, IWOs must be rooted in the day to day
struggles of workers in the plants and ll}USt be build·
ing them in a revolutionary way. That is, they must
be constantly uniting with these day to day struggles,
mobilizing the masses in the-shop to take up these
struggles in· as big a way as possible and win as much·
as can be won . Within that, with communists in
the lead, the IWOs must link these day to day struggles
to broader struggles by bringing them out in a living
way that the root of all these struggles is the fund·
amental contradiction of capitalism.
But· rooted in these day to day struggles, IWOs
must do more. They must "apply the 'single spark'
method to take up every major struggle, of all sections
of the people, against the ruling class, mobilize masses
of workers in these struggles and develop them into
campaigns of the working class." (DP: p.31) At diff·
erent times the struggle being sparked will differ dep·
ending on the importance of winning the struggle,
the political lessons the class as a class can learn from
it and its possibilitV of.sparking other struggle.
At this time, for example, we will see IWOs paying
particular attention to developing important struggle
against increased exploitation in one plant or industry
into struggles of the whole working class. That is
because at this time, by moving ahead these struggles,
which the working class is mainly engaged in anCI
which are getting cog,sistently sharper and brbader,
to victory, by bringing out political lessons in the
course of those struggles anc:tby sparking other
struggles off of them, the IWOs under the party's
leadership will be helping the revolutionary workers
movement make its greatest strides forward. Of
course the IWOs must also "spark" other struggles
of all the people against imperialism when the party
sums them up as important battles.
Question of Organizational Form
To carry out these important tasks, IWOs must have
the correct organizational form. In general, we believe
IWOs should be built in plants and industries as sections
of a city or areawide IWO. The shop sections would pay
particular attention to rooting themselves in the day to
day struggles in the plants, and of course would be essential in bringing any "spark" to or from the masses at the
shop. The areawide IWO would be made up mainly of

these different plant and industry sections (though
individual workers could also join) and would certainly
h Ip build the struggle in the individual ~~ops, but in
a way the areawide IWO must be greater than the sum
of its parts.
It must be an organization of the whole class, not
a federation of sections or a left labor council. In
practice, that means that under the party's lead the
areawide IWO must not only help develop struggle in
the individual shops but must, as their overall role,
actively "spark" the most important struggles of all
sections of the people against imperialism into struggl!_!s of the whole working class. Only in this way can
the areawide IWOs play their full role in building a
revolutionary workers movement and the UFAI unde,.
proletarian leadership.
Around the questions of role and organization of
IWOs, the twc;, articles' lack of understanding of the
revolutionary workers movement and our orientation
within th{lt becomes manifested again. "Clarify" men·
tions the areawide IWO once and when it does all
it says is that the sections of the IWO in the shop will
build the day to day struggles.
This is all well and good, in fact, crucial, but
since "Clarify" doesn't understand the importance
of the working class taking up the main struggles of
all sections of the people against imperiwism it can't
and doesn't bring out the importance of areawide
IWOs as an organization of the whole working class,
taking up such broad struggles and mobilizing the
working class as a class to take up these struggles.
"Clarify" limits the areawide IWOs to being a left
labor council only really interested in building and
leadin_g day to day struggles in the individual shops
and in doing that the article actually liquidates the
need for areawide IWOs as an organization of the
whole class.
Article "5" correctly criticizes "Clarify" for this
error. However, "5'"s lack of orientation once again
comes out when speaking of IWOs. This becomes
clear in the last paragraph of "5" when speaking of
the DP section on IWOs it stales that all the section
must do to be correct is to state "more clearly the
need for organization to be developed as sections of
the IWOs and to lead the struggles in the plants and
unions.'' (p.7)
_
But "5" doesn't understand or bring out that the
DP will only be cc.rrected around th~se errors if it
is understood that day to day stuiggles can be built
in a revolutionary way and that only by rooting them·
selves in the day to day struggles will IWOs be able
to win the class to take up the broader struggles it
must. Without this understanding, without this
orientation, we can't know why sections of IWOs
must be built in the shops, nor will we understand
• the importance of building the day to day struggles
in the shops.
We believe that the latest document answers the
errors in each of these articles and puts forward the
correct line on the role of IWOs when 1t 'states, " If
these organiiaticrns are not rooted in the plants and
do not lead struggle there, there is no way they can
mobilize masses of workers around broader strugglesthat affect the whole class. On the other hand, if
these organizations do not take up these struggles
and mobilize the class as a whole around the[TI, then
they will not play their full role in helping to develop
the struggle and consciousness•of workers as a
CLASS." •
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The DP should sum up openedness as a character·
istic of IWOs and should explicitly state that IWOs
must lead the day to day struggles in the shops·
while their overall role is to apply the single spark
method to every major struggle. These are two lessons
we have learned from our work in developing an IWO
in a large manufacturing plant.
Our groups has existed for more than a 'year. It
developed out of strnggle and has played a key role
in many struggles and led some others. Included in
these are a wildcat of several hundred workers, a
struggle against job elimination (including demonstrations of up to 150 workers). a department ,slow·
down, a.struggle against layoffs, etc. The group also
built for May Qay, a regional action at the intemation·
al union's constitutional convention, the April 26th
rally for jobs, etc. We have also done support work
around the miners' strike, work around police rep·
ression and around the Mideast.
Through the course of all this we have found that
workers have come forward based on the fact that
the group has been taking up struggle and not based
on agreeing with our political line. In fact some have
come forward in spite of disagreements with our pol·
itcal line. One worker would reject the local workers
paper as "c.ommie propaganda" but when the IWO
took up a struggle against the denial of suErpay
during the miners' strike, this worker linked op
with the group ~nd actively built it. Through the
course of struggle, this worker came forward and
seriously went over the DP when it' came out. We
also had some similar experience around taking up
the struggle against job elimination.
Our group doesn't have a statement of principles
at this point. But it -has said several times in the
newsletter that it is open to anybody who wants
to fight against the company and for the working
class. And when we develop a statement of what the
group is It will probably include a statement like that.
Also in practice that has been how people have come
forward. This has been true even though w'! have
tried in all our struggles to direct the blow against the
ruling class, which is not to say that there haven't
been errors made in doirf!l this. At all periods in our
development, some of the members of the group have
objectively been below the political level of the
group even though they did relate to our activity
pretty good.
Day to Day StruggleWe also found that the basis for us wir:ining workers
to dealing with the broader campaigns.was the fact
that we took up the day to day struggle in the shops.
If we just put a pretty good newsletter, we wouldn't
be much different than the half dozen opportunist
tendencies that distribute their rags at out plant. But
we do more than that and in our struggles we try to
direct the spearhead squarely at the ruling class.
Although not ever~one would spontaneously agree
with that approach, we have generally managed to
unite people around it and through the course
of struggle won some workers over to that stand.
The t:>P does imply that the IWOs must take up the
day to day struggles in the-shops by saying that they
must be based there, that the primary struggle of
the working class is against individual employers or
employer associations, and saying that the IWOs take up
every major struggle. But it must go beyond that to
explicitly stating that the IWOs must take up the day
to day struggles in the shops.
In fact given our experience and the development of the crisis and stepped up attacks on the
working class, it is correct for the latest document to
lay O!Jt taking up the day to day'struggles in the shops
as the area of concentration of the revolutionary
workers movement.
.. There also seems to be some confusion on just
,,
what is a revolutionary struggle. Article "Four"
in the "IWO" section of the last journal says it's
wrong to 's ay'that shop struggles are potentially
revoluti~nary . Well, our.pperience has been that
when properly carried out. struggles around shop
issues can be revolutionary. We can bring out the
irreconcilable antagonism between the proletariat and
the bourgeoisie off of the SUB pay struggle. We
'could bring out how, as "lqog as the bourgeoisie holds
state power it will cor{tinue to attack and attempt
to corrupt every gain won by the working class"
off of the way that struggle is unfolded. "Sometimes
it is correct to carry out political agitation exclusively
on an economic basis." (What Is To Be Done?) The
error comes in when we limit ourselves to working
solely off of the basis of the economrc strug!)le. Then
Continued on page 13
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Continued from page 12
we fall tnto lending the economic struggle a political
character.
On the other hand, there's Article "One" in the
"Ot her Aspects" section. It takes issue with the DP
for supposedly denying the revolutionary potential
of the working class' key demands. Well, when we
built struggle around all out SUB now, Stop the
- - - - -sellout (job elimination). Smash the
ENA or Smash the Consent Decree, our demands were
only dealing with the effects of capitalist exploitation
and oppression. But we used these struggles to build
the fight to eliminate the cause. We brought out
who was behind these attacks and through the
cou~ of struggle, while fi~ttng to win all that
we could, brought home that to end these attacks
we had to deal with the system that they stemmed
from. And this seems to be exactly what the draft
is getting at with its formulation. OL built struggle
around some of the same demands but their approach
was to obscure the cause. Push how Abel ought to
be dumped like Boy!e was or some other such as.
Political Level of IWOs
\

There is no areawide IWO in our area at this point
but we are struggling to develop the basis for one. We
see it as an important organizational form for develop·
mg the revolutionary consciousness, unity and struggle
of the working class and its leadership in the UFAI.
When one does develop, its political level should be
basically the same as the plant IWO's is. Open ended,
existing on a permanent basis, directing its s~earhead
squarely at the ruling class. However, it probably
will mean a bit more politically for a worker to hook
up with an areawide group. Doing so would be seeing
that workers hacl to come together as a class to fight
back, while hooking up with a group in the plant does·
o't necessarily entail seeing that and in practice has
often not entailec.i that.
What should be the relationship between the inplant IWOs and the areawide? Well, some may be
sections of the areawide and some may not be. In
some cases we may only win some of the workers from
the plant groups to relating to the citywides. This
is ok because the key thing is not the formal development of structure but building the struggle. There may
be cases where an in-plant group is well based in struggle and off of that has a real existence, but where it ·
would be a paper move with no real meaning to formally make 1t a section of an areawide. The areawides
should be organized by industry and in sections, but
to say that every in-plant group has to be a section
of it is to make the thing like a "lett wing labor council"
which I would say is something we definitely don't
want to do. Not coming off of fears of dual unionism
because, as was pointed out, that is a question of line,
not structure, but to guard against reducing the area·
wides to being coordinating councils and not so much
organizations in their own right. The way we see things
developing, at all points there will probably be people
in the areawide who aren't part of groups in their
plants and may even be the only worker from their
plant.
The OP is correct to characterize IWOs polit·
ically and not geographically, as some of the journal
articles seem to. Article "Five'' in the last journal's
"IWO" section comes out and says IWOs are citywide
and caucuses are in the plants. This 1s wrong, and
it is this view, not the OP, which separates the economic and the political struggle organizationally. The
overall role of IWOs, no matter whether they are area·
wide or in-plant, is to apply the single spark method to
every major struggle.
There are several other weaknesses in the draft in
this section. One is that while it is correct to bring
out that the primary struggle of the working class is
against individual employers or employer associations,
and to show how in the course of this struggle the
workers are able to lift up their heads, it tends towards
rig-itism to only lay out that means of the wo-rkers
developing class consciousness. Also, the draft talks
about the need for the party (and the RWM) to be
based in the shops, but doesn't clearly bring out that
it 1s becaise that is the objective basis for the working
class developing "l:lass consciousness find for grasping
MLMTT as their own. That is because of their ob·
jective position m the society. This must be brought
out, either in this section or the RCP section or the
UF section. •
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The DP states that IWOs "must be based mainly in
the plan.t s and other work places," but does not say
what this means. Our practice In the working class.
in uni.tin~ with the class in its struggles and building
organizations to serve these struggles, has shown that
it is crucial to understand what it means to be based
in the plants.
.
In the last several y&ars comrades at company X
have united with the workers in their day to day struggle
i'1 ~he shop and have tried to bring in other struggles
outside the p lant. We have built a multi-issue caucus
that most workers look -to as-leading the fight back.
We have helped advance the workers' struggle against
the employer~ and also have involved some workers in
the broacier political campaigns of the class. Most
workers came to the campaigns because they saw how
we were leading the struggle in the shop. We have,
however. made the error of separating the two, of
flip flopping from either just building the economic
struggle in a trade unionist way, or just building the
campaigns. We did Rot understand how to correctly
link the two.
We were able to get several workers involved ·
in the Throw the Bum Out campaign based on their
d~sire to take an active role in getting rid of Nixon.
But we did not tak~ the major lessons of this campaig.n
back into the shop and apply them to the struggles
going on there. Before the campaign ended all of the
workers left because they didn't see the campaign as
part of their struggle, as something meaningful to their
lives.
The way we built the Smash the ENA and Fight
Police Repression campaigns tended to center on
bringing workers to the campaign {join this committee,
come to this meeting, etc.) instead of bringing the main
political lessons of these struggles to the struggles the
workers were engaged in in the shop.
We didn't, for example, bring out the lessons of the
police repression campaign and expose the role o.f the
cops at our union meetings. We did tak2 a step in the
right direction, writing an article •in our newsletter
around contract time i· ·.!Jt the ENA We tried tc
show the importance ofthe right to strike, and. what
the effects of us having an unwritten ENA were.
Question of "Single Spark" Method
We were based in the plants, and we were trying
to "single spark" the major struggles of the QE!Ople,
building the broader political campaigns ofthe class.
But b\' separating these campaigns from the day to
day struggle of the class we drew workers out of
the shop and into the campaigns and did not bring
the m;iin lessons of the campaigns to the workers and
their struggles in the shop. Because of this the work·
ers were not able to mal<e use of the campaigns to
advance their day to day struggle, and through this
to learn their correctness and importance and take
up the campaigns as thei r own.
The DP says the overall role of the IWOs is "to
aRply the 'single spark' method to take up every
major struggle, of all sections of the people, against
the ruling class, moblize masses of workers in these
struggles and develop them into campaigns of the ~
working class." It dbes not talk about "single spark·
ing" struggles developing in the p lant, although in
explaining the single spark method the DP says we
should "seize on every spark of struggle" and "bund
every possible struggle and build off of it to launch
new struggles." This also'tends to separate the role
of the IWOs and the day to day struggle of the class.
We correctly single sparked some lessons learned
in a shop struggle to get a janitor rehired. He had
been fired for speaking 'up at a union meeting and
disrupting the officials' plans for a quiet meeting.
We built a campaign to get him reinstated, but after
a certain point we left it in the hands of the union
officials, who sold us out the first chance they got.
We popularized the lessons from this, explaining how
we should have jammed the union officials by
building the fight among the rank and file and aimed
squarely at the company and should have carried
ttvough to the end. A couple of months later we
applied these lessons to the struggle to get another
worker rehired, and this time we won. The workers
'1
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remembere'tl the errors. we had made al'\d the summation
we had popularized about how to fight and jam ttie
officials, and this helped that struggle succeed.
What we have summed up from all of th is is that it
is not enough to just "be based mainly in the plants
and other work places." The IWOs must actively lead
struggle going on there by uniting with it and bringing in
and applying to it the lessons of the broader, political
campaigns. The working class learns through Its day to
day struggle, not simply by going to meetings or dem·
onstrations. By uniting with the day to day struggle
of thti class and applying to it the lessons of the
campaigns we can advance the strvggles in the shop,
build them in a revolu~ionary way, anct- build the
class consciousness and unity of the'workers·. Through
its own practice and the work of communists the
·
.«lass will grasp the importance of the campaigns and
take them up.
Two Articles
_ Two articles in the second journal speak to this
.q uestion, "Clarify Role of IWOs" and "Lessons of the
May 1 Workers _Movement." We believe the "Clarify"
article is fundamentally correct, because it speaks to
the error in the D_P of separating the role of IWOs from
the day to day struggle of the class. It correctly points
out that the IWOs "must lead the struggles in the
p lant." The article makes three errors, though.
First, while correctly pointing out that the IWOs
must lead the in shop· struggle, the "Clarify" article
doesn't say how. Is it that the IWOs are more militant
forms of trade unions, or that they can bring in and
apply the lessons of the class' campaigns to the
dc.y to day struggle? It's not just enough to lead the
day to day struggle anymore than it's enough to be
baseci in the plants. The IWOs must lead by fanning
every spark, building every struggle and building off
of it to build new struggles. "Ancf through the
course of this to fan every spark of consciousness,
to identify and isolate the bourgeoisie and its agent s,
and unite all struggles against this enemy." (DP, •
p.30)
Second, the "Clarify" article tends to liquidate
the role of caucuses, the "xyz committees." Our
workers organization is a multi-issue caucus, one that
"relies on the rank and file, and (mobilizes) it to
fight around its own grievances in the plant and union
and to link up with struggles outside the plant." (DP,
p.30) At first we didn't grasp what the concrete con·
ditions were, what the le~el of struggle was and what
the level of understandi ng of the workers who were
coming forward was. We also didn't correctly understand what an IWO was. We want to build the political
campaigns, but we-divided them from the day to day
struggle of the workers. We also thought that only an
IWO could "single spark" these campaigns. We put
a!I this together and said we had an IWO, one with
a core of workers who were interested in, though not
actively involved in, other struggles outside the plant.
The core of the IWOs is not a group
"inter·
ested workers," since most worke rs we talked to were
interested in the campaigns. This core must be workers
who "through their experience in struggle and the
leadership of communists... have developed a basic
understanding of the nature of the enemy and the
class struggle against this enemy." (p.31) Thinking
we had this core led us to call unity nights to build
the Fight Police Repression campaign. No one came,
because the-importance of this campaign hadn't been
brought to the workers and their struggle.
This error of voluntarism (wishing an IWO into
being) on our part is what can come out of the.''Clarify"
article. If you need a workers group, make it an IWO,
even if the objective conditions aren't there, becaus~
caucuses can only be short-lived, single-issue groups.
In fact, our practice has shown that both IWOs)lnd
caucuses can be multi-issue, can apply the single spark
method to struggles inside and ~utside the plant, ang
can and must lead the· day to day struggle of the work·
ers. We see the main difference between the two groups
is whether there is a core of workers who have "a basic understanding of the nature of the enemy and
the class struggle against-this enemy."
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What ,..Is An Advanced Worker?
Third, the "Clarify" article has an incorrect line
on what an advanced worker is. The article says th.at
IWOs must be open ended in order "to involve workers
who come forward just to fight around any one issue
as well as advanced workers." What are advancep work·
ers but workers who come forward in the fight, whether
around one issue or many? We believe the nclarify"
article ruos counter to t he organization's correct line
on advanced workers: "To us, the advanced worker
is one who has the respect of his fellow workers, to
whom they come when they are in trouble and need
to discuss their ptoblems, whom they rally around
when they face a collective problem and who provides
leadership in struggle." (RP 6, p.53)
The point is not to.quibble over d'.?finitions, but to
It
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and stru'ggle around May Day and IWOs was that while
we were able to unite a group of workers and build a
successful May Day demo, the May Day committee
which was seen as an embryo of the citywide IWO act·
ually tended to be isolated from the working class
rather than rooted in it ~ Many workers who came to
a build-up demo against thJ ENA and a dinner did
not take May Day out to their fellow workers, and
some didn't come to May Day themselves. While
there were contingents from some shops at May Day.
we .had not been concentrating on these workers as
the base of the IWO, and some shops had a poor show·
ing at May Day. A number of shop speakers came ·
shakey and cancelled out, so the day to day struggles
were hardly in the program at all. We had a tendency
I
to see the "advanced" as those who were ready to
leave the shop to be on a,committee of one sort or
another. While many workers will come forward in
the struggle against police repression, to build May
Day, and in UWOC and in other such struggles, as
well as in the shop struggles, and in our work many
have, our job is to unite with these and the advan,ced
workers in the shop to lead the masses, and not rip
them away from the masses.
As the DP correctly points out, ""The present
struggle of the American workers is primarily
1
against individual employers (or employers' assoc·
iations in various industries) around wages and
benefits, working conditions. against speed-up and
lay-offs, against discrimination." But the DP also
states that "While these orgahizations [IWOs) must
be based mainly in the plants and work places, their
overall role is to apply the 'single spark' method to
take up every major struggle, of all sections of the
people, against the ruling class. mobilize masses of
workers in these struggles and de,velop them into
campaigns of the working class." While this is not
clear. it seems to pose a contradiction between the
"main base" of the IWOs and.the "overall role" of
applying the single spark. method. In order to really
be based in the shops, the IWOs must go into, and
lead the main struggle of the working class at this
time as summed up in the DP, and develop the day
tO day Struggle in the Shop as part Of the 'JVerall Class
struggle against the bourgeoisie. along with other strug·
gles such as against police repression, deportations,
unemployment, cutbacks, etc.
We had cfeveloped a tendency to downplay the day
to day struggles in the shop, "rate" the "broad campaigns" above them. This showed up in the amotmt of
attention the organization gave these struggles, the relatively low priority given these struggles in the workers
paper, and our initial line on the IWOs. Because of
this tendency. we do not now have the basis for creating a solid IWO.
The M1 WM report in the second journal seems to
share some of our incorrect line and that in the DP on
the IWOs.' The sum up states that "In applying the
'single spark method' it is important for communists
and active workers to take the main political lessons
of key struggles backJnto the shops and apply these
lessons to the struggles developing there." This is
certainly true. But communists and advanced work·
ers must also bring out the political lessons of the
struggles in the shops, as the DP sums up in "The
working class learns through its day to day struggle."
It is wrong to separate these tasks politically or
organizationally. The IWOs must do both. It is more
than a question of the IWOs linking up more closely
with shop organizations. As the "Clarify" article
puts it, "the various industrial 'sectors' of the IWO
(will) be firmly rooted in, and leading the day to·day
struggles in the plant." •

Five
In our area some comrades have been summing up
our work and struggling over the role of the IWOs
and their relationship to the shop caucuses and shop
struggles. Through this struggle we decided we did
not have the basis to build a citywide IWO at this
time. And we fee l that the formu lation of the DP
on IWOs arid caucuses has some important weaknesses-it bui l d~ wall between the caucuses and IWOs by
pitting them against each other, with IWOs on a "high· ,
er political level"-"Directed squarely at the ruling
class." And the shop caucuses on .'I lower level,
dealing with the day to day struggle against exploitation and oppression in the shop.
The M1WM sum-up in Journal No. 2 basically
unites with the same line. The article, "Clarify the
Role of the IWOs'' puts forward correctly that "the
struggle of the working class around shop issues and
around broader campaigns must be linked both
politically and organizationally." The li"e of basing
the IWOs on the "broad campaigns" instead of the
shop struggles w ill tend to create a small band of
revolutionaries, ready to fight on all fronts, but iso·
lated from the masses of workers. In one shop comrades have been leading a cau·
cus for several years. Tne caucus has a history of
~ruggle in the shop around contracts, layoffs, firings. discrimination and against union hacks, inclu·.
ding putting up candidates for union office. And
from the beginning workers who are the core of the
caucus have become involved in other, broader strug·
gles, including IWD, May Day, Farah, TTBO, etc.
And these broader campaigns were a part of the ·regu·
lar work of the caucus in the meetings, newsletter,
etc.
As the DP correctly puts it, the size and activity
of this typ€"of organization ebbs and flows, depend·
ing on the struggles being fought and the work of
C?mrades. A meeting in an ebb might be 6-8 workers,
while an in-shop meeting during a shop struggle might
be 30 or more. But the core, the members who are
s.o lid both in ebbs and flows, are advanced workers
who see that the fight in their shop is part of the overall class struggle against the bourgeoisie. They' re
fighters in the shop as well as linking up with other
struggles. These workers and this caucus would fit
the description of IWO in the DP-not a politically
lower or less permanent form of organization.
As we built forMay Day this year, we also took
up the question of building a citywide IWO. Although
we decided not to go ahead with it at this time, we
did learn some things which should help us lav the
basis for a solid IWO in the future. Basically we
starte'd off seeing the citywide IWO as being_ihe place
for~the revolutionary-minded workers to come toge·
ther and lead the broader political or revolutionary
struggles of the working class. Essentially for U!i at
this time this meant uniting with the core of UWOC,
the committee to fight police repression. and a hand·
ful of workers from the 'shops, the most advanced
workers In one organization. The basis of tbis IWO
was a high level of consciousness. no{ a fighting pro·
gram, which is also'the emphasis given in the DP. Its
program, as far as it was developea, was seen as being
around police repression, uniting with a current
strike, the fight against the ENA. etc.
Whcit we came to understand tl\rough the discussion
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Continued from page 13
see that workers are advanced in their relationship to
their fellow workers and their day to day struggle. It
is on the basis 'of this struggle that advanced workers
come forward. To fail to see this is to fail to see
the importance of the day to day struggle to the
class, how it is this struggle that we must strive
to unite with and lead, and unite especially with
those workers taking a leading role in that struggle.
We beliP.ve that the "Lessons of the May 1 Workers
Movement" is fundamentally incorrect, because it
doesn't see bringing the ca'mpaigns to the day to'
day struggle and that this is how the IWO leads
that struggle. It talks about bringing workers out of
the shop to demonstrations, but not how the lessons
of those struggles were brought back into the shop
and applied to advance struggle going on there.
To sum up: The working class learns through its
day to day struggle. and the organizations of the
working class must serve this struggle. IWOs must
unite with and lead the struggles in the shops in a
revolutionary way, bringing in and applying to it the
lessons of the broader political caminaigns~ and
in the course of this wir.nirrg workers to take these
campaigns up as their own. In this way-they can help
build the struggle, class consciousness and revolutionary
unity of the class and its leading role In the UF, and
through the work of communists many of the most
advanced among them will develop into communists
and join the partv. •
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c;>n Oth8rA$pects of B~ild.i.ng ·
TheWorkers·Movement·

One
"One of the most basic principles of this revolution·
ary science is that the masses are the makers of history
and that correct ideas arise from and in turn serve the
struggle of the masses of people. The masses, in their
millions. in their daily experiences in class struggle,
in production and in scientific experimentation of
all kinds, amass great but scattered and unsystematic
knowledge. Understanding this. the party of the
working class; in leading the class, applies the mass
line. It takes these scattered and partial experiences
and ideas, and by applying the science of revolution,
sums them up, concentrates what is correct, what ,
corresponds to the development of society and will
move the class struggle ahead. The party returns
these concentrated ideas to the masses. and they
become a tremendous material force as the masses
take them up as their own and use them to transform
the world through class struggle." (OP, pp.16-in
In summing up our work in an unorganized inaus·
try, and in light of a particular discussien on the
orientation of the party, we feel some basic errors
in applying the mass line have been holding back our
work. "But lying at the foundation of al1 these
deviations, and the continuing struggle against theffi;
has been the basic question of class stand and orientation-the question of grasping that the working class
is the only truly revolutionary class..." (latest doc·
ument, p.5)
Our error came out particularly
sharp when cadre
/
kept raising"'t he question of "What are we going
to tell the workers to do?" An example is when we
were contacted by workers in a plaf!t we had leafleted where we had no cadre, or any contacts working.
We had written a good agitational leaflet condemning
an explosion which had happened there. Our first
(and only) response when the workers contacted us
was to run to leadership asking wnat we should tell
the workers to do! Here we had done no investigation, had never met with these workers, and our only
concern was to "concoct some fashionable means
to help the workers."
This uncovered how idealist our thinking was. We
had the answers and could figure out a plan without
concrete investigation. In the course of our discussion
around party orientation we tried to justify running
to leadership with the question "what do we tell the
workers to do?" We said it was right to seek help
from leadership's experience, that they should know
what's going on, and that we should have collective
discussion on what we should do. But the real
~uestion came down to on what basis do we seek help
and collective decisions? On the material basis of
what the workers are already doing, and what they want
to do, and on that basis only will we know what we can
do to further the struggle, bring light into it, and fan
the flames. We must start from reality, not what we
want reality to be. In essence we were saying that we,
the communists, are the heroes, the true makers of
history, and without us nothing moves, including mass
struggle. And even further, we were saying that the
only activity of any significance is what we initiate and
lead. We hadn't grasped that the workers are alreadystruggling and that our work must be based on this
struggle.
Another Exaf!1ple
Another example of this error came up at another
plant where workers were struggling around the company's attempts to screw them out of unemployment
benefits during a shutdown. Spontaneous struggles
were erupting against foremen, the workers were
ready to fight the layoffs. What was our idea? We
wanted to hold a demonstration at the plant gatesuntil we realized that it would only be a handful of
us with picket signs with the workers inside the plant
wondering what was going on!
What were the concrete conditions? The workers
had begun to struggle in the plant against the company's
attacks. We at first wanted to take them out of the
plant where they were struggling face to face with the
bosses. Because the workers would have to take off

work, and would be immediately identified if a few
of them did join our picket line, they would probably
be fired. Most fundamentally, the demonstration
wouldn't tiave come out of the struggle of the plant
because our work wasn't very developed at all,
very few workers knew who we were or what we
were about. What it came down to was we hoped
to show them we were fighting for their intereststo build our committee, not the V'.(Orkers' struggle.
There were massive layoffs in our industry. When
we went down to the unemployment office we found
ourselves laving our "rap" on workers about the system. W.e seldom really listened to the workers. We
felt we had everything to tell them and they had
nothing to tell us. We became discouraged when
the masses didn't flock to us (althollgh we did
have a lot of contacts who we lost because of
reasons stated above), and some of us even said the
workers didn't want to do anything. What we should
have said was the workers didn't want to be removed
from the day to day struggle and come to our meetings
where what we mostly did was tell them about ourselves and struggle with them to agree with our ideology.
It happened again recently when we went to talk
to a worker who called off our leaflet. This older
worker had many rich experiences with unions and
a real hatred of the bosses. Instead of uniting with
him on the basis of his strengths and using them to
overcome his weakness, using his own experience to
draw the lessons, we got into a rap of "I know .what
you're saying but we don't agree." We tried.to change
60 years of thinking in half an hour-not grasping that
workers learn through their day to day struggle. And
while he is just the kind of person we want to unite
with, his parting remark was "I'm sorry to disappoint
you." He felt he had nothing in common with our
fight and he wasn't who we were looking for!
"Beginning To Grasp"
We are beginning to grasp that we must learn from
the masses and "investigate broadly," that ML is the
science of the masses and their struggle, that the
masses are the true makers of history and are struggling daily "even if it is only angry outbursts or writing
01) the wall .... As the ratest document says on p.18,
"If we fail to recognize that in the daily struggles of
the workers lies the potential for the revolutionary
movement of the working cl ass, then we will fail ,to
develop this potential into a reality. It we do not
aci;ively and militantly lead these battles then there
is QO way we can lead the class to win the whole war..".
Where we have correctly applied the mass line,
we have brought workers forward and developed the
struggle. WE; had a cafeteria boycott against rising
prices whieh mobilized an entire plant, work slow·
downs during layoffs. We had a demonstration for
"jobs or income-no layoffs" that workers came to,
risking their jobs, off a leaflet atone because it summed
up conerete conditions and real struggles the workers
were already waging. We joined up with a couple of
workers' struggles around wages and harassment at
one plant and developed it into an entire department walking out and demanding a meeting with a
big-wig.
"Our basic guideline must be the principle set
down by Lenin: 'The party's activitY must consist in
promoting the working class struggle. The party's
task is not to cor\k_Oot some fashionable means of
helping the workers, but to join up with thAvorkers'
movement, to bring light into it, to assist the wofkers
in the struggle they themselves have already begun
to wa'ge."1 (latest document, p.17)
We know we have a ways to go and are still in the
process of summing up our work, especially in regard
to bringing lighf into the workers' struggle. But
we have grasped that making errors.. around the fund·
amental principle of assisting the workers in their
day to day struggle will make it impossible to bring
light to these struggles and deve!Pp them in a revolut·
ionary direction. •
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·Two
The DP correctly lays out that the greatest part
of working class struggles are in the shop aro~nd day
to day demands, that it is sectarian and "left" if we
underestimated the importance of these struggles in the
process of raising'the understanding of the class.
The bourgeoisie surrounds the working class with
its propaganda of defeatism and individualism, with
its philosophy of "you can't beat citY hall." It
divides the workers along national, cultural and sex
lines. It.uses the union bureaucracy and the tricks
they have become adept at to divide the workers.
IT IS NOT ENOUGH FOR COMMUNISTS TO ·
BE BOLD IN TAKING UP THE STRUGGLE; WE
MUST LEAD THE WORKERS IN WINNING.
A strike vote comes up ... ls there any question that
communists should favor the strike? Isn't it only
the company boot llckers and scabs that would oppose
such militant action?
Such r~asoning is not the way a Marxist looks
on any workers struggle. We must weigh the Qoss."
ibility of winning against the risks ana consequences
of losing. What are the strengths and weaknesses of
the company and the strengths and weaknesses of
the workers? When we decide to take up an issue,
for example a strike, vve must pay attention to every
detail. What is the main thrust ...how to organize it.
Can we use the companies' competition to weaken the
company, who are our al)ies, how do we rally other
union and working class support?
Every stri ker must be mobilized and given specific
tasks. Committees to aid strikers to get food stamps,
to fight for unemployment ins.urance. Publicity committees to reach the rest of the clas5 and the public and
to tie up the company products. Attention must.be
paid to strikers with large families and with debtsto aid them i'n getting over the hard times. The families of the strikers must be reached; auxiliaries organized. Legal assistance in event of arrests. We must pay
attention to EVERY worker. Solidify the leadership
around a militant course of qction; isolate the company
hangers on, guard against the- maneuvers of the hacks...
Ne:> detai l is too small. Our party must shew leadership
in all ph-ases of the struggle.
The importance of WINNING is that it is the living
example of the strength of the working class, the power
of unity and organization; it cuts through the defeatism
of capitalist propaganda and builds the independent or·
ganization of the class and exposes the role of the hacks.
There are, of course, lessons from defeats as well as
victories and these must be summed up.... but the
purpose of summing them up is to· insure against them
in the future.
It is in exercising leadership and winning in "small"
day to day struggles that will attract the best leaders of
the working class and educate the whole class in the
tactics of struggle and convince the workers of the
possibility of winning not only the day to day struggles
but the br9ad political struggles as well'.!and train our
cadre and the class for the final revolutionary struggle
ahead. •
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"We're not interested in fighting each other for jobs .
We're interesting in uniting employed and unemployed
workers to fight together for our checks on time I" Not
only are we not interested in fighting each other fo r
jobs, but we're not interested in fighting the capitalists for jobs, either.
As Article Two, under ''.Other Aspects" in Jou.coal
No. 3 puts it, " In focusing ~otally on benefits we missed opportunities to expose the system. In particular.
by not fighting the layoffs we missed opportunities
to point the struggle ditectly at the companies. We
didn't clearly raise the point that the capitalists have
no ri9ht1 to lay us off. We haue a right to jobs, there
is plenty that needs doing and what we workers want
is a jobl Not a handout. There's something wrong
with a system that can't provide jobs."

Five:

Three
The DP and latest document are correct in focusing
on the key areas the party must take up. But in the
parts on unions-the struggle to put them back into
the hands of the workers and to organize the unorganized-one thing is left out: the struggle to keep unions.
For example, in the construction industry con·
tractors have increasingly been signing with non-union
labor and even threatened to break a major carpenters
strike with non-union labor. Other strikes or contract
negotiations have put the union's existence on the
line-in the newspaper industry threats to shut do~
the plant and move only 50 miles-away to a nonunion area.
The party should take up this struggle not to
simply maintain the democratic right to have unions,
but because the working class needs unions as a
defense against the bosses, and losing them strips
away gains workers have made. The attack or'\ the
unions is an attack on the growing struggle of the
working class. •
/

Four
The section of the DP on trade unions inadequately
characterizes the role of lower level union leacfership.
Add the following to the programme, p.31, top righthand column before the first full paragraph. That is.
fol.lowing the sentence that ends with "this is the policy
of the proletariat and its party in the unions."
"The union 'hacks' at the local level, local presidents
and business agents. are members of the petty bourgeoisie. As such they will vacillate between uniting
with the wor~ing class and compromising with the
bourgeoisie or even siding with it against the prolet·
ariat. Today many of the union officials even at the
local level are sellouts. Because of their close relationship to the workers they must to some degree be responsive to their needs and demands or else be outrof
office. This is the basis for winning them over. But
because of their class position and because of pressure
from labor traitors at the top, it will not be a simple
one shot struggle to win them to stand with the work·
ing class. For the immediate time ahead, this will
be a process of jamming them .again and again to
represent the true interests of the proletariat. Because
of the vacillating nature of the petty bourgeoisie, some
will side with the bourgeoisie. These traitors like
those at the top must be exposed, rolled over, and
kicked out of office." •
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What is the basis of unity between employed and
unemployed workers? To SJIY. as the article ·~Focusing
Struggle in UWOC Work" does in Journal No. 2. that
our unity is in raising the safne demand is to fai l to
bring light into the struggles the working class is waging against layoffs. plant shutdowns. short work weeks.
etc.• and for jobs, and income for those out of work'}.
etc. It says .we can't be united i!S a class against the
same imperialist enemy, that we can't " develop the
workers' movement into a struggle on all fronts against
the ruling class, developing fight ers on one front into I
fighters on all fronts." (latest document)
In summing up our work uniting employed and unemployed and building an Emplo.yed/Unemployed
Committee (EUC) at our plant, we've come to see the
importance of taking a correct line O"',this. W.e. too,
saw thaMhe basis for uniting workers in the shop with
unemployed workers in UWOC was that we had the
same demand. Only the demand was for unemployment
checks on time. UWOC in our area had been focusing
struggle around getting the checks out on time, and
out shop was having periodic plant shutdowns, not
to mention layoffs, to cut down on their inventory.
When workers didn't get their unemployment checks
after the shutdowns, there was consid.erable spontaneous struggle around this-going to the union. personnel, and the compensation offi~s to demand the
checks.
We correctly linked up ~th this struggle and t ried
to lead it forward and bui ld organization in the course
of this, but our errors caused many setbacks. One of
those errors was in saying to the workers that ou r
unity 'with unemployed w0rkers was just tha~ they tap
were fighting for their checks. We didn't unfold around
the struggle the real unity between employed and ynem·
ployed, that we're members of the same class being op·
pressed and exploited by the same enemy.
At one joint meeting of workers from UWOC and
the EUC, the workers themselves in informal discussion before the meeting began, spoke of this unity, the
ways the capitalists try to divide us. the speedup com.:ing right along with the layoffs. and the need to unite
to fight all of these attacks. But as soon as the "official" meeting began that conversation was droppeo
and all we talked about was wanting our checks and
hqw to build the pick~t line we were calling for. We
substituted our own backward ideas for the correct
ideas the workers were putting forward. Instead of
"Employed/Unemployed-Same Crisis. Same Fight,"
we were saying "Employed/Unemployed-Same
Demand, Same Fight."
·
Worker

Fi~ed
'

In the course of this struggle an active fighter in
the caucus and in the struggle for tne checks was
fired. When workers 'from UWOC came out to the
picket line at the plant as part of the fight to get
him reinstated, we weren't able to (didn't) bring out
to the workers in the plant why they were there,
since our only unity was in fighting for unemployment
checks. In fact, the workers in UWOC understood better than we did that the unity of employed and unemployed workers is that we're one class fighti ng t!ie
same enemy, no matter how he 3ttacks us.
We also narrowed the fight to one for money,
never mind the layoffs and plant shutdowns, We did
put out the slogan "Jobs or lncome-40 hours work
or 40 hours pay," but what the h~ll does that mean?
'We never bui lt struggle around concrete demands like
"Stop the layoffs," "Defend Every Job," "No Short
Work Weeks," or "No Plant Shutdowns." In fact,
what we came down to saying is you cai;i't really
fight thest things, so we might as well settle for some
money /while we're laid off.
One petition we circulated at work said, "We, the
overworked, underpaid, and mistreated workers at
[Plant A] are FIGHT ING MAD! At Christmas we
were forced on lay-off by the company and rtill many
of us have not got our unemployment checks for it!
Now. the bloodsuckers at [Plant A) have laid us off
again. Brothers and sisters. at [Plant Al. will we let
this go on? Hell no! We demand: 40 hours work or
40 hours pay; Cut th·e red tape, we want our checks
and we want them on time; and hire adequate staff,
more unemployment compensation clerks." We
never really questioned they right to lay us off any
time they need to.
Or how about this from one of our leaflets:
"[Plant A] is speeding up the work, doubling rates.
working us overtime and getting ready fo r another
big layoff-and we'll just be waiting months again
for those compensation checks, just like millions of
unemployed workers are now." We better fight for
our checks since we can't avoid l~t\'g taid•bff. Al~o,
.v
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Purpose of Organiz.ation

1

Finally, the latest document is correct when it says,
"Organization must serve the purpose of developing
struggle," and " ...these committees are not important
as an end in themselves, but as part of building the
fight against layqffs and the unity of employed and
unemployed workers. It is with this understanding
that we must take up the building of these committees. And even where it is not immediately possible to
force the union heads to make them officially part
O'f the union, while keeping control in the hands of
the rc!nk and file, we should unite rank and file workers into committees and other forms of organization
to carry forward the fight for jobs, in unity with the
unemployed and with uwoc in particular."
We didn'1 grasp this initially. We took around petitions calling for the formation of an EUC "in our
,union to fight against layoffs and for a living income,
paid on time, for alj periods of unemploym'ent." The
respon~e was favorable, so we raised the demand in
our next union meeting. Of eourse, the hacks first•
clalf"(led "no quorum," and t nen adjourned the meeting, but~the workers responded enthusiastically .to
·the proposal, ·so we called a meeting to form the committee. Only one worker came, so we called another
meeting, and nobody came to that one. Well. clearly,
calling meetings wasn't the way to go. We had to
build the struggle going on first, and in the course of
that unfold the need for organization and the need to
force the union to take this up. Pa·rt of "bringing
light" into the struggle is bringing in the need for
organization. So we began building the fight for
unemployment checks.
A few workers showed some interest in the EUC,
but we still didn't grasp that we had to involve the
masses of workers in struggle, and build the EUC in
the course of this. We wrote an article in our caucus
newsletter that ended like this, ''The Employed/
Unemployed Committee is collecting names and social
security numbers of [Plant A) workers. whether they're
working or on layoff, who are still missing their
checks. We'll be in the X before work for people to
~gn up and talkwith lJS. Bring your social security
number and let's Hght for our money !· We will go to
the majn unemployment office downtown.and de·
mand that the checks be. sent now!" The point is,
the EUC, like UWOC, "cannot be a 'social service'
organization, bogged down in endless legal battles
over grievances. Neither can it be a small propaganda
sect 'enlightening the unemployed.' "
It is crucial that the EUCs mobilize the broadest
masses of workers in struggle against layoffs. shutdowns,
etc. and for jobs, and income when there are no jobs, for
those on layoff. Jobs or Income is the demand of the
class arising from the conditions of the unemployed, and
that's why the EUCs raise it and fight for it, not·because
it's the correct demand to raise against layoffs. The EUCs
must build the ur.ity of employed and unemployed, and
force the unions to support this struggle'. Recently our
union officials have begun to spread their poison of
"Bring Our Jobs Back" from overseas. pointing to "foreign" workers as the enemy.
,
Plant-wide and industry-wide workers organizations.
where they exist. must play a leading role in these EUCs,
linking up the fight against layoffs with the other struggles the class is waging. and pointing these stru ~g les ~
against the re~I enemy. And, as the latest document
states, "The development of area-wide workers organiza·
tions will also h,,e lp to strengthen the unity ·of employed
and unemployed workers.''
The EUC should not be a section of the areawide
IWO, because it doesn't take up all. the struggles of the
class but instead focuses on the fight against layoffs in
'
I
'
a particular plant or industry at t he level of the trade
unions. However, especially when there is no plant or
industry-wide workers organization, active fighters who
come forward in the EUC should be encouraged to
join the areawide IWO. ,and. together with communists
in the EUC. work to link the EUC with other struggles
of the class. and especially with UWOC. •
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In the course of struggling for the new pa1ty, our
collective, which is concentrated in basic industry in
a major center of product.ion, has taken up ho.w we
have brought the local police repression campaign
to the working class. We are convinced that much of
our work in this campaign was marked by serious right
errors which came out chiefly in the form of Bundism.
These errors came from an incorrect class orientation.
And we feel that similar errors were made in Article
"Two" of the last journal on merging the national
and class struggles.
What do these comrades who wrote "Two" say
exactly? The main point is summarized: "And more
importantly, it was by buildlng our campaign as part
of the fight against national oppression that we were
able to make our most important breakthroughs in
building the revolutionary movement. This should
be reflected more fully in the programme."
This is a fundamentally incorrect and Bundist
line. Yes, one way that national oppression comes
down is through police repression and terror in the
communities of the oppressed nationalities. And
if our point of view is that of the oppressed nationalities our line would be that the struggle against
poli_ce repression should be taken up as part of the
struggle against national oppression, as the writers
of "Two" are saying.
But if our point of view is that of the working
class, our line would be that of the OP: "They
[the bourgeoisie] maintain a state of police terror
in the ghettos of the oppressed nationalities and
carry out repression in all working class communit·
ies .... This repressive apparatus (the state}1s
mainly directed against the proletariat and its
party, but also enforces the rule of the bourgeoisie
over all the classes and groups in society."
To the extent that national oppression is a factor (and it is NOT in almost every case, as
"Two" says), we of course take it up from two sides,
uniting both the oppressed nationalities and th~
multinational working class to fight this oppression.
But first and foremost, the way we take the police
repression campaigns to the working class is to
show how these attacks a re part of an overaJ..1
campaign of repressiOn and terror on the working
class in order to maintain and intensify our exploit-·
ation and keep us from fighting back against it.
And in the future we will see increasing examples
of divide and rule tactics by the bourgeoisie, to
try. and separate the working class from its class
conscious leadership.
"Narrow-Mindedness"
Then "Two" falls into incredible depths of
narrow-mindedness: "Since the youth kilted was not
a worker, the campaign provided the opportunity
[our emphasis) to show how as a class we must
oppose anacks on "Black people as a whole." What
if we took up a campaign around a white youth who
was a worker?
Heavens forbid! Just think of all the lessons we
couldn't show from this example! We couldn't"show
how police repression hits other classes and strata
besides the working class. We couldn't show how
police repression comes down on "Black people as
a whole," let alone the other oppres.sed national min·
orities. All we'd be left with is that most "narrow"
of le~ons that police repression comes down on the
working class "as a whole" and it takes up the fight
against it in its own interests. These are the conclus·
ions that the line and outlook of "Two" would lead
us to.
Well we disagree. First, '-Ye don't think we have
to make a campaign out of a wife-beating to "show"
the working class that we must stand for the equality
of women. Second, we don't think that the maiR
emphasis of these campaigns against police repression
should be "to show how as a class we must oppose
attacks on Black people as a whole." This is a Bundist line, as pointed out above, and completely misunderstands the role of the proletariat in the united
front. The working class doesn't run around like
missionaries taking up the struggles of other classes
and strata. It fights for itself as a class, and takes
up struggles only insofar as they move the struggle
of the working class forward.
"Two" might argue that taking up the struggle
of "Black people as a whole" isn't taking up the
struggle of other classes and strata because the overwhelming majoritv of Black people are workers. We
would argue that in the course of taking up police
repression as an attack on the class, we unfold from
there the multinational character ot the class, the
nature of national oppres~1on, and then seek to unite

the road masses of people in the struggle against
this attack because it doesn't only come down on the
working class, but the masses of people generally.
Another Criticism
Another criticism we have of "Two" was their
statement in the fourth paragraph: " ...our line on
the need for multinational unity and that the working
class must and will take up and eventually lead [our
emphasis] the fight against police repression, made
real headway among the Black people we work with
when they saw concretely...that the working class
is taking up the fight." And a little later: "The
ultimate aim of our work in fighting police repression
is to build the revolutionary movement... "
Once again the comrades' incorrect orientation
and Bundist line have turned things on their heads.
What is the task of communists anyway? It is
certainly not to base ourselves among any particular
nationality, o.- any other class or strata, in order to
make headway with them by showjng how the working
clas:; is taking up their struggle ("they're such good
people, those workers!"). Our task is to base ourselves among the working class, take up the struggle
from that point of view, and in the course of that ·
win allies among the oppressftd nationalities, national
minorities, and masses of people generally. This
"eventually lead" stuff doesn't make it. With a
\
correct line and orientation the working. dass
will be leading the struggle. With an incorrect line
and orientation the working class will never lead.
Second, the "ultimate aim" of our work is to
overthrow the bourgeoisie, build socialism, and move
on to communism. The immediate aim of our work
is tp build the police repression campaign as part
of building the struggle, class consciousness, aod
revolutionary unity of the working class and its
leadership in the united front. This isn't being picky.
Not to understand this leads to rightism in our work,
as it has with these comrades.
We feel that in our 16Gal police repression campaign
· problems of orientation and political line led to
important setbacks in our overall work. The problem
~ of orientation-not grasping that the working class
is the only truly revolutionary class and that we must
base ou rselves at the point of production-led to
pulling ourselves out of the plants and into the communities. Many comrades spent dozens of hours a ~eek
canvassing these communities, ringing doorbells.
going into small shops and bars, leafleting, postering,
etc. During this period of time we were much less
able to stay on top of the day to day struggles going
~n in the shops, and therefore much less able to build
the campaign at the point of production as part of the
overall struggle.
What communities did we go out to? Our city is a
very segregated one-there are very few communities
that you could call multinational. In the name of
going out to the working class, we found ourselves
1
concentrating almost exclusively in Black and Latino
communities. So the "communities line," which
flowed from a basic problem of orientation, served
to cover a Bundist line-that the struggle a9ainst
police repression should be taken up as part of
the struggle against national oppression.
Why didn't we go out to white working class comm·
unities? In incorrectly thinking that the main tendency
in our work was liquidating the national questiop, we
~re ~nable to recognize and root out some of the
reactionary ideas we had, like the line in-"Two" which
says "that almost all cases of police repression ...
have objectively also been examples_of national oppression." In other words, white workers don't face
police repression. We found out that this line doesn't
cut much ice with white workers.
White Workers Fig!1ting Back
In spite of our line, we've found out recently that
white workers do face police repression aod have been
fighting back against it. In one incident recently a
group of 50-75 white youths mercilessly beat down
a pair of cops that were harassing them. In another
incident 500 people threw rocks and bottles and chased
a cop from the scene of a police murder-and if
he hadn't been shooting as he ran away, tie might
have been a casualty of white workers struggling
against police repression. We also learned about a
woman· who recently set up a committee to stop
police brutality-in an all white working class commun·
ity.
Taking the struggle out of rhe plants and into the
communities of the oppressed nationalities was
the clearest example of a Bundist line in our work.
But there are others. In taking the campaign up in
the shops we.mould encourage Black and Latino
workers who were interested to go back into their
communities (with us) and build unity nights (neigh·
borhood meetings to build support for the campaign).
They were also encouraged to join the workers comm··
ittee against.polioe1mPression.
For white workers who were interested, though,

the·only thing they could do would be to join the
committee. This was our version of taking up the
struggle against national oppression from two sides.
What we h~rdly did at all was to rely on these workers
to build this struggle in the shops by linking it up
with and uofolding it arouna the day to day struggles
..
workers were engaging in.
What this reflected in part was a problem we've
had of not thinking in terms of the majoritv... of
how to move the overall struggle of the working class
forward. We'd be thinking of how to move this particular campaign forward by building for unity nights,
demonstrations, dinners, meetings, etc., and didn't
understand that it had to be based on and unfolded
around all the struggles the working class is waging,
in order to move all these struggles forward.
Or we'd be thinking of how to move- a particular
worker forward in the campaign by having long,
intense i~eological discussions separate from the actual
struggle, not understanding that only in the course of
the actual struggle against the ruling class can the
masses really take up and grasp these ideas. Or
we'd be thinking of how to move the struggle of
the oppressed nationalities a11d national minorities
forward, not understanding that that could be done
only by basing ourselves in the working class and
moving its struggle forward. In general we found
th-at the error of Bundism and incorrec;t orientation
are closely linked together.
Some Victories
Certain victories have been won in the course of
this campaign. A young Black worker shot in the
back by cops in the course of a spontaneous struggle
in his community agaiost police harassment, and
who was then framed on trumped up charges, was
acquitted because of mass demonstrations, picket
lines, and turnouts at the trial.
A few workers and others have moved forward as
a result of their work in the campaign. Some gains
have been made against capital and its state in restrict'fng its ability to carry out this repression and
terror against the masses of people in this city. And
we have begun to learn some important lessons around
this area of worl< in particular, and how it relates to
other campaigns and struggles. But overall we feel
our errors have meant a setback for our work in the
working class, precisely because we were pulled
away from the multinational proletariat and what
must be the center of gravity of the pany·s workthe day to day struggles of workers around wages,
si>eedup, jobs, etc.
We fully unite with the line of the DP and latest
document on the question of police repression. And
we unite with the latest document when it says, "While
communists in the recent east have waged considerable
struggle against this tendency [tailing after bourgeois
nationalism] -and at the same time have continued to
struggle against white chauvinism-this struggle has
only begun to get to the roots of this deviation."
We hope that this contribution to the journal will
help in the struggle against this deviation in order
to form the party on the firmest foundation possible
in the working class. •

•\.

Seven
Page 34 of the DP states: " ... The party wages the
most consistent and,,thorough struggle, among the masses
and in its own ranks, against the bourgeoisie's ideolog·
ical props of white chauvinism (in particular the poisonous idea that white Americans are superior to other
nationalities who are 'the cause of the problems.' and
that white workers should unite with the imperialists
to suppress them) and narrow nationalism (in part·
,
icular the poisonous idea that oppressed nationalities
\
should be concerned only with the advancement of
their own nationality and should fight people of
other nationalites, especially white workers, for a
bigger 'piece of the pie.')" On p.33 of the DP, it
states: "There is nothing the bourgeoisie won't stoop
.to, no lie too lo~ or vicious, in its desperate attempt
to maintain its exploiting rule. 'Blacks have all the
jobs, and the Jews have all the money'. .. "
Practice in the class struggle has shown that
these ruling class "divide and conquer" schemes do
not merely take place in the realm of ideas, such as
their propaganda and culture, but in fact often take the
form of a vicious carrot and stick (the carrot for
looking, the stick for feeling) routine: now granting
some concessions to whites while tightening repression against Blacks; now building up some Black
bourgeois forces while blaming them and the Black
workers for what it rips off from white workers, etc.
This rearranging of the crumbs represents the ruling
Continued on page 18
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class' main efforts (especially as the principal contradiction between the ruling class and the whole working
class becomes ever sharper) to divide the class while
they attack, and they rely on this more than on ideas
of "superiority," etc.
Sharp examples are the games play,ed with the
poverty programs following the Black rebellions
starting in the late '60s: token benefits granted to
Black communities while adjacent communities
with similar conditions of oppression received nothing;
elaborate "quota" and "affirmative action" prog_rams
that did almost nothing to improve the position of
the workers of oppressed nationalities, while providing
employers with the excuse to offer white workers they
didn't hire: "we have to hire Blacks (or Puerto Ricans,
or women) this week-so sorry," when the fact is
no jobs exist. And, of course, the recent examples
of busing make the schemes of the ruling class clearer
than ever: rob the class and tell the workers of each
nationality that the hand in their pocket (or closing
the school door) belongs to the workers and petty
bourgeoisie of the other nationalities.
An example of this type of maneuver by the ruling
class was the governrnent~rdered seniority changes in
tile steel industry culminating in the infamous "consent
decree." In the struggle against discrimination in the
industry and our plant, against these rulings, and
against the Bundist tendencies within the ranks of
the communists that came out around this struggle,
we were able to learn some important less0ns on how
to build the struggle against national oppr~ssion "from
two sides" and unite the workers in building the struggle against the ruling cfa~s.
History of National Oppression
One of the few big mills that had employed large
numbers of Black workers prior even to World War 2,
our plant has a history of blatant national oppression.
The worst departments (in both conditions and pay)
were all or almost all Black. Skilled and high paying units
were generally all white. (In earlier days, immigrants
of certain nationalities also suffered discrimination.)
Locker rooms and bathrooms were separate (in some
cases up to 5-6 years ago!) and many departments
found Black and white workers working side by side
but in separate "units" with wide pay discrepancies.
All of this was reinforced by the unit seniority system
(you lose seniority if you transfer to a better unit) and
the active cooperation of the union officials.
Of course there was a fierce struggle against this.
"Steel and Shipyard Workers for Equality" (SWFE)
was formed in the heat of the growihg~ivil rights~
movement. While many court suits were fifed, and
appeals made to politicians, this movement was •
based in the masses of Black workers and was charac·
terized by struggle: demonstrations, mass militant
rallies and meetings, some walkouts, etc. The leader·
ship of this group, however, emerged as thorough
careerists, deserting the mass struggle and accepting
various bureaucratic positions with the government,
union and groups like CORE. They h<!ve linked up
with local Black politicians and a few union hacKs,
and form the main social base for bourgeois nationalism and reformism in this struggle.
Overall, this movement represented great advances
for all the workers. While the basic structure of
national oppression still remains. concessions were
won and consciousness was raised, about who the
enemy is, who to rely on, that it is possible for the
workers to fight back and win without the hacks
taking it up, and about the need for Black and white
workers to unite. While at first there were serious
contradictions among the workers, like walkouts of
mechanics when Blacks first joined the department, and
walkouts over integration of the locker rooms, the
growing trend has been unity. This is based in the
fact that 1) the white and Black workers are working
more closely, and therefore engaging directly in joint
struggle, and 2) the militant struggles of the Black
workers have inspired all the workers in seeing the
potential strength !he workers have in taking on the
company.
In the face of all this, and the deteriorating position
of the industry, t he ruling class unleashed a couple of
test "orders," on rearranging the seniority system.
It was no coincidenee that it was issued around the
same time as the ENA (just as the "consent decree"
came ou t at t he same time as the 1974 contract).
The order basically gave Black worers in predominantly
Black departments special privileges to transfer to•pre·
dominantly white departments. and use their company
seniority (rather than the unit) to compete for jobs
within that department/ unit. Black workers who had
already transferred fro m Black departments were
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also issued special numbers and supposedly given the
rig.l:it to advance on the basis of plantwide seniority.
Initially, we summed this up as an attack on the
struggle against discrimination, saying it didn't go
far enough. The restrictions were so heavy that very
few Black workers had much to gain by transferring,
and even those who had already transferred were very
li.nited. And all other forms of discrimination in the
~ l ant were untouched. We demanded full plant sen·
iority. back money and other basic demands against
discrimination. This was correct as far as it went,
because the order did leave the basic structure untouched. No organization existed in the rank and file
at the time, but we pushed this line in newspaper articles and in lhe departments. )Many of the Black
workers united with this line. Several hundred attended meetings of a hastily revived SWFE to find
some way to go beyond the ruling .~nd fight for
real equality.
Where we came up shakey was in taking up the
struggle among the white workers. The great majority
of them took the line that' company seniority was
bad and threatened their jobs. Fist fights broke out
in some mills. In struggling with them, we put forward
the line that the fig~t against national oppression was
in their class interests, and showed how •'le unit
seniority system had actually divided workers, and
kept down everyone in the planL While some of the
more backward said "Bullshit, there was no disorimin·
ation," most said, "O.K.• I can agree these guys deserve ,
a chance at a better job, and compensation for what
the company has deprived them of. But it was the
company that discriminated, not me-why should I
have to' pay, why should I give up my job?"
•
The Bundism we tended into around this was
covered with a prettified veil of idealism-we knew
better than to run a white-skin privilege line that
the white workers should have to pay for "racism,"
but because we VI/ere unwilling to deal with the realitie3
of an attack coming down on all the workers (it
·
didn't fit in too VI/ell with "Black workers take
t
the lead") we stuck our heads in the sand and said,
"Don't worry, you won't get bumped, the order says
so (th~ bourgeoisie's order!) Don't hassle fighting
for your job, what we must fight for is simply stronger
measures against discrimination."
Well, reality slapped the workers in the face, and
jolted the communists awake. Cutbacks hit, and
workers bumped and losing up to a hundred dollars
a week behind the order. What really made us sit
up and peer beyond our haze was that a good number
of Black workers were also being bumped, sometimes
by white workers.
On the basis of what was actually happening, we
. were able to sum up that a very serious aspect of the
fight ag,ainst the order must be the fight agaLrist all
cases of the company using bumping to rip people oH.
We began to see that the main thrust of what the company was trying to pull was not concessions to the fight
against discrimination, the problem with which was
that they didn't go far enough. In fact, the concessions
were practically non~xistent, while the main thing
happening was the company jockeying jobs around
preny much at will In order to create turmoil in
the ranks of the workers-all at basically no extra
cost, since almost no Black workers picked up on
the "gift" of being able to transfer to a lower job in
a white unit with no pay reduction.
Seniority is something the workers have fought
,,
'
long anct hard for. basically to smash company favorit·
ism and discrimination, and deprive brown nosers of
promotions for services rendered. While we must fight
for the most fair and non-discriminatory system (in
this case, plantwide-seniority.) company attempts
·to undermine the seniority setup completely are an
anack on the basic fi ghting strength of the workers.
Faced with a no-strike.deal, stagflation, and deteriorating conditions, as well as continuing discrimination,
the workers neede·d this strength more than ever.
Taking Up the Fight
Criticizing our eartrer line for the petty bourgeois
moralism that it was. we took up the fight against the
way people were getting screweciJ by bumping. The
program we began to push in literature, in union meet·
ings and on the shop floor called for full plant seniority, with no pay losses due to bumping (differences to
be paid by the company). back pay for those discrim·
inated against equivalent to what they would have
made in the better white units, and an end to·iill
discrimination in job placement, testing, foreman
harassment, etc. In doing this, and uniting with
workers to fight for these demands, we came into con·
flict with a variety of opportunist forces, all of whom
opposed merging the struggle against national oppress·
ion with the struggle of the working class.
On the one hand, some local union officials took
up the fight against bumping in a loud but half·
assed way. They not only wanted this struggle
entirely within their control and acce pta~/ ~ bounds,
they al~ wanted nothing about figh'ling dt~C'i'i'Mination
hooked up with 1t. They attacked every e ffort of

the rank and file to get a voice in the order (and
later the consent decree). Along with them there
were some more isolated Triple O's who attacked the
order in a more openly racist way. hiring a lawyer
connected with the States Rights Party to sue against
company seniority.
On the other side of the coin were the Black petty
bourgeois forces and those allied with them in the union.
They were able-to rally up to 800 Black workers for
meetings, where they put forward their plans for
fighting the order through the courts. They cut out
any possibility of rank and file action to fight for '
these demands. As for bumping, they came up with
the line that we should fight against Black workers
being bum~d. but as for white· workers, we.should
pass out jars of vaseline to them (to ease the----they would get). This line drew laughter not only
from peqple like OL, but also from some of the Black
workers. While the Black bur~aucrats were the main
ones pushing reactionary nationalism. our practice
has born out that this deviation can become a serious
problem among the Black workers as well.
Rather than predetermining which reactionary
ideas are more dangerous and which not so, we must
analyze the particular contradictions in each situation
and struggle against all bourgeois ideology. For example, after the coke ovens walkout brought pay
increases to the ovens, placing them above many other
departments, it was as much of a struggle with the
majority of the coke ovens workers (who are 90%
Black) to win them to seeing the need to fight for
company seniority (along with the demand to make
the company. not the workers, pay), as it was to win
over white wotl<ers who were afraid of Blacks taki]lg
their jobs.
·

,

Some Gains
\o/hen some focal officials took some steps toward
mobilizing workers against bumping (at this point
things in the mill were close to the boiling point with
spontangous walkouts threatened). we were able to
make sQme gains in linking this with the struggle
against discrimination. At the largest union meeting
in recent years in one local, where the only thing
talked about was fighting bumpin-g, we put forward
that no workers should be paying for the company's
discrimination, including both those being bumped,
and those still stuck in the rotten jobs. A rap which
said we must unite these struggles in order to advance
either, and pointing to the recent cokB>ovens walkout
as an example of the way forward, drew enthusiastic
applause from a large section of the overwhelmingly
white crowd. The line we held to before would have
painted these workers "racist" and prevented uniting
with them.
To the extent that we took up this line, practice
proved it to be correct. Alter the consent decree
was signed we were able to unite a good number of
Black and white workers in opppsing it and demanding
that a mass local meeting be held to unite the wo.rkers
in fighting it. The paper of the organization in the
plant received almost' unanimous support for this
program among the workers, even though confusions
and divisions around the issue were still high.
When we took around a petition that demanded an
end to the no-strike deal, the right to vote on contrac;t,
and opposed the consent decree, calling both for full
plant seniority and an end to all discrimination, and no
pay loss due to bumping, most workers were willing
to sign. At first some of us were hesitant. A lot of
white workers wouldn't go for the plant seniority, and
this might prevent uniting with them against the ENA.
In fact, although some people still said, "This could
mean someone taking my job, I can't sign this," over·
all Blacl< and white workers alike were more than will·
ing tehsign tM petitien.
The rriain limitations on success in advancing
the class struggle around this l:ne were our vacill·
ations in mobilizing the masses around it. While we
were able by some persistent struggle, and agitating
widely in the mill, to f9rce the bureaucrats to agree
to call a special meeting on ttte consent decree (some·
· thing they dreaded since it was certain to be huge, an·
gry and directed at how to smash the decree rather than
accomodate to it), we pulled the rug out from under
the upsurge. by sitting back and waiting for them to
call it-:which they never did. Also, while we worked
some within SWFE (which was hard, since it doesn't
do much), we never put forth boldly and clearly to
the workers who came to their meetings wpat our
plan of action should be. A lot of people agreed
with the suggestions of the shop newsletter for
mass demonstrations around our full list of demands,
and agreed with the criticism of SWFE as tailing behind the courts, and dividing the workers, but at
all the mass meetings the reformists held sway and
no effective challenge was mounted.
Main Lessons: First. that we must firmly grasp that
"It is the basic contradiction of capitalism and the
class struggle that arises from it, between the working
class and the. capitalist class, that stands even mo re
"
Continued on page 19
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prominently at the cen ter of the stage in the United
States today," if we want to understand any of the
pamcular struggles that are now unfolding around
this principal contradiction. To do otherwise, and
fail to look at things from the stanapoint of the proletariat as a class. can lead among other things to doing
the bourgeoisie's work of dividing the class under the
guise of "figh ting racism."
In line with this, it is correct that the programme
aims its fire at both white chauvinism and narrow nat ·
ionalism as props of the ruling class. without setting
up one o r the other as less dangerous among the masses
or communists. We also can see that "building the
fight against national oppre.ssion as part of the overall

class struggle" and of "working at it trom two sides"
is the only way forward for both the national liberat·
ion struggles in this r;ountry and the overall class
struggle. If we fai l to build the struggle among t he
oppressed nationalities, or fai l to mobilize t he whole
class around this struggle, or tail behind bourgeois
nationalism. or separate it from the overall class
struggle; in any of t'hese cases we will be sabotaging
ttie struggle rather than leading it forward.
We can also see t hat as the principal contradiction
comes more and more sharply into focus, and the
crisis deepens, the bourgeoisie will rely more and more
on "crumb-shuffling" divide and conquer schemes to
pit the workers of the oppressed natiqnalities against
each other. While the freedom of the pigs to offer
selected hardol,1ts is rapidly decreasing, schemes like
the consent decree and, our local school plan (wh'ich
involved transfers but no state-fina nced busing) which
have the same effect and essentially cost nothing,
will be used more and more. The party must have
a clear stand on dealing with these attacks, and the
programme should speak briefly to them. a

'
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On ~ropaganda al(ldCull ure
...

In the course of summing up the work in our area
on the local workers newspaper, we have come to
essentially t he same conclusion as indicated by the
DP and other d ocument s about the papers. We th ink
that the party's approach to newspapers should be
quite different from that used in the past. In fact,
we think an even more major change is required than
that called for in these docu~ents.
Specifically, we are recommending that the parly
launch a mass d istribution, workers newspaper. Second·
ly, t hat a more analytical publication also be produced.
This proposal is a change from the past in several ways.
First off, we are proposing a party newspaper, not an
"anti-imperialist" paper. Secondly, we are proposing
a nationwide newspaper. not many, d ifferent local
papers. However, local areas, who have the resources,
could also produce focal supplements to insert in the
national paper.
Our local paper was formed just as the organization
in this area was beginning. We had a very primitive
idea at that t ime of how to build the rev~lutionary
workers move ment. Also necause of geography and
organ izational primitiveness, we were very isolated
from the rest of the organization. Our line was muddled, and tilled with rightism. economism, "workerism," two-level work, and {especially later) Bundism.
We tried to bl.Hid u p a workers organization around
the newspaper, but ended up failing, both as a real
revolut ionary newspaper, and as a workers organization.
In the wake of the struggle against Bupdism and
economism in our area, we analyzed the newspaper.
One of the many problems we discovered was the
combining and confusing of program and ideology.
We have summed up that an intermediate workers
organization (IWO) must be united around a program
not an ideology, and that it must be open at both
ends, with co mmunists working to increase the
political understanding of other members of the
IWO (and others as well) t h rough the course of
struggle.
We d iscovered that no maner how hard we tried,
we could not put out a new$paper that was not a
" ma rketplace of ideas" witliout uniting around a
ideo logy. and as a result, " closing up" t he group
at one end. Every issue of the paper, news questions
would come up-the McGovern campaign, the role
of ..le Soviet Union in the Middle East, how to cover
"11ents organized b y bourgeo is nationalists, etc. At
every tum, we were faced with alternatives-all of
which are unaccept able when you're trying to
t>uild an "anti-i mperialist" organization which puts
out a newspaper: 1) we could try to manipulate,
by getting a " good" ~erson to write the controversial
article with the correct line on it , or we could
"fix-up" the article as it was being typed or pasted
down, hoping the writer wou ldn't not ice; 2) we
could allow wrong lines on important issues to be
printed; 3) we could struggle to unite the staff around
the correct line before printing anything about a
particular question.
Usually we did the third, but the problems did n't
end there Holding off unul we cou ld win people over

on every new issue that comes up t11kes t ime, artd
combined with other problems meant that we were
never "hot on the spot" with answers to the questions
on people's minds_ And the analysis was usually
superficial since we wete always fearful ~f going
"beyond" our "anti·i mperialist" level of unity.
The result was right errors in the articles. After two
years. the RU fi nally had "its own" col.umn, which
meant that subjects like Marxism-Leninism, revolution,
and socialism finally appeared openly in the paper. But
that did not solve the basic questions. Now new
questions were asked: How many articles by the
RU should there be?- ("One is O. K., but two_ ... ?
etc.) What types of articles should the RU do in
its name?- (Save the "heavy" ones for the RU, etc.)
And while we were busy watering down wrat got
out to the masses, our level of unity was constantly
being raised with each new issue of the paper. Though
the "Who We Ar~" said that the unitY was "around
the five spearhecids," in practice the level o f un ity
required was general unity with the RU and a wfllingness to follow the RU. The group could in no
way function as an IWO or even as the "editorial
staff of a newspaper of an IWO." Since we did all
our work (for a long t ime) through the newspaper
(strike support, primarily). we were making " left"
errors with workers and others who wanted to
join us in eommon struggle-"you've got to agree
,, with us on everything first"- and we left no room for
programmatic unity ...all in the context of consistent
rig~t e rrors with the masses as a whole.
And we found that, generall y~ getting people
involved working o n the newspaper was northe
best way to reach out to new people. Workers,
especially, were intimidated by the idea of writing'
newspaper articles, etc. In a sense, we were trying
to turn workers into journalists instead of integrating ,
wi ~ their struggles, building tpem, and broadening
-their understanding. We fai led to understand now
people learn through struggle, and the role of communists ~ nd propaganda work must play in this.
We see now that a newspaper that is a publication
which comes out often, which covers all of the important questions of t he day, must have an ideology
to guide its work. The ~ourgeoisie has its own id:ology, and its press, and through it, p romotes its views
of the local, regional, national, and international
situation_The proletariat and its party also need to
have newspapers as part of the struggle to win over
the masses. We must work towards a situation when
the working class has its own newspaper(s) t~a t the
masses look to (every day, eventually ) instead of
the bourgeois press to find o ut what is going on in
t he world and how we can go about changing it.
Such a newspaper(s) would be a powerful instrument ,
for the party to strengthen its organizations and to
spread its influence among the masses.
Does this mean that the paper will be isolated from
the mass struggle? No, that will depend on the line
and practice of the party_ What.will connect the
masses and their struggles with the paper(~) will
be the party. Party members would use the paper
systematically in their work- building struggles in
the plants, against police repressi(jn, etc. The paper
would help comrades bring the party's line to the
m<>sses and the work o f the party will make more
and more people look to the paper for answers. The
party wou ld have" to set up ways fo r cadre to constantly evaluate the paper and constantly improve
its mass line and popular style.
Would the paper(s) only involve party members?
No. Many people who like the overall work and lin11
of the party ~ouid be encouraged to sell the paper,

write articles and letters, etc. The party would have
complete and open editori,al control. (Whether or
not the paper said so in print would of course depend
on the concrete conditions, especially security, at
the particular times.)
In the long run, it will mean more people, not
less, will,support th.e party and its paper, because
t he party will be able to get its line out t his way
much more effectively and clearly. And by separating the question of uniting ideologically from
uniting programmatically, we can go out much more
broadly among the masses, uniting with them in a
program of s iruggle, while preserving our clear ideo·
logical independence and struggling with people,
step by step, to advance people's polit ical under·
standing.
The party's mass working class paper(s) would be
widely distributed-even in situations where mass
o rganizations have their own publications. Many
plant, industry, and areawide IWOs will have .t heir
own newsletters (and other publications, in some
cases), as will UWOC, VVAW/WSO, etc. The party
should work to develop and bu ild these, while being
careful not to see these as a substirute for the
party's mass paper(s). In general, these mass organ·
izations' publications will not be fully developed
newspap~rs. but will have a more limited scope,
because their level of unity is also more limited. In
general, these publications will be limited to coverage .
and analysis of ffie wo rk of t he part icular group and
to issues and events which are related to their work.
Question of Frequency
,

/

There are other important problems witt'! the local
papers. First of all, they come out monthly or even
more rarely. This severely limits their effectiveness.
People cannot look to a newspape r,to find out what's
going on in the world if they must wait a month to get
it. Newspapers must have news, which means that
they must come out frequently .
·
Do we have the ability to put out weekly newspapers
in each area in the foreseeab le fu t .Jre? No, we do not.
In fact, we do not have the for::es to put out even
\
monthly newspapers in many areas o! the country.
The 9f11Y way we can solve this prol:llem in the
immediate tu·t ure is to overcome primitiveness and
centralize our resources 'and launch a nationwide
newspaper. This paper should come out frequently,
pe rhaps every other week at first, and then ~come a
weekly.
There are of course many ob~acles to be ove rcome
in order to do this. Channels would have to be
found to ensure t hat the paper would have real lin ks
with the masses, that it wou ld have a really mass style,
that it would accurately report what is happening in
the local areas, and speak to the real concerns and
questions of the mass(ls. An~, of course, constant
struggle would always be required to make sure that
the newspaper staff and the local committees would
carry out the party 'sline and not create separate centers.
But the history of the communist movement around /
the world, as well as the t remendous advances we I
• have a l ~eady been making in the U.S., have shown
that it can be done.
This newspaper would be putting out the party's
line , with its major emphasis on shorter, agitational
articles about struggles in.the various areas. It
would discuss and analyze developments in local
areas, nationally, and internationally. And it
would popularize and develo p furthe r the party's
Continued on page 20
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local, regional, and national campaigns and work.
What the paper prints would depend not so much on
how " famous" or " large" a particular event or
issue was, etc. Many of the articles now found in the
local workers papers where workers "spill their guts"
about the suffering and oppresion they have see.ri or
experienced in a local plant, or around a particular
incident of police repression, for example, should
be printed also.
And the paper, as a party organ, can also run
broader propaganda articles summing up the general
situation and the road forward for the workin_g class,
and explaining, in popular form, important questions
of communist theory.
Supplements
Local areas could produce two to four page supplements to insert in the paper with articles which the
national paper could not include. But in general, local
areas would not be putting the important local news
here , but submitting it for printing in the main papeT
itself. This way the paper would "stand on its own"
and could be used even in areas too small or undeveloped
to produce their own supplement on a regular basis.
Thus the.inserts would serve as kind of a "safety
valve" to make the'transition to a national paper
and to take care of situations when struggles in a
local arecrcannot all be covered as extensively as
needed in a particular issue of the paper because of
lack of space, etc.
The main newspaper would be in English and
would include a sizable Spanish section. In areas
where Spanish is particularly important, the local
supplement could also have additional articles in
Spanish. Also in areas where other languages are
widely read and spoken, Arabic and Chinese 'for
example, the local insert could also provide a section
in that language. As the party's size and practice
grows, the party should work towards having separat~ editions of its paper in Spanish and other
languages.
And, of course, the party, in its own name or in
the paper's name, would also produce many leaflets,
flyers, etc. on a local, regional, or national basis.
The local papers now require a tremendous amount
of work which is not in direct contact with 1he
masses-article writing, typing, proofreading, layout, etc. A national newspaper would eliminate
a lot of this duplication of work. Except for the
producing of inserts and writing the local articles,
having a national newspaper would greatly reduce
this type of work. A tremendous amount of
time and energy could be released for use in other,
more valuable ways-getting out with the paper
much more often and more systematically, and
to do other work. This would make better use of
cadre and as a result advance all of our work.
The local papers, because of limited space and ,
resources, have often not had adequate national and
especially international coverage and analysis. A
national paper, with greater resources, can overcome
that problem.
Also these local papers in most areas are very expensive to produce because of their small press runs
and circulation. One national paper could be produced
much more cheaply per copy and pay for itself instead
of being a drain on the finances of the party .. its
cadre, and others close to the party's work.
Relationship to Other Publications
In relation to all of this, we must also sum up the
role of Revolution. Revolution played a key role as
a "party organizer." It helped to overcome localism
and regionalism within the RU and to advance the
political development of cadre. It has played a key
role in the ideological struggle to build the party, and
has been useful in developing advanced workers, and
others who have come forward, into communists.
Nevertheless, the role of Revolution has to be
evaluated in light of the tasks of the new period.
Revolution never had the circulation of the local
papers. (In our area, it had about one fourth the
circulation.) It was not sold at factory gates~ so in
order t o get one, you had to be already in contact
with us, or go to the "movement bookstore," or
go to a demonstration.
Now the party will have its own mass circulation
paper, which, while reaching out to all workers,
will as a secondary task be used to find and develop
advanced workers, and bring them to the party.
Also the party will have to have a theoretical
journal. The journal will have to be "down to
earth" and easily readable. This will be especially

impp rtant as the party carries out its task of prol·
etarianizing itself. All the party's literature will
have to be written in the plainest, most straight·
forward and popular way as possible, while still getting across all the important and often complex po·
litical questions.
What all this means is that instead of having a mass
paper(s), Revolution, and a theoretical journal, that
Revolution must "divide one into two." Presently
Revolution does some of the job of a mass newspaper and
some of the job of a theoretical journal. Those short,
popular articles now printed in Revolution should be
in the mass paper instead. Articles summing up
in depth work of communists in particular struggles
would probably remain in Revolution (except for a
few so important, populAr, and interesting that they
should be in the mass paper.) The ionger theoretiqil
articles would remain in Revolution. Very long theor·
etical articles would be either serialized, or put out
~eparately in book form like How Capit~lism Has Been
Restored in the Soviet Union and IM>at It Means for
the World Struggle w.,as done. Thus Revolution would
become the party's theoretical journal. Revolution's ·
format could be changed to magazine format, if
necessary, later. Revolution would be wlcfely circ·
ulated to, people working closely with the party or
looking to it for leadership, and would be used with
party members, advanced workers, and others to
further consolidate their understanding of MarxismLeninism and the line and practice of the party.
The party would also produce many pamplllets,
and also internal documents.
This proposal .would both decrease the strain on
the party's resources caused by producing so many
local and national publications, and improve the
quality of what is produced. And it would make the
party's line and publications more widely and con·
stantly accessible to the masses of people._.

Tvvo
The question is now before us as to whether or not
upon forming the new Revolutionary Communist
Party will the party dissolve the local workers papers
and publish one national workers paper or will the
workers papers become organs of the party in the
local areas at this time. We feel the latter is correct
and agree with the latest document where it states:
"What it does mean is that these papers should put
out the party's line, with their major emphasis on
shorter, agitational articles about' local and regional
struggles and the development of national campaigns
and struggles in the area. These papers should also,
as· their secondary aspect, put out the party's line on
' major questions of the day, nationally and inter·
nationally; and they should run some broader prop·
aganda articles summing up the general situation and
the road fowarcf for the working class, and explaining,
in popular.form, important questions of communist
·theory...." "Under the direction of the Central
Committee of the Party (and its standing bodies) ~
news service will be developed to assist the local
papers. This news service will issue several articles
centrally each month to the local papers on key
questions and struggles (as well as sending other
materials, such as pictures). This will strengthen the
party's leadership in the local papers and the present·
ation of the unified line of the party on these key
questions and struggles, and it will aid comrades leading
these papers to present the struggle in the local area
in the overall context of-the struggle of the working
class as a whole."
Point 1-Why retain the local papers? Wouldn't it
be easier to have just one national paper? Wouldn't
thjs make sure that only one line-the party"s-is
in that paper? The only way to .answer1hese questions
is to do some concrete analysis of the concrete con·
ditions-what are the needs of the working class, what
. is the development and consciousness of its struggle?
What is the development of the party at this time?
Dissolving the local papers for one national paper
does not do this. Instead it says what should communists be doing to be correct communists. From this'
perspective many errors follow. For example, concrete
analysis would show us that the more pressing need
, of the working class is paper-s that are published mucli
more often, that are timely; say two times a month
right now with the goal of a weekly and then a daily.

ness of the working class is not developing, but it is not
a very high, revolutionary consciousness yet. By liquida~ing the loc"al papers, the party would liquidate
the importance of going deeper into the class struggle,
giving particular guidance to key struggles. and
spreading them throughout the class. But the position in Article "Two" (in the "Workers Papers"
seCtion) of the last journal wants to skip this and
says in fact that only the intermediate workers like
to read about lo~al struggles!
Point 2- All the articles in the last journal on
party papers spoke of the continui!I error of the
papers to be narrow and stamped with localismmy workers vs. my boss in my town. Wouldn't a
national paper, as Article "Two" suggests, smash
this localism? This fails to see what is primary: how
the papers are published and their line, though the
article says line is primary. Exactly-the problem of
narrowness and localism is a political error. Whether
we write articles on Watergate or a sick-out, it
must always be written with the view of the entire
working class. Writing on local issues is not localism,
writing on local issues and limiting the struggle is.
- Dissolving the local papers to eliminate this error
is a structural solution to a political problem.
Although Article "Two" sees the errors, its answer
to them will not correct them. Though 1his does
not mean that the party should leave the workers
papers out on a limb to resolve the problems. Creating
a news service undert he direction of tile Central
Committee of the Party will aid in this as well as
a constant struggle within the party against narrowness and localism.
Point 3- Are the workers papers mainly prop·
aganda or agitation? They are mainly agitation. Lenin
· states in What Is To Be Do,ne?, in the sectien on
Trade Union Politics and Social Democratic Politics,
in discussing Iskra, "The question arises, what should
political education consist in? can it be confined to
the propaganda of working class hostility to the
autocr4cy? Of course not. It is not enough to explain
to the workers that they are politically oppressed
(any more than it is to explain to them that their
interests are antagonistic to the interests of the
employers.) Agitation must be conducted with
regard to every concrete example of this oppression."
The workers papers must be tools in the hands of
party cadre and advanced workers; tools in bu ilding the
struggle, class consciousness, and revolutionary unity of
the worf-ing class and leadership in a broad united front
against imperialism and social-imperialism ; to_ols that
help the working class fight its day to day battles
and build its struggle into a broad social upheaval that
points the finger at the enemy and why we must
destroy. If the workers papers fail in this as their
primary task it will be a tremendous setback.
General Thrust
But the general thrust of the type of gaper Article
"Two" discusses is more propagandai mare theoret·
ical- "ln many ways Revolution has played the role
of a nationwide party paper." This leads me to
picture a workers newspaper issued roughly once
-a month dealing mainly with articles, say, on Portugal
with coverage of only the most important struggles,
say city cutbacks in NYC. Again the error flows from
what -are the needs of the working class vs. what
should correct communists be doing?
This does not mean that the local papers will not
have long analytic articles on major questions, or
that there even never should be a nationwide workers
paper. What is does mean, however, is that at this
time the revolutionary struggle of the working clasS'I
can be hast served at this time by struggling to bring
the workers papers under the leadership of the party
and retaining the local issue"s while creating a national
news service at the same time. •

..

Present Level of Consciousness
Also dissolving the local papers does nol take into
account the present consciousness of the working class,
which the DP and latest document say (and we agree)
that it is mainly a group of workers vs. ~fl indvidual
I
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employer. This does not mear;i .tha~ th~ c ass cQnsc1ous·
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Three
I believe that the question of culture has been dealt
with to some degree both mechanically and idealistically , in the DP, and lat1!st document, as well as in the last
journal article on culture.
I think the sentiment of the journal article is co'rrect
in that we haven't really understood the importance of
the role of culture in building the Revolutionary Work·
ers Movement, and that comrades naven't really grasped •
the concept of culture as a weapon to be honed to a
sharp edge. I particularly agree that there has been a
tendency to fall into seeing the forms (song, theatre,
et c.) as making up"for the content (line), and along with
that the attitude of " ... but so what, it's only entertain·
rnent ..."
I agree with the criticism of the DP (p. 11) on cul·
ture inasmuch as it would be incorrect to just view cul·
ture as "creating public opinion." But the fact is that
the DP goes on to state , "Developing and promoting ,
proletarian culture is a crucial part of building,the rev·
olutionary struggle of the working class to overthrow
the bourgeoisie." The journal article also criticizes the
DP (p. 33} for not explaining exactly "how" we develop
proletarian cult ure. I don't believe it is the job of the
programme to point out these kinds of tactics to cadre.
In fact, I think that the journal article falls into the same
error that the last document does. and to some degree
the DP as well, and that is viewing culture idealistically,
and therefore dealing with it mechanically.
The journal article is correct to state that culture
" ... must be criticized, politically honed an~harpened
in the same way as we criticize and sharpen our other
agitation." But it does not point out the particular problems in developing culture at this time.
"Negative Results"
In the past most of our errors have come from not
clearly seeing the correct relationship between theory
and practice. Several negative results have come of this.
Mainly it has given rise to a situation where we have
an incorrect orientation and class stand on culture. In
many cases our tendency has indeed been one of "cul·
t ure is icing on the cake." Our approach has been to
leave it t o those wh.o want--to do it, who feel it is a
particularly enjoyable area of work, with no regard
for these comrades' theoretical understanding of cul·
t ure. If we saw a certain speech to be made as par·
ticularly important would we saw, "Who wants to do'
it? Who would have the most fun?" Of course not!
Yet this is wha?it boils down to when workers see
people performing who.look like they're having a
dandy little time for themselves and give the irnpres·
slon that our struggles are simple sing-song issues.
Another indication of incorrect orientation is that
some comrades, myself included, have taken part in
writing movement style, "in crowd" type of songs to
the point of "cleverly" criticizing one organization or
another. This is characteristic ofthe old period.
A problem that goes along with these errors, which
in our <srea has been overcome to a great degree, is the
struggle to select the best comrades to do the work.
There has be"Jn some subjectiveness around this and it
come$ from the ideology that anyone who wants to do
it should do it. It means not understanding that people
with the best technical ability, along with class stand
and a good grasp of theory, should be put forward.
Understanding this is part of understanding the correct
line on cultural work.
All these errors are self-indulgent. But where do they
come from? From the bourgeoisie. They are not only
made by comrades with petty bourgeois background,
but by working class comrades as well. Under capitalism
all culture is reduced to "show-biz," whether music, lit·
erature, or art. It is highly exclusive and highly self-ind·
ulgent. In the case of working class comcades it repre·
sents a chance to leave wage slavery behind.
Some Advances

We have made some advances in cultural work, but
without summing our work up scientifically we will ne·
ver reach t he correct orientation. And that means struggle. Struggle t o find what it means to say that we must
develop prohttarian culture from the masses where it
originated. I think it means that taking culture to the
working class is taking it home.
Mao says, "The more you put on the airs of a veteran
before the masses and play the 'hero,' the more you trY
to peddle such stuff to the masses, the less likely they
are to accept it. If you want the masses to understand
you, if you want to be one with the masses, you must
make up your mind to undergo a long and painful pro·
cess of tempering."
The point of all mis is struggle for correct orienta·
tion; struggle to develop ari understanding of culture

that will move the day to day struggles forward.
I feel that if these questions and others are not bro·
ught out and resolved, the result will always be a mech·
anical approach to culture. This is my criticism of the
article in the last journal.
In the DP section, "Life Under Socialism," when we
talk about culture we should speak to the fact that in
that period we will resolutely struggle with "established"
artists to help develop artists from the working class. As
Mao says, "Our-literature and art workers must shift
their stand; they must gradually move their feet over to
the side of the workers...through the process of going
into their very midst ... "
I think that our party's internal documents could
give more guidance in summing up past tendencies,
laying out advan~es, indicating the errors holding us
back, and pointing the way forward to understanding
how to better use· culture in day to day work.
To just say that we use culture as a weapon and will
continue to do so; and at the same time negate the stru·
ggle to leal'Q to do these things better, is idealist. a

Four.

logy and Culture, Build ProletarianJdeology and Cul·
ture.'' ·
The ke_y role the party press and other, non-party
publications play in this struggle should also be in·
eluded in this section, while again emphasizing that
these publications are primarily tools for advancing
the struggles of the masses, and not. just sources of
'"good ideas.'' (This question of the party press and
other publications merits more mention in the pro·
gramme than the few lines it receives on p. 17 in the
section on the party. After all, it has been, and will
continue to be; a main user of the pailty's time, energy
and <(adre. It should also appear, and this is the most
important place it should appear, in the heart of the
section on "Build the Revolutionary Workers Move·
ment," outside of the section on ideology and cul·
ture.} a
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Five

"As a key part of the struggle against the bourgeoisie,
the working class and its party must give full flower to
proletarian propaganda and culture, while exposing and
ripping out the poisonous weeds of the bourgeoisie. 7his
'
,
The two sections in the DP on culture (on p. 11 and
is an immediate task and cannot be pu\ off until social·
p. 33} provide good descriptions of proletarian culture.
ism, (DP, p. 33)
But the draft does not draw out enough the essence of
This understanding is correct, and must be deepened
the matter, which, as the article on p. 41 of Journal No.
c6nsiderably. Neither the DP nor the latest document
3 correctly points out, is that culture is a· weapon in tt:le
give much guidance as to how the party will take up
hands of whatever class wields it.
and develop cultural work. This is especially impor·
The clraft does say, on p. 11, that culture is a weapon
tant as it is an essential part of the struggle, a part we
(although not just for creating "public opinion"), and
cannot be without. -As Mao says, ''We must also have
on p. 33 states that "Works of literature, music, film
· a cultural army, which is absolutely indispensable for
and other forms of art that represent the proletariat a·
uniting our own ranks and defeating the enemy.'' And
rise from and in turn serve the struggle of the masses of
it is also especially important as it is a part of the strug·
people." This is good. But then it goes on to say that
gle that we have not developed very far and which we
these works "reflect [the masses'] great power in oppohave not .~eeply grasped as integral and nlce~sary to
sition to the decay of the imperialists and radiate the
the revolutionary struggle.
confidence and militpncy of the proletariat as the class
There have been attempts at developing cul·
of the future." And on p. 11: "It arises from and rMlects tural work (mostly music} in this city over a per·
the outlook and interests of the wofking class in its reviod of almost three years. But only over the last short
olutionary stwggle." Again, good. But most importantly,
period of time have we paid any consistent attention
to it, consciously and systematically taking up the task
and this is what is left out, works of revolutionary art
and cul;ture further the interests and struggle of the class
of giving it political guidance from the organization,
as opposed to the independent guidance from differ·
and of the masses, deepen and advance their outlook
ent comrades involved based 6n their individual grasp
and understanding, unite and inspire them, anef build
of line.
their confidence and militancy.
This has been Cln important advance, yet there are
Anyone who has been to a Prairie Fire performance
still many weaknesses. The main strength is that we
knows the truth of this. Their songs do all these because,
go about it as a political task, more than ever before.
as the introduction to their book says, "these songs...
We understand, to a degree, that culture is not just
take a stand with the working class, point out the ene·
my we're fighting, and [are] airned right at its rotten
something you add to a list of speeches at a program
to keep it from getting too boring. But we have not
heart." They help the masses to "sum up [their]
yet developed as full a grasp as we need of culture as
ex'P8riences in struggle and inspire1.hem to move for·
ward.'' And by taking this strong, open class stand,
a v.teapon to advance the struggle of the working class.
these songs are also able to help the masses under·
A targe part of what we have yet to do is to root out
tt-:? influences of bourgeois ideology around the quest·
stand and elminate backward ideas, to unload these
ion of culture. These ideas seem to linger longer here
"burdens hampering them in the struggle," as Mao
than in some other areas of work. The bourgeoisie has
calls them. (The question of the open clas1 stand of
had many years of practice, and has developed some
proletarian culture, as opposed to the very important
skill to be able,to pervert the forms developed by the
function of bourgeois culture which is to mask the
masses with its own bourgeois content, .and its own
class structure of society, should be emphasized more
bourgeois ideas about what_constitutes culture anyway.
in the section on p. 11.)
A good example of depicting and aidinQ this pro·
Question of Audience
cess of remoulding is Prairie Fire's song, "Who's To
Blame" which describes the transformation of a work·
The main way-that culture is still taken up here is
ing class couple whose marriage is breaking up under the
as part of a program-IWD, May Day, etc. And this·
pressure of trying to make a living, working hard, losing
• speaks to the question of audience. Of course it.is im·
jobs, etc. Someone at the unemployment center "talks
up a storm" about how "us working people ain't the
portant to have culture at these programs, and we have
ones to blame ...it's the rich men, the capitalists/ Who
to take the correct approach. Too often we have seen,
even in using culture at these programs, while we choose
keep all us people down./ But when us working people
songs, for instance, that put forward a correct line that
get together/ When we unite and fight back/ We can drive
can help to move the struggles forwarcl, our approach is
those bastards into the ground." Through this under·
that we are singing songs to an audience who bas heard
standing, they come back together to "join together/
it all before and of course they like the songs $0 we'll
With others of our class/ To fight until another great
sing for them. They need to be entertained, so it may
day/ When our freedom is won at last!"
as well be political entertainment. We even forget that
Another example of how revolutionary culture
at
these programs our audience is not just a small cir·
arises from and in tum serves the masses can be seen,
cle of friends, but is more and more becoming the work·
for example, in how the idea for the song, "Not For
ing class. Part of this is a tendency to think we won't
Sale," about the struggle against the ENA, arose out
mobilize anybody new for a program, demo, etc., and
of that struggle, and in turn, the chorus of that song,
the other part is not particularly caring-and the latter
which goes: "Take Your Hundred And Fifty, Abel, And
makes sense if it's just approached as "political enter·
Go To Hell/ The Right To Strike Is Not For Sale I"
tainment."
became a slogan and a rallying cry for the demonstra·
This is not to paint a picture that everything on the
tion at the steelwo~kers convention in AtlaAtic City
cultural front is dark anr;I dismal- this is- not the case
last fall.
I
at all. This area of work is moving steadily forward,
Also, Article "Six" on p. 42 of Journal No. 3 is cor·
and not just a small part of that due to the Prairie Fire
rect in pointing to the confusing way the section on
tour. But the point is that we have to make a leap into
ideology and culture is included in the section of the
the new period, and the key to that is making a break
draft called "TJ-.e working class will lead the fight awith the old approach.
gainst all oppression." (pp. 32-33) This both waakens
l;he larger part of the question of audience is do we
that section, and blurs the role of proletarian ideology
take
our culture .:-ut to the masses. And if so and when
and culture. These paragraphs should be taken out of
we do how does it move things forward? One time
this sectio~''al{q '~ nut into a separate section imme·
' ·
~
Continued on page 22
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we're looking for ~ttection, we ain't gonna get it by
shutting up the cultural w~rkers in a hothouse. We have
to rely on the masses.
One time a group had written a song and sang it at
a party, asking for criticisms. They listened to what
people thought, then went in another room and worked
on it for awhile. A couple hours later, they sang it a·
gain and the line had immensely improved. But therewere still some weaknesses, they asked for criticisms again. They eventually decided to scratch the song, which
The sections of the DP on proletarian culture, on
was probably correct, but the next one they wrote, they
pages 11 and 33, don't really speak to the working class
insisted on perfection before they would even let anyand tell them what woletarian colture is. Unless you're
one hear it. In summing it up, however, they feel that
already familiar with some work done· in this sphere of
the first way was much more correct-they had a much
the class struggle, li'ke Prairie Fire's song~ for instance,
better basis for deciding what to do with the song when
then you're left asking, "so, what is proletarian culture?
they took it to the masses and asked for criticism.
Is it some whole new ar;t form? What do you mean
The point is, as Lenin says "Think of the pressure
it's 'the exact opposite "of bourgeois culture'? I Ii ke
exetcised on the development ofeur painting, sculpture
some o'f the culture that's around now:.....is this all to be
and architecture by the fashions and moods of the
destroyed?" The way the DP is written, you get the
tsarist court, as well as by the taste, i:he fancies of the
impression that what we have now is 100% bourgeois
aristocrats and bourgeoisie. In a society based on priculture, and that there is no unity between the exist·
vate property the artist produces goods for the market,
ing culture and proletarian culture. This is wrong. Withhe needs buyers. Our revolution has lifted the pressure of in the existing culture lie the aspects of proletarian
of this most prosaic state-of affairs from the artists. It
culture which have been ripped off and distorted by
has made the Soviet State thei.( protector and patron.
the bourg'!oisie to turn it to their own interests. We
Every artist, and everybody who wishes to, can claim
want to build on these aspects and tum them into wea·
the right to create freely according to his ideal, whether
pons against the bourgeoisie.
it turns out good or not. And so you have the ferment,
Comrade Mao speaks to this in "Talks at the Yenan
the experiment, the chaos.
Forum on LiteYature and Art" when he says, "We
"But of course we are Communists. We must not
should take over the rich legacy and the good traditions
Put our hands in our pockets and let chaos ferment
in literature and art that have been handed down from
as it pleases. We must censciously try to guide this
past ages in China and fo reign countries, but the aim
development, to form and determine its results ...
must still be to serve the masses of the people. Nor
" ...Art belongs to the people. It must _!:lave its deepest
do we refuse to utilize the literary and artistic forms of
roots in the broad mass of workers. It must be underthe past. but in our hands these old forms, remoulded
stood and loved by them. It must be rooted in and
and infused with new content, also become somethi-ng
grow with their feelings, thoughts and desires... " (quorevolutionary in the service of tl;ie people." And Lenin
ted by Clara Zetkin in Reminiscences of Lenin, Inter·
also recognizes this in the draft resblution "On Prolenational Publishers edition, p. 12, 13)
tarian Culture" drawn up for the First All-Russian ConThis is the spirit of the latest document when it .
gress of the Prolecult organizatibn in 1920. He writes,
says "The Party must take this up as a key, front in the
"Marxism has won its historic significance as th~ idedlogy·
class struggle (encouraging and guiding the growth of
. of the revolutionary proletariat because,. far from rejecproletarian culture) and, through its leading bodies, sum
ting the most valuable achievements of the bourgeois
up experience in this field and develop and guide an arepoch, it-has, on the contrary, assimilated and refashmy of cultural fighters." This is certainly correct, and
ioned everything of value in the more ·than two thouthis guidance must be based in an understanding of the
sand years o_f the development of human thought and
first point Lenin makes in the Draft Resolution (see
culture."
earlier reference), "Not special ideas, but Marxism."
Again, in "The Tasks of the Youth Leagues" in the
And the party must give leadership to cultural leaders
same year, h.e says, "We shall be unable to solve this
in this regard.
problem unless we clearly realize that only a precise
knowledge and transformation of the culture created
How Best To Do It
by the entire development of mankind will enable us
to create a proletarian culture. The latter is not clutBut what we have to understand better is how this
ched out of thin air; it is not an invention of those who
can best be done. The whole thrust of the DP and
call themselves experts in proletarian culture. That is
latest document around culture is that it is a necessary
-~II nonsense. Proletarian c.ulture must be the logical
weapon in the overall revolutionary struggle. It is
development of the store of knowledge mankind has
certainly correct to have a division of labor between
accumulated under the yoke of capitalist, landowner,
cultural workers and other areas of werk, but what
and bureaucratic society. All these roads have been
bothers me is that the tendency in the past has been,
leading, and Will continue to lead up to proletarian
even where the RU has been giving guidance as we have
culture, in the same way as political economy, as relocally, to separat~ cultur'31 work too much from the
shaped by Marx, has shown us what human society
overall work.
must arrive at, shown us the passage to the class strugAnother point in
gle, to the beginning of the proletarian revolution." , Lenin's Draft Resolution is ~ProAgain, Article "One" in "0n the Role of the Worlet cult's close link with and subordination to the Comkei:& Papers" in Journal No. 3 speaks to this when they
missariat for Education." Now of eourse we don't have
say that in writing reviews of bourgeois movies, and TV
a situation like what Lenin was talking about, and the
shows, "the task is twofold-to expose the deception
working class doesn't have state power here-but that's
and class nature of them and sum them up from the
all the more reason to grasp this fundamental point.
proletarian standpoint; and to explain what it is that
While the party leading cultural work is the key thing,
workers like about t hese things and unite with what
we must put more emphasis on the im.eortance of
is progressive. If we fail to do this last part, workers
linking it with other areas of work.
see us as cynics who trash everything, as sepa~te from
For e xample, in the situation described above where
them."
_
cultural workers went to a UWOC action, it should
And in Revolution, A;>ril 1975, in "Prairie Fire Tour
have been UWOC who summed up whether they should
Greeted Everywhere": "Prairie Fire has pointed out
sing or not, or at least in conjunction with the cuitural
that they use many forms, drawing on the rich variety
workers. The point is that the tasks laid out in the
of music that's the heritage of the working class and
latest document should be drawn out a bit clearer, so
oppressed
nationalities in th is country. But they go on
that the thrust of our understanding of culture comes_
to stress that it's not the arrangement of sharps and 1
out in the particulars as well.
flats that's key, although that does have some imporThere is a division of labor betwe~n cultural workers
tance, but what you're saying in the songs. A proleand other areas of work, but the link is the key thing.
tarian class stand and a content that helps propel the
Having a firmer grasp of culture as a weapon ·will lay
class struggle forward can be reflected in all the variou~
the basis for making this link a reality. •
styles." "Their songs build on the past cteations of
working and oppressed people and develop these forms
to give full expression to the determination, dignity, r \
unity and joy of fighting for a new world."
What is needed in the DP is not only a description
of bourgeois and proletarian cultures, and the roles
they play in the class struggle, but also how the existing culture, the culture people are familiar with, fits
into all this. (Even cop shows have a progressive aspect when you see the m finally getting some rich he.ad
of a smuggling ring that's been ripping everybody off,
or something. Wnat we want to do is take that aspect
and show how it is really t hat we're going to deal with
these creeps.) If this isn't brought out clearly in the r:>P.
we will not really be arming the masses with this weapon, because they're not going to know what this weapon is in real life and where it comes from. •
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we went to a picket line and took our instruments along. This was a strike that the workers paper had been
working w ith for some time, and had done some good
work. We knew what the strike was all about and should
have been able to approach our responsibilities around
.cultural work there on that basis.
Well , you' d have though all we knew was that they
were on strike. We picked some songs about strikes'
(in this case "Ballad of the Women's Emergency Brigade" and "Casey Jones") - these workers of course
couldn't be interested in anything beyond the shop
struggle (in spite of the fact that the workers paper had
won them to participate in a demo around one of the
campaigns-I don't recall which one at that time.)
In any case, however, the workers united with us
and enjoyed it. To a degree, also, it helped to develop
the militance of the picket line, but this was more due
to the spont aneous influence culture has on people,
than it was our doing. In fact, when we were done
singing (read "performing"). the workers wanted to
continue singing while they picketed, and we were some
of the least enthusiastic about it. Our guitar player
even refused to play- they could sing if they wanted,
but we were there for a performance only.
Another time a group went to an action at an unemployment office, planning to sing "Hard Times Are
Fightin' Times" after a speech by UWOC. They summed
up that they shouldn't sing because they didn't have the
support of the masses. Later, when the police came
in looking for the "guy with the bullhorn," the workers
in the office pulled these people into the lines with
them, and denied that there had been a bullhorn. These
were the workers who "didn't support us."
"Our Only Interest"
All this stuff about performing and political entertainment and when do we sing and when don't we
flows from nowhere but imposii:ig bourgeois ideas about culture onto proletarian culture. That's hot to
say that proletarian cultural workers don't performbut it's on a qualitatively higher level than bourgeois
performers. The only interest we have in performing
is to move the struggle forward. We. want our culture
to inspire people to carry on the struggle, to make revolution.
Proletarian culture is notjusnhe opposite of bourgeois culture (and this could be brought out a bit more
clearly in t he DP, especially about where proletarian
culture is developed from)-it is culture developed in
the highest form. As Lenin says, "Not the invention
of a new proletarian culture but tjie development of
the best models, traditions and results of the existing
culture, from the paint of view of the Marxist world
\
outlook and the conditions of life and struggle of the
proletariat ... " (''Rough Draft of a Resolution on Proletarian Culture," Lenin on Cu/lure and Cultural Revolution, p. 150, emphasis Lenin's)
Proletarian culture moves the struggle forward mainly by summing up the mass line and putting it out in
popular form . And it's a lasting expression of the spirit
- of the w orking class to put an end to exploitation and
oppression once and for all. It expresses the joy that
comes out of the struggle-points to the bright future.
Sometimes we let this understanding get the better of
us and fall into the error pointed out in the last journal (No.4 under "Other Articles"): "Mysticism on the
question of culture, the tendency to think that the
form prevents thoroughgoing criticism of the content,
or the tendency to think that form will somehow make
up for weaknesses in content ... "
I would add to this the tendency to think that culture performed by "political" people is autolTEltically
correct.-We had a struggle here over Ptairie Fire's song
"Partner's Trust," which some of us had criticisms of.
The majority line was "OK, there are those criticisms,
but they know the correct line, and they're trying, at
least some of it is-correct." (Don't raise the criticisms,
the main thing is t hat they know what's correct, and
in tha t light the errors are insignificant.) Another struggle came o ut over a song about police repres.s ion written
to the tune of a re volutionary Irish son~, which initiated
so much struggle over the form (it was in real Irish formnot just tune b ut the words also, and true enough it's not
a form that the m a jority of people are real familiar with
and identify with) that we altnost ignored the political
errors in the conten t. We have to recognize that political
erro rs in culture are ve ry dangerous, perhaps to a degree
more dange rous than in some other areas of work, be·
cause the way good culture (formwise) affects people.
The flip side o t th is error, however, is not pointed
out in the jo urnal article-to criticize culture to death
before it ever gets o ut to the masses. Of course, we
I 1
don't wa nt to p ut out something that has glaring errors,
but if th&p roQlem i.$,that it's in the main correct and
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Other Articles
One
In our discussions on youth and students we feel
that both the DP and the latest document make some
errors, most important of which is creating an artif·
icial wall between working class youth and students.
The DP does this with two separate sections, tending
to divide and separate the struggles of students from
those of working class youth. The latest document,
while it does point to the need for communist youth
or9anizations (CYO), something the DP does not,
separates and builds a wall betwe,en these organizat·
ions and communist student organizations (CSO).
We agree that at th as time, there needs to be two
separate organizations, because of our work among
students in the past and because it is possiote at
this time to build a CSO and not a CYO. But the
way the latest document describes them would come
down in practice to saying that the CYO is where the
working class youth will be and the CSO is where
we'll keep the pettY bourgeoisie. It says that there
are really no working class students who will take up
the struggles of students.
The latest document, for example, says, " ... our
policy must be to consolidate and build the CSO on. ttile
one hand, and at th~ same time to assign Party cadre
to work separately among working class youth to
build mass struggle and the basis for a communist
youth organization there. Our goal must be to unite
these separate forms into one communist youth organ·
ization, once a strong enough basis has been laid and
communist organ1zatibn built up among working class
youth." (p.34) We are doing this, the l11test document
says, so the few working class youth ready to join
a CYO will not be "swamped by the mainly petty
bourgeois base of the communist student organization."
We have several objections to this. First, where we
work many young workers are also students, going
to school in the evening. They often talk about their
problems at school, with getting financial aid, etc.
They definitely are a part of students.
Second, are we afraid to bring workers into the
new party because they might be "swamped" by
the petty bourgeois majority? Certainly not; the
latest document correctly says, "Comrades from the
working class must be relied on and developed as a
powerful social force within the Party ... " (p. 7)
Working class students will NOT be swamped hy
'the petty bourgeois base of the CSO because it will
be the party, and not the petty bourgeoisie. that
will be leading the CSO. The party will bring' out
the leading role of the working class and help win
other students from other strata to this in the course
of struggle.
"Leading Role of Working Class Students"
And third, the latest document states that while the
CYO wilt "include youth from other strata" its main
base "must be among working class youth." (p.32)
But 1t says nothing of the leading role of working class
students in the CSO, leaving us to assume that either
we don't want any working class students in the
and it should be a pecty bourgeois organization, or that
t here aren't any working class students that will take up
the fight of students. Both are wrong.
Wotking class youth who are students can and will
play a leading rote in 'the CSO, and the other stu~nts
can learn from them. They must be relied on to help
move the whole organization forward toward prolet·
arian revolution, as well as helping the students in it
to take ttie stand of the working class. We should
not fall into ttie error of building two different
organizations based on two different classes, one for
working class youth and one for petty bourgeois students. The working class needs both these organizat·
ions (and in the future a merged, single organization)
to help fight for proletarian revolution. The working
class must lead both organizations.
We think that the latest document's proposal on
how to build the CYO and CSO should be rewritten
to reflect the leading role of working class students
in the struggles and organizations of students. Also,
we think the DP's sections on youth and students
should be combined, though not 1n the manner
described an the third journal, article No. 5 in the
section on youth and students. It says, " ...the
sections in the programme on youth and students
[should} be combaneu, recognizing the differences
that e xist but more importantly recognizing the
fundamental mnila1 it1es between their perspective
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on capitalist society." Youth and students are not
classless groups, and the classes in them definitely do
have different "perspectives on capitalist society."
We think that there should be a youth section in
the programme, with a subsection on students, bring·
ing out the reading role of working class youth and
students in the struggles of both. We must remember
that the OP is a statement to the working class
from its vanguard, and not to students.
We think that the error of dividing working class
youth from students is related to several errors in the
section on students in the DP. The DP. lays out the.
three important contributions students make to the
str.uggle for proletarian revolution:
"First, because they have the opportunity t<>1study
and seek answers to the problems of society, many,
especially in the course of struggle, turn to MLM, be·
come communist intellectuals, join the party and take
this new found weapon to the working class, which in
grasping this science can change the world. SeconC:,
students as 3 group spread the struggle against imperialism·and revolutionary ferment among the masses
of people, as was the case with the civil rights and
anti-war movements. And th.ird, their struggles in
themselves are a vital force in the fight against the
monopoly capitalists." (p.47)
In the old period, when the working class did
not have its party, it was true that the primary rote
of students in aiding the struggle for proletarian revolution was to bring Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung
Thought home to the workjng class. But now the
class will soon have its party, and it, more than any
group of studen1s, will be the main force bringing in
and applying M LM to. the struggles of the workers. And
more and more it will be the workers who will come
forward, out of struggle, co grasp M LM, join the party,
and take it out to their class.
-Advancing the Struggle
We feel that the main role students will play is
in advancing the struggle against imperialism, both
spreading "the struggle against imperialism and rev·
olutionary ferment among the masses of people"
and in their own struggles "against the monopoly
~apitalists." It will be their struggles, not their
ability to take MLM home, that will be primary.
We .also must understand the importance of the
struggles of students. The DP says that "The bourg·
eoisie opened higher education up somewhat more ...
becau~e -it needed.more managers, technicians,
and professionats.v (p.4 7) Well, this was true to
an extent, but it was not the case that the bourgeoisie was completely, on top of the situation,
and could see to the smooth development of
society. Principally it was the strug!'.Jle of the masses
of students that opened up higher education, and
this should be brought out in the programme. And
in talking about the struggles and demands of stu-

dents, the DP does not say anything about the
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struggle waged for financial aid and work-study
programs, without which the struggle for open
admissions. which the DP talks about, would have
meant little to.working class students.
Lastly, we had difficulty discussing the jotimal
~rticles on youth and students because of their almost
total lack of a summation of practice. It was difficult
to test the correctness of the articles' com:lusions, since
we don't have any direct contact with student work.
The journal articles should be writt.f?n ro all those
struggling for the new party, not just those comrades
in student work. These articles are important to the
working class so that we all can grasp a correct line
to guide our work, not so comrades can battle bac.k
and forth among themselves.
Our student and youth work must be oriented to
the overall struggle of the working class to make rev·
olution. It must be the-olass that leads those strug~
les. and we must not look at youth or students as
classless groups outside of society, but must concrete Iv
analyze how to correctly build and organize the
struggle forward toward proletarian revolution. •
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We believe that the comrade who wrote Article
"One" in t he "Qther Articles" sectio n of the t hi rd
jou rnal is incorrect for criticizing various docurnents for
speakine of the conttadiction between the bourg·
eoisie and the proletariat as the fundamental cont·
radiction of capitalism. We believe it is correct to
speak of that contradiction as fundamental.
In "On Qontradiction"(Selecteli Works, pp.328329), Mao states that Marx "discovered that the basic
contradiction of this society [capitalism] is the cont·
radict ion between the socialized character of prod·
uction and the private character of ownership." Mao
goes on to say of this fundamental contradiction, " In
terms of class relations it manifests itself in die
contradiction between the bourgeoisie and the prof· ...
etariat."
We take this to mean that in the real world of
classes the fundamental contradiction comes down as
the contradiction between the bourgeoisie and the
proletariat. The proletariat ii: the main and greatest
~ocial ized productive force and the bourgeoisie is
certainly t.he main and greatest private owners and
accumulators. So it seems correct to speak of the
contradiction between the bourgeoisie and the
proletariat as fundamental to capitalism. It seems
that Mao agrees. In "On Contradiction" (p.325), in
giving an example of how the fundamental contradiction in a process does not change but inlensifies
as the process develops, Mao says, "For instance
when capitalism of the era of free enterprise develop·
ed into imperialism, there was no change in the class
nature of the two classes in fundamental contradiction,
namely the proletariat and the bourgeoisie." [our
emphasis]
Furthermore, that contradiction remains fund·
amental into socialism. In his" Report to the Sec;r;~u
Ptenary Session of the Seventh Central Committee of
the Communist Party of China," held in March 1949
our great leader Chairman Mao pointed out that after
the countrywide victory of the Chinese Revolution the
basic contradiction of Chinese society was "the cont·
radiction between the working class and the bqurgeoi·
sie." (Three Major Struggles on China~ Philsopflical
Front,,written by the Revolutiona ry Mass Criticism
• Wri t in_g Group of the Party School under the CPC's
Central Committee, p.2, our emph~sis)
So. in ,;umming up, we can see that Chairman Mao
a11d the CPC th ink it correct to speak of the contradiction
between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie as the
fundamental and basic contradiction of capitalfsm and
socialism. It is correct because when you talk of
the contradiction between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie, you are talking of the fundamental cont·
radiction between socialized production and private
aceum ulation in terms of the classes that "represent" them,
proletariat-socialized production, and bourgeoisieprivate accumulation.
Communists must grasp this truth and arm the
working class with it. That is that the contradiction
between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie is at the
root of all the contradictions. of all the struggles th!lt
go under capitalism and socialism, and that i! is only
the working class, the only thoroughly revolutionary
class because in being the main socialized produc:tive
force the working class is in direct opposition to the
bourgeoisie and private accumulation, that can over·
throw the bourgeoisie, resolve the contradiction be·
tween socialized production and private accumulation,
and e n d all exploitation and oppression once and for
all.
To ,deny t)'lat the contradiction between the prol·
etariat and the bourgeoisie is, in class terms.
the fundamental contradiction. is, in the trnal
analysis, to deny the leading roJe of the working
class in }he fight against exploitation and opp~s~ion a nd to deny that the fu ndamental c6ntrad1ct1on
between socialized•production and p rivate accumulation
wilt oniv be resolved by the proletariat by first over·
throwing t he bourgeofsie and then under socialism
repressing the bourgeoisie and carrying on the sharp·
est class struggle against all remnants of bourgeois
society.
To deny all this cou ld lead to serious errors. Under
capitalism it could lead to ideas that the working class
is not key, that perhaps sonwone else will lead the
fight for socialism. This tendency was particularly
strong in the '60s when the contradiction between
the working class and the bourgeoisie was not prin·
Continued o n page 24
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cipaf but has even come up more recently in the
fo1m of Bund1sm.
Un der so c1altsm that denial could lead to the
revisionist conclusion held by Lju Shao·chi that
all ttlat we must do is develop the productive forces
and fo rget about c lass st ruggle. We must avoid such
errors in making revolution in this country, and we
will be less likely t o make them if the party and the
p roletariat is armed with a correct understanding of
t he fundamental contradiction. •

Three
In describing the crises under capitalism (p.1
of the DP and p.9 of the latest document), it is
essential that these crises themselves, the reasons
. they happen, why they lead to increased exploitation
of the working class at hon'l'~ and expansion a~roa..'. ,
and why they intensify as history moves forward, be
presen\ec correctly. We can all agree that these
developments are a function of the inherent laws
of capitalism and are an inevitable part of its hiitor·
ical development. The incorrect view which is
counterposed to this correct perspective is that the
capitalists cite just greedy, that they only want more
for themselves. The logical conclusion of this is
that they have choice and freedom as capitalists to
decide how and to what extent they will explott the
working class and make profits for themselves. This
line extended says that production, the economy and
ultimately the historical development of capitalism
is a function of the free will of the capitalists. This
is pure and simple Kautskyism.
The DP and the latest document are essentially
correct in their line on this question as it comes down
around fighting the attacks on the clas's at the point, ·
of productron as principal over layoffs and UWOC work
in that this is where the bourgeoisie will try to increase
its profits in a crisis. The line is also correct in as far
as it presents the principal aspect of expansio11 abroad
as seeking areas for investment as opposed to merely
searching for new markets. But in the discussion of
crises under capitalism there is unclarity which if
not sharpened will lead to Kautskyism in our work. ,..
T-he unclarity is around the question of the falling
rate of profit as the law behind the capitall3ts'
st?arch for higher profits, increased exploitation of
the working class, and the historical intensification
of the crises under capitalism.
In the DP it says (p.1 ): "Under the capitalist
system, production only takes place if those who con· .....
trol production, t he capitalists, can make profit from
it. And they can make profit only by wrin.ging it
out of the workers, and constantly pushing their
, wages down to the lowest level..." Why do the-wages
of the workers have to be constantly pushed down to
the lowest level? Is it ~cause the capitalists are
greedy and want more, more, more? No, it is be·
cause there is a falling rate of profit under capitalism
and if they don't keep up their profits, the falling
rate of profit will catch up with them and they will
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lose out. Further on ir:i the DP the same problem
arises: "Capital chases after the highest rate of profit,
as surely as iron is drawn to a magnet - this is
a law beyond anyone's will, even the capitalists', ·
and it will continue in force so long as society is ruled
by capital." (p.1) Again the question arises, why
is capital arawn to the highest rate of profit ? Is
it because there is a ('l'lagnetic force between the two?
No, it is because the capitalists are threate ned by a
falling rate of profit wh ich spells their doom if they
do not stay as far out ahead of it as possible.
One qspect of the falling ra te of profit, i.e.,
competition and the crises of.over-production, is
correctly presented in this section of the DP. However, there is anothe r aspect~wh ich is fundamental
in the long term development of capitalism which
insures that each crisis, as it is escaped b-y the b0urgeoisie, sets the state for a successively more intense
crisis. This aspect lies in the relation between variable
and constant capital. Variable capital (i.e., labor)
creates value. Constant capital (i.e., tools, machines,
raw materials, etc.) does not create value, but only
adds all (faw materials) or a fraction (machii'les ~eto.)
' of its own value to each product. As capitalism de·
velops, production becomes increasingly constant capital intensive. There is great expansion in the productive
forces, so the volume of profit grows, but there is a
constant decline in the rate of profit, i.e., units of
profit realized per unit of investment. The fundamental
reason why crises under capitalism are not mere periodic ups and downs that can be patched up temporarily
is because there is this falling rate of profit.
In his book Political Economy, A. Leontiev says,
"In order to save themselves from this tendency (the
falling rate of profit) capitalists establish enterpl'ises
in backward countries where hands are cheaper, the
rate of exploitation is higher ... ln addition the cap·
italists combine in all kinds of unions (trusts,
cartels, etc.) in order to keep prices at higher levels,
trying thus to 'increase their profits, to keep the rate
of profit from falling ." (p.140) Leontiev further
states that " ...the tendency toward a lower rate of
profit still exists and exerts a powerful influence on
the entire development of capitalism. This tendency
towards a decrease in the rate of profit greatly sharp·
ens the contradictions of capitalism. The capitalists
try to counte~balanee the falling off in the rate of
profit by increasing the exploitation of the workers,
which leads to a number of contradictions between
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. The fall in the
rate of profit sharpens the struggle within the camp
of the capitalists." (p.139)
This same weakness in the e)lplanation of the
capitalists' search for greater profits is found in the
latest dpcument. As was stated, the tasks ahead are
correct and do not r<?flect a Kautskyist line, but
the discussion of crises must clearly provide a basis
for why the tasks are correct. The key t hing is that
it must be clear that these are laws within capitalismcompetition and crises of over·production are aspectsbut fundamentally the falling rate of p,rofit pushes
the capita'iists •to seek higher profits._expand abroad,
and intensi-fy the exploitation of t he working class.
To not be clear on this only sows confusion and
eventually leads to Kautskyism, revisionism and
reformism. •
·
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